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Abstract

The field of exoplanet research has currently yielded the discovery of
552 planets. This figure includes 132 transiting planets which can be
studied in greater detail and have formed the cornerstone of research
to characterise the exoplanet population. In particular, such studies
seek to analyse the planetary atmospheres, but research has thus far
yielded more questions than answers.
Exoplanetary atmospheric studies have typically focussed on one planet
apiece - complicating any comparative analysis as every result employs
different methods and instruments. For a comprehensive, comparative study, a robust and reliable means of reducing and analysing
such observations is required, along with a body of data from a single
instrument.
One such instrument is the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) whose
NICMOS (Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer) instrument has observed the transits of nine extrasolar planets across
multiple wavelengths in the near-infrared. A robust pipeline has been
developed to reduce all such observations using the same techniques.

This pipeline reduces grism images of an exoplanet host star across
a transit event.

These exposures are checked for bad pixels, flat

fielded and background-subtracted before robust extraction of a transit light curve. This light curve is then detrended to remove systematic noise by application of a new technique devloped in this
study. Following detrending, the light curve is modelled using a bespoke MCMC (Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo) algorithm to determine
the planetary parameters.

A continuum of wavelength-dependent

transit light curves is also extracted, detrended and modelled to determine the variation in transit depth with wavelength; and thereby
infer the transmission spectrum of the planet's atmosphere.
The finished pipeline has been applied to three sets of HST NICMOS observations covering the transits of WASP-2b, HD189733b and
GJ436b. For each data set, a new set of planetary parameters has been
derived and for WASP-2b and HD189733b an atmospheric transmission spectrum extracted. Both spectra show signs of atmospheric
haze and molecular absorption, but also evidence of residual systematic noise, complicating analysis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter comprises a summary of the field of exoplanetary research
with respect to the research conducted herein. An overview of the origins of extrasolar planetary science is followed by a review of the main detection techniques
- in particular the Radial Velocity and Transit techniques, but also covering Transit Timing, Microlensing, Direct Detection and Pulsar Timing - detailing their
methodology, associated science (e.g. Limb Darkening), advantages and drawbacks. The chapter concludes with details on the currently unanswered questions
in the field; the density problem, atmospheric analysis and planet formation.

1.2

A History of Extrasolar Planets

Since the realisation that each star in the sky was a sun, much like our own,
mankind has theorised on the nature of the planets which might be found there.
However, we would have to wait until 1992 for the first evidence that such planets existed (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992, see Section 1.3.5). After that, the first
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detection of a planet around a solar-type star came in 1995 (Mayor and Queloz,
1995) and spawned a whole new field of research into the nature of the extrasolar
planets.
The total number of extrasolar planets (also called 'exoplanets') now exceeds
500 (Schneider, 2010) and is growing at such a rate as to ensure any more exact
figure would become out of date in short order. The majority of these planets are
'hot Jupiters'; planets of similar size and mass to Jupiter, but which orbit very
close to their parent stars and on very short timescales. It is not presumed that
the majority of planets are Hot Jupiters (Mordasini et al., 2009); their current
prevalence is most likely a detection bias resulting from current limits on the
precision of modern instrumentation (see Section 1.3).
However, while these hot Jupiters do not tell the full story of the population of
planets, they offer valuable insight into theories of planet formation (Alibert et al.,
2010; Maciejewski et al., 201Oa, see Section 1.4.3) and, more recently, research
has begun shedding light onto the atmospheric composition of these planets (see
Section 1.4.2).
As technology improves and new exoplanet searches begin, the range and
population of known exoplanets continues to expand. At time of writing, the
largest known exoplanet, TrES-4b (Mandushev et al., 2007), stands at 1.BIRJ
(Jupiter Radii, lRJ ~ 11.21R$ ~ 7.15 x lO 11 m) with a mass of 0.B77 M J (Jupiter
Masses, IMJ ~ 317.BM$ ~ 1.90 x 1027kg) , compared to the most massive planet,
CoRoT-3b (Deleuil et al., 200B), at 21.66MJ with a radius of 1.01RJ (see Section
1.3.2.5).
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Comparatively, the smallest known planet (around a solar-type star), Kepler9d (Holman et al., 2010), has a radius of just 0.147 RJ (or 1.64REf)) and a mass
currently estimated at 0.022MJ (or 6.99MEf)). GJ581e (Mayor et al., 2009), with
a mass of just 0.006MJ (1.94MEf)) may be smaller still, but its radius is currently
unknown (see Section 1.3.1).
The small semi-major axes of hot Jupiters' orbits result in very short orbital
periods with the shortest, WASP-19b (Hebb et al., 2010), orbiting its parent star
in 0.789 days (less than 19 hours) at a distance of just 0.0164AU (Astronomical
Units, 1AU = 1.496 x 1Ol1m). However, as the field of known exoplanets increases,
the number of more distant bodies is growing. HR8799b (Marois et al., 2008) is
currently the furthest known planet from its star for which both the period and
mass are known; with an orbital separation of 68AU and a period of 1.7 x 105
days ('" 466 years).
Exoplanet research is beginning to reveal that extrasolar systems have a great
deal of variety. At time of writing there are 52 confirmed systems with mUltiple
planets l (Schneider, 2010) ranging from systems with several Hot Jupiter type
planets, such as 55 Cancri (Fischer et al., 2008), to those not too dissimilar to
our own Solar System, like HD40307 (Mayor et al., 2008). The larger the sample
of known exoplanets, the better our understanding of the population as a whole
becomes.
1 Not

counting the hundreds of likely candidates discovered by Kepler (Borucki et al., 2011).
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1.3

Detection Techniques

Various methods have emerged as effective means of detecting extrasolar planets.
As technology improves and the field of research widens, those methods become
more refined and less affected by various detection biases while, simultaneously,
new methods arise to discover new populations of planets and improve our understanding as a whole.
However, at time of writing, only a handful of such techniques have proven
themselves indispensible in the field of exoplanet detection - most specifically the
Radial Velocity and Transit techniques (see Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 respectively)
which, between them, account for over 92% of the known exoplanet population
(Schneider, 2010).

1.3.1

Radial Velocity

The radial velocity technique was the first method successful at detecting planets
around solar-type stars (Mayor and Queloz, 1995) and has since detected over
450 exoplanets in almost 400 systems (Schneider, 2010). It is, by any definition, the most successful exoplanet detection technique yet implemented, but not
necessarily the most useful, as will be discussed below.
The technique works by measuring the radial velocity of the parent star in
any exoplanetary system by examination of its spectral lines (Sasselov, 2008). In
any planetary system, the star and planets orbit a common centre of mass which
(excluding multiple star systems) is typically located within the star itself. The
result is that the star itself moves on a tightly confined orbital path - effectively

4
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appearing to 'wobble'. The magnitude and period of this orbit is directly related
to the mass and period of the planets in the system and so, by measuring the
stellar wobble, it is possible to infer an upper limit on the mass and orbits of the
system's planets.
The wobble itself is measured from the movement of various absorption lines
in the star's spectrum. As the star moves about its orbit, some component of
its motion will be in parallel to our line of sight - the portion of the movement
directly towards or away from us. This motion causes a Doppler shift in the
frequency of the observed light; blueshifting the spectral lines as the star moves
towards us and redshifting them as it moves away.
The magnitude of this shift is dependent on both the mass of the planet
(relative to the star) and the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit. For example,
gravitational pull ofthe Earth moves our own sun at a veiocityl less than O.lms-l.
By comparison, if the Earth had a mass comparable with Jupiter, that velocity
shift would increase to almost 30ms- l .
For an exoplanet, the size of the Doppler shift is measured in comparison to
a static source at the point of observation. By passing the detected light through
a known medium (typically iodine, Konacki et al. (2005)) the spectrum of that
medium is imprinted on top of the stellar spectrum. Then, as the star's spectral
lines vary in wavelength due to the Doppler shift, the imprinted lines remain
stationary; providing a baseline against which the magnitude and period of the
1 Assuming an observer on the ecliptic plane whose position is static - i.e. independent of
both star and planet.
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Doppler shift can be measured. From this measurement, the radial velocity of
the star can be infered from:

(1.1 )

where

>'0 is the rest wavelength of any given line in the stellar emission spectra;

>. is the measured wavelength of that line;

Vs is the relative velocity of the target

star in relation to the Earth; and c is the speed of light.

1.3.1.1

Calculating Planetary Properties

Measuring the relative velocity, vs, of the star over a complete orbit of any exoplanet l produces a sine curve like that seen in Figure 1.1. The period of the sine
curve is equal to the period of the planet's orbit and, through Kepler's third law,
allows us to calculate the separation between the planet and the star as:

(1.2)

where a is the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit; G is the gravitational constant; Ms is the mass of the star; and P is the period of the planet's orbit.
The mass of the parent star, M s , can be estimated from its luminosity and
spectral type, assuming the star is on the main sequence. Exoplanets have been
1 Assuming said planet is the only other massive body in the system and follows an ostensibly
circular orbit.
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1.6
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Figure 1.1: The change in measured relative radial velocity, v, of a star resulting from
the orbit of its planet. The overplotted sine curve demonstrates the best-fit motion of
the curve resulting from the star orbitting the common center of mass with.

found orbiting non-main sequence stars (for example: PSR1257 + 12 (Wolszczan
and Frail, 1992) or HD13189 (Hatzes et al., 2005)) and in such cases alternate
models and methods exist for estimating the stellar mass.

However, for the

purposes of this research, we will consider only planets orbiting main sequence
stars.
Once the orbital separation, a, has been calculated, it is possible to derive
a lower-limit on the mass of the planet itself, Mp. This is calculated from the
amplitude, K, of the sine curve in Figure 1.1. By considering the relative orbital
velocities of the star and planet and assuming the angular momentum of the
system is conserved (i.e. that there are no other bodies present beyond the star
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and planet) , we can state that:

Mpvp

N1svs

(1.3)

where .A1s is the mass of the star; Vs is the orbital radial velocity of the star; .A1p
is the mass of t he planet; and Vp is the orbital radial velocity of the planet.
The orbital velocity of the star, Vs can be calculated from the amplitude of
t he sine curve, ]( . Since ]( is the relative velocity of the star to the barycentre of
the extrasolar system parallel to our line of sight , the actual velocity of the star
can be stated as :

](

Vs

in i

(1.4)

where Vs is the orbital radial velocity of the tar; ]( is the velocity of the star
parallel to our line of , ight (also the amplitude of the sine urve in Figure 1.1) ;
and i is the inclination of the orbital plane of the extrasolar system perpendicular
to our line of sight , as demonstrated in Figure 1.2.
The orbital velocity of the planet, Vp , can be calculated from the known
orbital separation of the star and planet ( 'ee Equation 1.3.1.1) as:

JGMS
T(t)

vp( t)

8

(1.5)
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•••

..........
.............. .

•
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Figure 1.2: T he inclination of

811 exoplan et 's orbit (with sem i-major axis, a) relative
to our line of sight. Th e angle of inclination, i, is measured perpendicular to our line
of sight so that a planet which transits (see Section 1.3.2) directly across the centre of
its parent star would have an inclin ation angle of 90° . From transit observations, it is
not possible to discern if the system 's inclination is above or below our line of sigh t;
therefore, the inclination angle is always stated as a figure:::; 90°.

where v p(t ) is the orbital velocity of t he planet at a time, t ; G is t he gravitational
const ant ; M s i the mas' of t he st ar; and rtl ) is the orbital separation between
the star and planet at a time, t . In a syst m with a perfectly circular orbit , t he
orbital separation (r) is constant and so can be equated direct ly to t he semi-major
axis of the sy tem (a) , as calculated in Equation 1.3.1.1.
Therefore, we can calculate the mass of the planet , M p a, :

}( J

a!l!{s

sin i

Or, alternatively, as:
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(1.7)

Mpsin i

where Mp is the mass of the planet; K is the radial velocity of the star parallel
with our line of sight; i is the inclination angle of the system; a is the semi-major
axis of the planet's orbit; P is the period of that orbit; Ms is the mass of the
star; and G is the gravitational constant.

In situations where the planetary orbit is non-circular, these calculations become more complex - factoring in the eccentricity of the planet's orbit which can
also be measured from the radial velocity curve. The impact of eccentricity on
the observed Doppler shift is dependent both on the scale of eccentricity and the
orientation of the orbit's semi-major axis in relation to our line of sight.
For example, as figure 1.3 demonstrates, the curve produced by a planet whose
semi-major axis is parallel to our line of sight becomes skewed - with either the
rise or fall of the curve contracted at perihelion (at the planet's maximum orbital
velocity) and, conversely, the fall or rise of the curve is extended at aphelion. For
a system whose semi-major axis is perpendicular to our line-of sight, the peri- and
aphelion correspond with the peaks and troughs of the radial velocity curve (or
vice-versa) and result in a sharpening (at perihelion) and flattening (at aphelion)
of these features.
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Figure 1.3: The radial velocity curves (right) produced by a planet with an eccentric
orbit whose semi-major axis is perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom) to our line of
sight,
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1.3.1.2

Drawbacks and Detection Bias

Note that the inclination angle of the system, i, is not measured by the radial
velocity detection technique. As a result, the only mass which can be put to the
planet is a lower limit - based on the assumption that the orbital plane of the
system is parallel to our line of sight; thereby meaning we see the full motion of
the star (i = 90°, K = vs) and not just some component of it. This lower limit
is typically stated as Mp sin i.
The radial velocity curve (Figure 1.1) makes this detection technique especially sensitive to massive planets with small orbital radii and periods (i.e. hot
J upiters). Such planets exert a greater gravitational pull on their parent star

and so result in a sine curve with a greater amplitude - making it much easier
to detect. Furthermore, the short orbital periods of such planets mean that a
detection can be verified relatively quickly, compared to planets whose orbits last
months or years.
Indeed, at the birth of the field of exoplanet research, telescope technology was
insufficiently advanced to even hope to detect planets with masses comparable to
the Earth. While some instruments had the capability, the chance of detecting a
planet around any given star was (and still is) largely unknown - thereby making
anything short of a wide-area survey a grossly inefficient and optimistic use of
telescope time.
However, as technology has improved and a wealth of knowledge and experience gathered, the limits of detection have been pushed back, bringing us ever
closer to discovering the first true Earth-analogues orbiting other stars. As it

12
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stands, that detection is likely to happen very soon and, at present, the radial
velocity technique remains the benchmark for verifying all exoplanet discoveries though, as other techniques exceed the limits of radial velocity, alternative confirmation methods (such as transit timing Lissauer et al. (2011)) are being sought.
However, determining more detail about the planet's parameters and properties
requires other methods to be implemented.

1.3.2

Transits

An extrasolar planetary transit occurs when an exoplanet passes directly between
our line of sight and its parent star. During this event, the planet obscurs a small
fraction of light from its star, creating a characteristic dip in the recorded light the transit light curve (see Figure 1.4).
The first exoplanetary transit was detected in 1999 by Henry et al. (2000).
The existence of HD 209458 b was already known, having been detected by radial
velocity measurements (see Section 1.3.1) conducted by the Keck telescope in
Hawaii. However, this first detection of an exoplanetary transit allowed for a far
greater wealth of information to be gathered on the planet.
The first planet detected by its transit alone was OGLE-TR-56b in 2002
(Udalski et al., 2002) and, since then, over 100 planets have been discovered
by various transit detection surveys and confirmed by follow-up radial velocity
observations. Such follow-up observations are required because of various other
astro-phenomena capable of mimicking a transit light curve.
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Figure 1.4: The low-SjN transit light curve of WASP-lb (top), formed as the planet
passes across the disk of its parent star, eclipsing approximately 1% of the star's light
(Cameron et al., 2007). In contrast, the high-SjN light curve (bottom) shows the clear
U-shaped transit of HD 209458 b.
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1.3.2.1

Calculating Planetary Properties

Unlike those planets whose presence is known through the radial velocity alone,
transiting planets reveal much more information than can be derived from other
means. The transit light curve itself has a distinct shape (see Figure 1.4) which
can be divided into sections according to the aspects of the transit itself. The
divisions between these sections are known as the 'contact points' of the transit,
also termed C 1 , C2 , C3 and C4 •
The first such contact point (C1 ) occurs when the limb of the planet meets the
limb of the star at the start of the transit and the beginning of the section of the
light curve known as the 'ingress'. The second contact point (C2 ) occurs when
the whole of the disk of the planet has moved over the star (Le. having covered
an orbital distance of one planetary diameter, or 2Rp, since C 1 ). Between C2
and C3 is the 'transit floor' where the disk of the planet remains wholly over the
disk ofthe star. Once the limb of the planet passes the limb of the star (C3 ), the
planet enters the 'egress' phase of the transit which continues until the planet
has moved wholly from the disk of the star (C4 ) at the end of the transit event.
The planet is considered 'in-transit' at any time between C 1 and C4 . At
all other times, the system is considered out-of-transit (sometimes abbreviated to
OOT). The time at which each transit can be expected to occur can be calculated
from the transit's ephemeris and the period of its orbit (P). The various sections
of the transit light curve are also demonstrated in Figure 1.5.
The precise shape of the transit light curve is dependent on various factors;
most significantly the size of the planet itself. The depth of transit allows the
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Figure 1.5: T1Je contact points of an exoplaJJetary transit. As the planet transit its
star from left to right, the transit ingress begins at C 1 when the planet begins to move
over the disk of the staJ· aJJd ends at C2 once the whole of the planet has moved over
the stellar limb. Th e transit floor then continues until C3 when the planet begins to
move off the disk of tlJe star. This begin the transit ingress which ends at C4 with the
planet moving wholly off the stellar disk at the end of the transit event.
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planet's radius (Rp) to be measured , omething not

CUlT

ntly po 'ible with other

techniques. If we consider , for the ake of simplicity, t hat the disk of the star
can be approximated to a circle of uniform intensity and the disc of the planet
to a smaller, completely opaque disc , then the recorded flux from the tar can be
approximated as:

F
FOOT

fA

(1. )

hrR~

(1.9)
(1.10)

where P is th observed flu x from the star; I is the intensity of light fr om th
tar per unit area; A is the observable area of the disk of the tar; F OOT is the
recorded flux whil the pl anet is out of transit;

FFlooT

is the recorded flux while

the planet i wholly in-tran 'it (i.e. at the tran 'it floor) ; R

i the radiu of the

star; and Rp i t he radius of the I lanet .
However, it is easier to mea 'ure t he flux from the parent star as a perc ntage
change over time, rather than a preci e value. Therefore, we can express the
abov relationship as:

(

t:,.F )
F OOT

FOOT - F p10 07'
FOOT

L1rR~ - L(1rR~ - 1rR~) _
L1r R~
-

And so we can determine the radius of the planet to be:
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Rp = Rs

{fE
F
--

(1.12)

F OOT

where Rp is the radiu ' of the transiting planet ; R s i ' the radius of the star; and
f).F / F OOT

is t he d pth of transit .

Furthermore, analysis of eit her the ingres' and egres of t he transit or the
transit duration allows for t he calculation of the inclination angle of the system

(i). This in turn allows t he actual mass of the planet (Mp) to be calcul ated
from t he known lower limit (Mp sin i) imposed by radial velocity observations
(see Section 1.3. 1).
As demonstrated in Figure 1.6, t he duration of the transit is depend nt on
the distance t he planet must t ravel across t he disk of the, tar - a figure which
diminishe along with t he inclination angle of the system (an inclination angle of
90 0 would result in a transit of maximum possible duration). As t he inclination
angle decreases , the path of t he planet across the tar moves fur t her towards the
star's limb. This difference is characterised by the distance betwe n t he centres
of t he star and planet at clo est-approach; known as the 'Impact P arameter':

b

acos i

(1.13)

where b is t he impact parameter of the transit; a is t he semi-major axis of t he
planet's orbit; and i is the inclination angle of the system.
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Figure 1.6: Tile geometLY of a transit event at C 1 describing tile duration of tile transit
Over tile distance T througll the angle 28 with the centre of the disk of the star.
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The path of the planet during transit is a chord across the disk of the star
(extended from the limb of the star by one planetary radius) and, as such, can be
characterised by the angle it subtends with the centre of that disk. For simplicity's
sake, we can consider this in terms of the angle subtended between C1 and the
transit midpoint provided we double the resulting distance calculations.
At C1 the separation between the centre of the disk of the planet and the
centre of the disk of the star becomes Rs + Rp. Combining this with the impact
parameter (b) of the transit, allows us to calculate the angle subtended by the
planet during transit (Le. from C1 to C4 ) as:

(1.14)

2()

where

e is

the angle subtended by the chord of the transit; b is the impact

parameter of the transit (see Equation 1.3.2.1); Rs is the radius of the star; and
Rp is the radius of the planet.

From this we can calculate the length of the transit chord as:

DT = 2(Rs

+ Rp)sin()

(1.15)

Combining this with the orbital period allows us to define the transit duration
as:
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tT= P

2R s sin ()
7ra 2

=

pDT

- 2
7ra

(1.16)

where tT is the duration of the transit; P is the period of the planet's orbit; Rs
is the radius of the star; and 2() is the angle subtended by the transit chord; DT
is the distance traveled by the planet during transit; and a is the semi-major axis
of that planet's orbit.
As such, Equation 1.3.2.1 allows for the inclination of the system to be calculated from the period of the planet's orbit (P, from which a is also calculated)
and the duration of the transit (tT)' Further discussion on properties derived
from transit light curves can be found in Section 1.4.2.

1.3.2.2

Temperature

An important parameter in exoplanet research, particularly in relation to the
planet's density (see Section 1.4.1), is the planet's temperature, Tp. Given their
proximity to their parent stars, hot Jupiters typically maintain an equilibrium
temperature upwards of 1000 Kelvin due to the incident radiation from their
parent stars. If we measure the luminosity of the star, we can determine the flux
of radiation emitted as:

Fs =

Ls
47rr2

(1.17)

where Fs is the radiated flux from the star (energy per unit area per unit time);

Ls is the luminosity of the star; and r is the radial distance from the star at
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which the flux is measured. In the case of a planet, r would be the semi-major
axis, a.
Applying this to the disk of the planet, we can determine the energy of the
incident radiation as:

(1.18)

where

EJ

is the incident energy radiated onto the planet per unit time; Rp is the

radius of the planet; Fs is the flux from the star; Ls is the luminosity of the star;
and a is the planet's orbital semi-major axis.
If we assume the planet to be in thermal equilibrium! then the incident energy
must be equalled by the energy radiated by the planet.
Some portion of this energy would be the reflected starlight - some portion
of

E not

absorbed by the atmosphere. The exact proportion of reflected light

is dependent on the planet's albedo, A, which is difficult to measure precisely.
However, at such high temperatures, it is likely that the albedo of hot Jupiters is
very low - this allows us to still place an upper estimate on the tempterature of
the planet, T Max which is unlikely to be much higher than the planet's actual temperature and is still applicable when comparing an exoplanet to the population
as a whole.
IThe rotation of any exoplanet should be sufficient to ensure its surface reaches thermal
equilibrium as each part of its atmosphere spends the same time in the planet's shadow and
the same time in the hemisphere irradiated by the star - allowing the temperature to be evenly
distributed across both hemispheres. However, planets with a very small semi-major axis (a)
may be tidally locked to the star. In this instance, the same hemisphere would face the star at
all times - likely resulting in a large temperature gradient between the dayside and nightside of
the planet.
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If we approximate the planet's thermal radiation to a black body, we can state

that:

(1.19)

where
radius;

ER is the energy radiated by the planet as a black body; R~ is the planet's
aB

is the Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.6704 x 108 Wm- 2 K- 4 ); and T Max

is the upper limit on the planet's Equilibrium temperature.
Therefore, we can estimate the planet's temperature by equating

EJ

to

ER ,

such that:

(1.20)

Or:

(1.21)

where T Max is our upper-limit on the planet's equilibrium, black-body temperature; Ls is the luminosity of the star; and a is the planet's semi-major axis.
If the albedo of the planet is known, the exact temperature can be calculated

from T Max by:

(1.22)
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where T is the planets equilibrium, black-body temperature; T Max is our previously calculated upper-limit on that temperature; and A is the planet's albedo.
However, with the value of A likely to be small for hot Jupiters, the factor of
(1 - A)1/4 is not likely to make a large difference to the resulting temperature.

1.3.2.3

Limb Darkening

Thus far we have assumed the disk of the star to be a circle of uniform luminosity.
However, in reality, the stellar disk appears brighter at its center than it does at
its limb; an effect known as 'limb darkening'.
Light emitted at the centre of the star must travel outwards through the stellar
atmosphere before it escapes the star. When observing the disk of the star, we
observe only those photons which escape the stellar atmosphere and travel along
our line of sight. Therefore, photons emitted from the same layer of the stellar
atmosphere from the limb of the disk star will travel a greater distance through
the atmosphere than those emitted at the centre.
This greater path-length through the stellar atmosphere increases the probability that the photon will be scattered by the plasma of the stellar atmosphere,
to a degree dependent on the optical depth. As a result, fewer photons from
deeper within the atmosphere escape the star travelling along our line-of-sight as
we move closer to the star's limb.
While there is no precise law describing limb darkening, there are various
models which approximate its effect. Transit studies typically adopt the following
quadratic law to model the impact of Limb Darkening on the light curve:
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Ib)

(1.23)

I

where I (,) is the intensity of light emitted from a point on the disk of the star
whose radius from the centre of the star subtends an angle, " from our line of
sight (see Figure 1.7); I is the intensity of light emitted at , = 0 (i.e. at the
center of the disk of the star); Uo is the linear coefficient of the limb darkening
model and U1 is the quadratic component of the model (Haswell, 2010; Mandel
and Agol, 2002).
The values of Uo and U1 can then be used to define the intensity at any
point on the disk of the star. Alternate models of limb darkening are available,
including both cubic and logarithmic approximations, but such complexity would
be detrimental to this research. The effect of limb darkening is expected to be
small in the infra-red and a new model will need to be generated for each star.
Therefore, the ideal limb darkening model in this context is one flexible enough
for a transit model based upon it to produce a reliable fit to the measured light
curve while also being simple enough to require minimal processing time during
the simulation of such a model. As such, a quadratic approximation to limbdarkening is the best choice for the purposes of this research.
Since the optical depth of the stellar atmosphere is wavelength dependent,
the limb darkening of a star will also vary with wavelength. As a result, any
limb darkening coefficients ascribed to a star will be accurate only for a certain
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Figure 1.7: Two photons (red arrows) emitted hom the same depth into the stellar
atmosphere (h) , both travelling along our line of sight. Th e photon emitted from the
centre of th e stellar disk (from our viewpoint, top) travels a distance of h through tile
atmosphere. In contrast, the photon emitted towards the lim b of the star (left) travels
a greater distan ce of rv (h / cos ')'). As a result, the photon towards the edge of the
disk is more likely to be scattered. Applying this to all photons emitted by the star,
a sm aller proportion of photons from any given depth will escape the star a t tile lim b
compared to the centre.
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wavelength range. Thankfully, t his variation is small across the infra-red range
covered by the data sets used in t his research (see Chapter 2) and , while this does
not necessarily mean its impact will be too small to produce measureable effects,
it is not so great as to prevent one set of initial estimates being applied across
t he full wavelength range of any given data set.
Overall, t he shape of t he transit light curve can be said to be dependent on
t he ratio of radii between the planet and star (Rp / R s ), t he inclination angle of
the system (i) , the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit (a) , t he period of t he
transit (T) and the two limb darkening coefficients for our quadratic model (Ua
'and UI ). The precise impact of these parameters on the shape of the transit will
be discussed furth er , with reference to modeling such light curves , in Chapter 5.
1.3.2.4

False Positives

As has been previously noted , follow- up observation of transiting planet candid ates are essential to rule out various scenarios capable of mimicking an expoplanetary transit .
The most common of t hese false positives is a grazing eclipsing binary star
system. In this instance, the two stars in a binary system execute a grazing eclipse
twice during each complete orbit. In each grazing eclipse, one star obscurs part of
the second star 's limb; blocking a small portion of t he total light and producing
a resulting light curve similar to that of a transit.
Grazing eclipses produ ce a much sharper , V-shaped ' transit ' than would be
observed for an exoplanet and would typically produce two transit-like events
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(assuming a low orbital eccentricity). In most cases, the magnitude of the stars
would be disparate enough for these 'transits' to have note ably different depths,
which would not be the case for exoplanetary transits. However, if the depth
variation was small, the light curve would resemble that of a transiting planet
with a period half that of the binary star. Alternatively, if one of the events
caused a small enough dip in the light curve (perhaps due to eccentricity in its
orbit) it might be mistaken for the secondary eclipse of the planet.
In such cases, the distinction between grazing binary and exoplanet can usually be made by visual inspection of the light curve and identification of a Vshaped grazing eclipse or a V-shaped transit. However, exoplanets with a large
inclination angle or those orbiting stars with a large amount of limb darkening (see
Section 1.3.2.3) may produce light curves capable of falling into either category
(depending on the quality of the data). In such a case, follow-up radial velocity
measurements would reveal the masses of the bodies in the system, allowing a
definitive distinction to be made.
Another potential false positive is an eclipsing binary blend; whereby the light
from an eclipsing binary star! falls on the detector close to light from a far brighter
star. In this instance, the light from the two systems will appear as one object
in the resulting exposures (see Figure 1.8). Therefore, the eclipse of the binary
star will only appear to reduce the overall light of the composite 'star' by a small
percent of the total; as if a planet had transited the brighter of the systems.
1 A two-star system in which one star obscures the light from its companion once each orbit
- though blocking far greater light than an exoplanet.
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Figure 1.8: The false detection of an exop1anetary transit caused by a binary star
blend in which a low resolution image (top, left) produces a light curve with a'" 1%
dip in intensity (top, right); characteristic of an exop1anet. However, a follow-up higher
resolution image (bottom, left) reveals that the object in the low resolution image was
in fact two objects - a bright object and a fainter, eclipsing binary star which exhibits
a much larger ('" 20%) reduction in intensity during eclipse.

Blends are most easily identified by obtaining higher-resolution images of the
candidate object which would reveal the presence of both objects in the field.
Alternatively, radial velocity observations of the system would reveal the comoving spectral lines of the two stars in the binary system, together with the
static lines of the brighter star.
Finally, certain types of eclipsing binary star systems can exhibit eclipses of
similar depth to that of a transiting planet. White dwarf stars, in particular, can
be roughly equivalent in size to gas giant planets and so would block an equivalent proportion of light during eclipse. However, such objects would themselves
contribute a significant proportion of the total light emitted by the system and
so would produce a far larger secondary eclipse than a planet of the same mass.
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Furthermore, the mass difference between the two scenarios is more than enough
to easily distinguish between them in radial velocity follow-up observations.
Quantifying the occurance rate of false detections is difficult, in part, due to
the dependency on the instrumentation - the freqency of blends, for example,
is partly dependent on the resolution of the telescope. However, early transit
surveys typically found that 20% of potential transits were caused by planetary
bodies, with the remaining 80% resulting from grazing eclipsing binaries, blended
binaries and the transits of planet-sized stars.

1.3.2.5

Brown Dwarfs

Another source which, depending upon context, mayor may not be deemed a
false detection are brown dwarfs. A brown dwarf is an object of near-stellar
mass; large enough to undergo deuterium fusion at its core, but lacking the mass
to fuse hydrogen (Spiegel et al., 2010). Since the object is, nevertheless, capable
of sustaining a nuclear reaction, it is technically considered a star.
However, since the exact mass-limit at which such a reaction would start
is unknown, it is not always possible to state whether a detected object is a
large planet or a small brown dwarf star. Indeed, the case may be that there
is no precise distinction between planets and brown dwarfs and that the two
classifications simply occupy arbitrarily defined segments of the same continuum
of object mass.
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1.3.2.6

Transit Surveys

The most successful transit survey, to date, is the Super-Wide Angle Search for
Planets (or 'SuperWASP') with which this research was conducted. WASP has
so far announced the discovery of, at time of writing, 48 exoplanets; accounting
for over one-third of the total. WASP announced its first planets (WASP-1b and
WASP-2b) in 2007 (Cameron et aI., 2007) the latter of which will be discussed
further as part of this research (see Chapter 7).
Alongside WASP are several other large-scale transit surveys which have
helped expand the known population of transiting planets. These include the
Hungarian Automated Telescope network (HAT, 30 planets), Transatlantic Exoplanet Survey (TrES, 4 planets), the XO project (5 planets) and those planets discovered as part of the larger Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
(OGLE, 8 planets). More recently, transit surveys have moved to bespoke-built
space telescopes with two currently in operation: namely Convection Rotation
and planetary Transits (CoRoT, 17 planets) and Kepler (15 confirmed planets
and 1235 candidate planets) (Schneider, 2010).

1.3.2.7

Drawbacks and Detection Bias

The transit method preferentially detects planets on small, short orbits or planets
with large radii compared to their parent stars. As would be expected, such
planets create deeper transits which are easier to detect when compared with
smaller planets. However, the effects of the orbit on this detection bias is worse
still.
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Firstly, planets on short periods will transit their host stars much more often
than those with long periods - increasing the probability that a transit will be
observed . Secondly, and more significantly, planets with small semi-major axes
are much more likely to transit their parent stars because such planets may still
t ransit wit h a relatively small inclination angle (i) . The further a planet from
its star during eclipse , the closer i must be to 90° for an eclipse to occur. These
factors combined have resulted in the population of planets discovered by t ransit
being even more skewed towards the most extreme of the Hot Jupiters than those
discovered by the Radial Velocity method .

1.3.2.8

Transit Timing

For a transit light curve of sufficient precision , the contact points of the transit can
be determined to high precision . As a result, the exac t ephemeris of t he transit
can be measured to the limit of t he temporal-resolution used in the observations.
This allows for any variations in the orbit of the planet to be assessed over multiple
transits; specifically variations caused by other bodies in the system .

In any simple two-body system , comprising simply a star and one planet ,
both obj ects orbit their mutual center of mass in a steady manner. However, if
a third body (such as a second planet) was introduced to the syst em, all three
would now orbit a slightly repositioned center of mass . In a transiting system ,
this would cause slight variations in the timing of each transit as presence of the
second, unseen, planet causes both the st ar and the first planet to be in slightly
different positions during each transit event ; determined by its own position in
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Figure 1.9: A plot of tran i t timing vaJ'iations (TTVs) of the exoplanet WASP-3b
caused by a second plaJ1et in the observed ystem (WASP-3c). B efore the exact period
of the second planet is known , a ufficient number of points must be recorded to allow
th e curve to be folded wit11 time to find th best-fit orbital period. (Maciejewski et al.,
2010b)

the system.
By measuring the timing of a succes ion of transits, it i possibl to detect
these variati ns and inf r the orbit and mass of the second plan t (Fabrycky ,
2008). Plotting this variation against time (see Figure 1.9) produces a sine curve
simil ar to that created by the Radial Velocity technique; with the amplitude
proportional to the mass of the planet and the period equal to the orbital period
of the new planet.
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In t ransiting systems, it is highly likely that such a planet would also transit
t he parent star during its orbit (because the inclination angle of the system is
already known to be favourable for such an event l ) , allowing for further planetary
parameters to be derived , as was discussed earlier in this section and as will be
discussed furth er in Section 1.4.2.
Unfortunately, the small magnitude of t he changes in timing for each transit
requires very precise temporal precision to create a useful transit timing curve.
However , despite the difficulty, studies are beginning to yeild promising results
(Maciejewski et al. , 20 lOb) so the first confirmed detection by transit timing is
likely to occur in t he near future.

1.3.3

Gravitational Microlensing

Cont rasting with both radial velocity and t ransit detection, Gravitational microlensing preferentially discovers planets far from their parent stars.

A ml-

crolensing event is a short-lived increase in the intensity of a star (or other light
source) caused by the gravitational field of a foreground object acting as a lens to
bend more light towards the observer. Applying this ph nomenon to the earch
for extrasolar planets involves searching for the rare occurance in which two stars
cross each other in the sky (Bond et al. , 2004).
In such an event , the foreground star lenses the light of the background star ;
causing t he total light intensity of the two to temporarily appear far greater
IThis likelihood would also be dependent on the eccentricity of the second planet and
assumes that all pla net s in t he system orbit in the same plane a bout their parent st ar - a
common requirement of format ion models which has, so far , been . ustained by the 56 multiplanet extrasolar systems discovered to date.
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Figure l.10 : Th e change in in tensity during a microiensing event produced by a star
and planet as tiley move across a background star . A s the gravity of the foreground
star lenses th e ligllt from the background star, the m easured intensity of light increases
dram atically - much more than simply the intensity of botil objects combined . Then,
as the planet m oves in front of the background star, its gravity causes a second lensing
event; producing the second, sm aller spike to tile right of the m ain peak.

t han imply the sum of the light from each. In the case wh re a planet is in
orbit about the foreground star, a second microlensing event will occur when t he
planet crosses the background star. Measuring the magnitude of this peak allows
for calculation of the precise mass of t.he planet. whose gravitational field created
it. The result ing change in observed intensity over time is shown in Figure l.10.
Due to the rarity of such an event , microlensing searches adopt a similar
pattern to transit earches; ob erving a large area of sky to capture as many
events as possible. Thus far , all micro lensing planets have been detected by two
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surveys, often in collaboration with each other: the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE, a study which has also discovered transiting planets, see
Section 1.3.2) and the Microlensing Observations in Astrophysics survey (MOA).
At time of writing, 11 planets have been discovered by the gravitational microlensing technique (Schneider, 2010); between 0.66AU (MOA-2007-BLG-192Lb; Bennett et al. (2008)) and 5.1AU (OGLE-235/MOA-53b; Bond et al. (2004))
from their parent stars. Since the degree of lensing (and, by extention, the percentage increase in light) is dependent on the magnitude of the gravitational
field, planets with different semi-major axes will produce lensing events of different magnitudes, making planets with certain orbits easier to detect than others
(Gould and Loeb, 1992).
While gravitational micro lensing is capable of detecting a wholly different class
of extrasolar planet to the far more successful radial velocity or transit methods,
the technique suffers from an inability to repeat the test or to easily verify the
presence of the planet. With microlensing events so rare, the chances of a repeat
observation are small enough to be negligible. For microlensing planets at large
orbital separations or with relatively low mass, follow-up radial velocity measurements would have difficulty detecting the resulting motion of the parent star and,
in the case of large semi-major axes, might require many years of observations
before a sufficient proportion of the orbit has been observed. However, in such
instances, an alternate detection method may soon present a viable means of
confirming such detections.
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1.3.4

Direct Imaging

All previously noted detection techniques have relied upon measurements of secondary factors to infer the presence of a planet by its effect on the system it
occupies (even transits look for the absence of light rather than the light from
the planet itself). However, until recently, the prospect of imaging an exoplanet
directly seemed more than technology was currently capable of.
On the contrary, as technology and innovation has adapted to the everexpanding hunt for exoplanets, instruments like coronographs and techniques
such as adaptive optics have been turned to the cause. Since the first confirmed
discovery of exoplanet 2M1207b in 2004 (Chauvin et al., 2004), 14 exoplanets
have been detected in 11 systems by direct imaging (Schneider, 2010). However,
it was not until 2008 and the detection of Fomalhaut-b (Kalas et al., 2008) and
the three planets in the HR8799 system! (Marois et al., 2008) that the orbits of
any such planets were properly constrained.
Direct imaging preferentially detects planets with large semi-major axis which
are easier to discern from the light of the star itself (which still dominates such
images, even after the application of a coronograph to block out the star itself).
However, such detections are far from fast; requiring at least two images of the
candidate planet to be taken at times separated by enough to allow the planet
to move along a noticable portion of its orbital path (see Figure 1.11). Without
this evident movement, the 'planet' could be no more than a background star or
an artifact of the detector or imaging technique being applied.
INow known to harbor a fourth planet (Marois et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.11: A composi te of two images showing tile detection of the planet Fomalhau t
b. Th e single images llOW the planet at two points in its orbit; proving that th object
is indeed a planet and not a backgTO und star (wllich would not move with the same
prop er motion as the parent tru) or an instrument artifact (which would be unlikely
to reappear with the sam e in tensi ty in two sub equent images). (Kalas et aI , 2008)
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While still its infancy, technology is likely to propel the direct detection of
exoplanets to the fore. In addition to instruments at the Keck, Gemini and Subaru
telescopes responsible for t he current population of directly imaged planets (not
including HST observations performed in conjunction with ground-based studies)
new instruments spe ifically design d for such research will soon begin taking
data. The first such in trument is the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI, an addition
to the aforemention d Gemini telescope in Chile) followed by SPHERE (SpectroPolarimetric High-contrast imager for Exopl anet REsearch) , an instrument for
the VLT (Very Large Tele ·cope, also in Chile) . Further into the future, the
E-ELT (European Extremely Large Tel cope) is currently planned to host the
EPICS instrument (ExoPlanet Imaging Camera and Sp ctrograph ) which may
be capable of dir ctly imaging terrestrial-sized planets.
With every improv ment in teles ope power, the range of emi-major axes of
d tectable planets will move closer to the parent tars. Simultaneously, new technologie will emerge to allow for spetrographic analysis of such planets. However,
with the number of detections only recently reaching double figures , it i still
likely too soon to speculate.

1.3.5

Pulsar Timing

While not readily comparable to the aforementioned techniques, those planets
detected by pul ar timing were t he first known exoplanets in history.

Unlike

previously covered techniques, pulsar pl anets are not re ident around solar-type
stars or even stars on the main sequence.
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A pulsar is a rapidly rotating neutron star with an immense magnetic field
driving a set of radio jets from its magnetic poles. As the pulsar spins (with a
period typically in the order of milliseconds, though pulsars have been discovered
with longer periods of several seconds) these jets sweep around in very precise
arcs. From the perspective of an observer in the path of this arc, the pulsar would
appear to emit pulses of light as the observed jet rotates to face the observer and
rotates away again.
The extreme mass and relatively minute size of neutron stars produces an
extremely stable rotation; allowing for the timing of the pulses to be determined,
in some cases, to nanosecond precision (Hewish, 1970). However, as with the
radial velocity technique, the presence of another massive body in the pulsar
system will interact with the star and perturb its rotation. The result is a periodic
variation in the recorded frequency of the neutron star's pulses equal to the period
of the planet. Again, as with the radial velocity technique, the mass of the
perturbing planet can be calculated from the amplitude of these variations.
The first pulsar planets, around PSR1257 + 12, were detected in 1992 with
masses of 0.022MEe, 4.132MEe and 3.814MEe (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992). Because of the precise timing of pulsars' rotation, the limitations on the mass of
bodies which can be detected is far lower than with any other techniqe. However,
with the extreme nature of the parent star, it is unlikely that these worlds are in
any way comparable to any other class of extrasolar planet.
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1.4

The Unanswered Questions

As the field of exoplanet hunting pushes forwards - seeking to gain an understanding of the population as a whole - unexpected discoveries have resulted in
many unanswered questions. While many such questions may be answered as our
knowlegde of the full population resolves, others have spawned new theories and
fields of research attempting to understand and explain what has been found.

1.4.1

The Density Problem

As discussed in Section 1.3.2 it is possible to calculate both the precise mass and
radius of exoplanets which transit their parent stars. Knowing both these quantities allows us to derive the mean density of the exoplanet. However, performing
this calculation for the population of known transiting planets reveals an odd
property of certain hot Jupiters.
Figure 1.12 demonstrates the masses of various transiting exoplanets in relation to their radii - in essence, demonstrating the range of densities covered
by the current exoplanet population. The overplotted lines denote the expected
densities of planets for given atmospheric make-ups with the uppermost line representing the expected radius of a planets made of pure hydrogen for a range of
masses. However, from the plot it is eminently clear that several planets, most
notably TrES-4b, have radii far higher than this line - indicating an astonishingly
low density.
Clearly such planets cannot be made of an element with less mass than Hydrogen. Therefore, we must consider some process by which they could maintain
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realistically ever exist). Many exoplanets have radii above this line - indicating that
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a temperature greater than that predicted based on the incident tellar rad iation
alone. It has been theorised (Fortney et a1. , 2008) that such planets may possess
hot strato phere. with ignificant quantities of Titanium- and Vanadium-oxide
(TiO and VO). The first tentative detection of both TiO and VO came in 2008
(Desert et a1. , 2008) , however no more concrete evidence has yet been uncovered.

1.4.2

Atmospheric Analysis

In the case of transiting exoplanet , it can be possible to di cern the make-up
of the planet's at mosphere with the right instrument and observing strategy.
Such research lends valuable information to studi s of the aforementioned density
problem , as well as aiding the fields of planet form ation and dynamics.
Examining the transit event in more detail , our previou model of the transiting planet as a solid disk can be considered an over implification. In reality, orne
proportion of the light from the tar will pass through the planet 's atmo phere
and , in t he case of hot J upi ters who e atmo phere are larg and diffu e, thi
proportion would typically be signifi cant (see Figure 1.13).
Light passing through t h atmosp here of the planet will interact with the
constituent molecule therein - being cattered and absorbed dependent on their
wavelengths and the pecies of molecules encountered. The light whi h scapes
t he far sid of the planet's atmosphere is therefore imprint d with th planet 's
transmission spectra.
In a tran it light curve, t his imprinting manifests as a variation of the tran it
depth with wavelength. At wavelengths where the planet's atmosphere absorbs
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F igure 1.13: T he observed transit deptl) of tl)e same plaJ) et at a wavelength where the
planet is relatively transparen t (AA, left) aJ) d relatively opaq ue (A8, right).
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incid ent light, fewer photons pass through the atmosphere and so more overall
light is absorbed. This has the effect of deepening the transit; increasing the measured planetary radius (Rp) according to the degree of ab orption. Therefore, by
measuring the transit depth at a range of wavelengths it i possible to determin
th transiting planet 's transmi . ion sp ctrum and

0

determine which molecules

are pre ent in its atmosph r .
To date, various elements and compounds have been detected in the atmo 'pheres of hot Jupiters using this technique.

Studies carried out by t h

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and the Spitzer Space Telescope have reported
the detection of water (Beaulieu et al. , 2010, HD209458b) , ioni ed hydrogen
(Vid al-Madj ar et al. , 2003 , HD209458b) , . odium (Charbonneau et al. , 2002 ,
HD209458b) , methane (Swain et aL, 2008, HD189733b) , magnesium (Fossati
et al. , 2010b, WASP-12b), carbon monoxide (Tinetti tal. , 2010, XO-1b) and
pota.'3sium (Christian en et aL, 2010 HAT-P-7). More recently, ground based observations have also proved effective in this area, confirming the arlier detection
of sodium in t he atmosphere of HD209458b (Snell n et aL, 2008) and finding the
same element in HD1 89733b (R dfield et al. , 2008). Further discussion of these
discoveries will be conducted in Chapter 2.
It i. theoretically al

0

po sible to achieve a pectrum of a terrestrial-typ

(Earth-like) planet , t hough not through t his same technique. Because of their
mu h smaller atmospheres, t he change in flux due to such planets' transmission
spectra would be immeasurable with current technology. However, instead , th ir
molecular properties may still be discern able by analy i of the light refl ected and
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Figure 1.14: The complete light curve of a star with a transiting planet (HAT-P-7b,
observed by the Kepler space telescope) showing the primary transit at 0.0 of the orbital
phase and the smaller secondary eclipse at rv 0.5 . (Borucki et al. , 2010)

emitted by the planet itself.
For most transiting planets , there are two ev nts in each orbit; the first being
the transit of the planet across the star and the second being the eclipse of the
planet by the tar it elf. This event , known as the 'secondary eclipse' (see Figure
1.14) typically occurs one-half of the period from the tran 'it (though , depending
on the inclination and eccentricity of the system, it may occur slightly earlier or
later; or, in certain conditions, it may even not occur at all).
During the secondary eclipse, the light from t he planet is obscured by the
star; allowing for the amount of light previously received from the planet to be
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deduced from the reoul ting chang in recorded flux . The flux from the planet
itself is a combination of the reflected light from t he tar and the thermal flux
of the planet . Different planetary conditions and observing strategy can aff ct
which i the predominant source of planetary light . For example, observations in
the infrared would be particularly s nsitive to the thermal flux which would not
be as signifi cant in visible or ultra-violet wavelenghts. In contrast , planets with
a high albedo would reflect more of the light from the st ar , reducing the impact
of the t hermal flux .
In either ase, since t he radius of. uch a planet would already be known from
the primary tran 'it , it · geometric albedo could be approximated as:

A
where A i the planet 's albedo ;

f

f - I Eel'ipse
f - f Tmn sil

(1.24)

is the intensity of light from the star;

I Tran si l

is

the inten 'ity of light during tran 'it (where t he pl anet ' thermal mission would
still be d tected) ; and

f Eelips

is t he int nsity of light during t he second ary eclip e.

Hot Jupi ters are expected to have a very low albedo (of order

rv

0.1), as very

litt le light is r fleeted by t he extremely hot , diffu e atmosphere. As a result ,
the planetary spectra r cord d during second ary eclip e is likely to be dominated
by t hermal mission . To date, t he econd ary eclip. e light curves of several Hot
Jupiters have been measured (Chri tiansen et al. (2010); Todorov et al. (2010) ;
Deming et al. (20 10) ).
In contrast , the albedo of rocky, t rrestrial planets will be higher than their
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hot Jupiter counterparts; resulting in a greater difference in flux during secondary
eclipse when compared to the primary transit.

Analysing this flux-difference

at different wavelengths would reveal any ad itional ab orption or emis ion by
different layers in the planet's at mosphere and , depending on the depth of said
atmosphere, the surface of the planet itself. However, tel scope technology ha
not yet advanced to the stage where such analysis is pos ible at the required
precision and wavelength resolution (see Section 10.3).
Through such analysis, it has proved pos ible to di c rn variations in radition
with longitude in the atmosphere of hot Jupiters ; the result of temperature variations as heat from the incident stellar radiation is r di tribut d to the nightside of
th planet (Knutson et al. , 2007) . Further discussion on t he nature and detection
of exopl anetary atmospheres will feature in Chapter 2.

1.4.3

Planet Formation

A more long-term hope in the search for planets i · that a better understanding
of the extrasolar population will aid in the development of a universally accepted
theory of planet formation. At present , two leading theories exist to explain th
cr ation of planets from the disk of gas and du ·k which urrounds all new-born
stars; core accretion and gravitational in tability.
1.4.3.1

Core Accretion

The core accretion theory proposes that planets form from smaller bodie

III

a

process starting at the granular level. In ideal conditions (within the correct
temperature range and with appropriate density of the material in the dust di k)
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the gas and dust can collect together into grains which, in turn , collect together
into larger objects until those objects (at this point known as 'planetesimals')
become large enough to begin accreting matter through their own gravitational
pull.
At this point planets may either enter a period of runaway growth whereby
t hey attract large volumes of gas or dust and reach enormous size or , alternatively,
they may rapidly exhaust the material within their orbital range of the yo ung
tar and cease growth altogether. As t ime progresses, the newborn star will begin
to emit its solar wind of high-energy plasma and particles, which will proceed to
xpel any remaining dust and gas from the solar sy tern, leaving only the form ed
planets (Ribas and Miralda-Escude, 2007).
Regions of th disk too close to the parent star are typically too chaotic to
allow grains of any significant size to form ; both a result of their high temperature
and t he orbital velocity of th ir constituent matter. Id eally, grains require ice to
grow beyond a certain size and so plan t formation is xpected to progress at a
faster rate beyond what is known as the 'frost line' ; t he distance from th young
star wh r the di k temperature fall below ODC .

1.4.3.2

Gravitational Instability

The gravitational in tability model (sometimes simply called the disk instability
model) predicts the growth of planet · through regions of high density in the
planet-formin g disk. In this model, gravitational interactions between t he young
star and nearby objects (such as other stars) create density waves through the
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disk, forcing material together into rings of above average density (as can be seen,
on a far smaller scale, in the rings of Saturn).
Such a band within the circumstellar disk then begins to form into a planet;
ejecting much of the material to account for the loss of angular momentum as
t he ring collects into a single point (Youdin and Shu , 2002). Observations of dust
disks around young stars have revealed the existence of such rings and , t he direct
detection (see Section 1.3.4) of certain exopl anets (in particular Fomalhaut-b
(Kalas et al. , 2008)) have now revealed the presence of planets on the inside of
t hese formations.
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Chapter 2
Instrumentation
2 .1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter details the instrumentation and data used in this research
together with a review of comparable studies of exoplanetary transits and atmospheres. An overview of the Hubble Space Telescope's capabilities in t his field ,
divid ed by instrum nt , puts previous studies in context. The chapter concludes
wit h details of the data aquisition for the NICMOS instrument used in thi rearch and a more in-depth r view of previous NICMOS results.

2.2

Observing Exoplanetary 'fransits

As discussed in Chapter 1, observations of t he transits of exoplanets can yield
far more information on those planet than observation conducted through any
other method currently in use. A such, transit studies typically produce t he
most significant new results for t he field as a whole.
However, as discussed in Section 1.3.2, t he rarity of transit events forces detection surveys to cover a large area in order to yield a worthwhile haul of planets.
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The approach inevitably compromises on the resulting quality of the transit light
curves; greatly limited the precision of the subsequently d rived planetary parameters. While the majority of planets are confirmed through follow-up oberservation on uperior instruments, relatively little is known about them beyond their
base planetary properties (and those u ually till subject to significant uncertaintie). Therefore, for more detailed observations, those planets which prove
most interesting often become the subjects of continu al observations by better
instruments.
One uch instrument is the Hubble Space Telescope (STScI , 2010) which has ,
at t ime of writing, taken high-pr cision transit ob ervations of eleven exoplanets:
HD209458b , HD189733b , WASP-1b , WASP-2b , WASP-3b , WASP-12b, TrES-4b ,
XO-1b , XO-2b, GJ436b and HD149026b .

2.3

The Hubble Space Telescope

The Hubble Space Telescope (or HST , 'ee Figure 2.1) was delivered into lowEarth orbit by the space shuttl Discov ry on April 24th 1990. At 13.2m long
and weighing over 11 ton. (almost 10% of which is the telescope' main mirror
alone) , Hubble is one of the mo t well-known satellites in existence.
Space-based ob 'ervations have traditionally exceeded those taken from the
ground . Free from the absorption and interference of the Earth ' atmosphere
(not to mention the drawbacks of cloud-cover, light-polution and daylight) , space
telescopes like HST have long been capable of precision impo ible from the
ground . In recent year , the advent of technologies like adaptive optics have
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F igure 2.1: Th e Hubble Space Telescope. (HubbleSite, 2010)
allowed ground-based facilities to close the ground with their space- based rivals.
However, Hubble and other such instruments st ill have the edge; e 'pecially in the
infrared wavelength range l of the data overed in this the 'is.
Hubble's position in low-Earth orbit means that , for a significant period of
each orbit, the telescope will be on the wrong side of the Earth to observe its
target. Rather than slewing to a new position for this time (which would reduce
the pointing a curacy of the telescope and therefore the quality of both sets of
ob ervations) Hubble imply stays dormant . A. ' a result , ea h et of Hubble
observations can be spli t into orbits, each separated by a gap while the telescope
waits for the Earth to move out of its way. One full orbit lasts 96 minutes ,
meaning t hat 48 minutes can typically be spent observing the targ t.
J Atmospheric water a bsorbs mu ch of the inh'ared light incident on the Earth, greatly limiting the precision of ground-based observations at these wavelengths.
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Unfortunately, the typical duration of an exoplanetary transit roughly 2-3
hours; meaning that Hubble can never capture a complete transit event. Therefore, in order to acheive a complete transit light curve, Hubble must execute
multiple observations of the same target (also known as 'visits' of observation to
that target) scheduled so that different orbits of HST capture different portions of
the complete transit light curve. These observations can then be folded together
by the planet's orbital period and combined to form one complete light curve.

2.3.1

STIS

At the dawn of the era of transiting planets, many researchers saw Hubble as the
perfect instrument for transit follow-up studies. The most applicable instrument
onboard HST was the Space Telescope Instrument Spectrograph (STIS) which
replaced the Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) and High Resolution Spectrograph
(HRS) as part of the second HST reservicing mission in 2004 (Proffitt and et al.,
2010).
STIS made a number of early exoplanet breakthroughs - including the first
detection of an exoplanetary atmosphere; that of HD 209458 b (Vidal-Madjar
et al., 2003). Unfortuntely, just as the full potential of the instrument was being
realised, STIS suffered a power supply failure in 2004 and went offline. The
instrument was restored during the final HST servicing mission in 2009.

2.3.2

ACS

Another HST instrument applicable to transit observations was the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS; Maybhate and et al. (2009)). ACS was installed as part
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of the 2002 Hubble reservicing mission; replacing the Faint Object Camera (FOC;
Nota and et al. (1996)) and effectively making the Wide-Field and Planetary
Camera 2 (WFPC2; McMaster et al. (2008)) obsolete.
ACS possessed three channels for different purposes of astronomy: a WideField Channel (WFC) designed for general-purpose, high precision observations;
a High-Precision Channel (HPC) with a smaller field of view than the WFC
but equiped with various photon masks and coronographs for observations of
dust disks or other objects where nearby intense light sources would otherwise
interfere with results; and a Solar Blind Channel (SBC) designed for conducting
high-precision photometry in the ultra-violet.
ACS was designed to be a highly versatile instrument capable of observing
objects across a variety of wavelengths (from near-infrared to ultra-violet) and
depths of field. ACS's collection of wavelength-specific filters, coronagraphs and
grisms (see Section 2.4.2) gives it the ability to perform all manner of observations
on all manner of objects. ACS's Wide Field Channel in particular was the perfect
tool for transit photometry.
Unfortunately, ACS suffered a number of failures; starting in the summer of
2006 and culminating in early 2007 with the failure of all three channels. Since
then, both the WFC and SBC have been brought back online, but not soon
enough to be applicable to early transit observations.
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2.3.3

NICMOS

With ACS offline, researchers turned to an alternate Hubble instrument; the
Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (or NICMOS; Viana et al.
(2009)). NICMOS was originally installed on HST during the 1997 servicing
mission along side the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS); replacing
the Goddard High-Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS; Soderblom et al. (1995)).
NICMOS operated from 1997 through to 1999 when its dewar depleted its
coolant reserves. In 2002, along with the installation of ACS, NICMOS was fitted
with a crycooler to replace the need for coolant. The instrument then operated
through to 2008 (taking the vast majority of HST exoplanet observations in the
process, see Section 2.5) until the failure of its cryocooler. Since that time, the
cryocooler has been restarted, only to fail again, on several occassions. At time
of writing, NICMOS is no longer availble for future HST proposals and, with
its capabilities superceded by the new Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC3), it seems
unlikely that NICMOS will be rturned to operations.
The research of this thesis will deal solely with that data taken by NICMOS of
the exoplanets WASP-2b, HD189733b and G436b. However, the data reduction
and analysis techniques developed for this purpose (see Chapters 3 through 6)
are applicable to any data set with a similar observing strategy (see Section 2.4).

2.3.4

Next-Generation Instruments

In 2009, the final Hubble reservicing mission installed two new instruments to the
space telescope; replacing those instruments installed by the very first servicing
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mission in 1993.
The Wide-Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) was replaced by WideField Camera 3 (WFC3, Dressel et al. (2010)); taking over the versatility of the
older wide-field camera. With a collection of filters, grisms and prisms, coupled
with a greater range of wavelengths and superior resolution, WFC3 effectively
replaces both WFPC2 and NICMOS. At time of writing, only one transit observation has been performed by WFC3; that of WASP-3b.
The Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS, Dixon and et al. (2010)) replaced the
Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR; installed in the
very first reservicing mission to compensate for the incorrect curvature of Hubble
primary mirror). COS is an ultra-violet spectrograph with a sensitivity great
enough to overshadown both its predecessor and the extant STIS instrument on
Hubble (though STIS maintains a superior wavelength range).
In 2010, COS observed the transit of WASP-12b Fossati et al. (201Ob); Fossati
et al. (20 lOa) ), acheiving the first evidence that the atmospheres hot Jupiters can
be boiled into space by the incident radiation from their parent stars.

2.4

Observing Strategy

Since the NICMOS instrument was not designed for use at the precision required
for useful transit photometry, care must be taken when outlining the observations
in order to make best use of the instruments advantages while limiting the impact
of its drawbacks.
One such advantage of NICMOS is its MULTIACCUM mode. The NICMOS
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detector is a 256 x 256 pixel CCD (Charge-Couple Device) consisting of four
128 x 128 chips which are each read-out independently. In MULTIACCUM mode,
NICMOS reads out its CCD several times over the course of a single exposure.
This allows for the output of each pixel to be considered in terms of the rate
of flux falling on it rather than simply the total flux accrued during the whole
exposure. As a result, any anomalous occurances (such as cosmic-ray impacts)
can be easily identified and removed from processing (Viana et al., 2009).

2.4.1

The Duty Cycle

As with any CCD constructed before the use of Charge Transfer devices l became
commonplace, NICMOS must take some time after each exposure to read-out the
array and reset the CCD ready for the next image to be taken. As a result, every
exposure has a 'duty cycle' expressing the fraction of operational time is spent
actively taking observations; calculated as the ratio of the exposure time to the
total time between exposures (including the read-out time, the reset time and
other such delays). Stated mathematically, the duty cycle is:

D

where D is the duty cycle;

t

texposure

(2.1)

t

is the time between exposures; and

texposure

is the

exposure time.
1 Charge-Transfer CCDs have equal areas of exposed and shielded pixels, allowing the chip
to quickly transfer the pixel values from the exposed pixels to the shielded pixels at the end of
each exposure. This allows such detectors to read out the values in the shielded pixels while
the instrument is already conducting the next exposure; greatly improving the duty-cycle of
such instruments.
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For high-precision transit observations, we require as much light as possible
to acheive the best transit light curve. However, under normal circumstances and
given the typical intensity of an exoplanet host star, a single image would overexpose the CCD in a matter of seconds. This limit on the exposure time would
normally impose a terrible duty cycle (D

«

1) where the telescope is spending

the majority of its time reading out the array rather than taking the actual data.

In this set-up, more than half of each visit (and therefore more than half of the
available light) is being wasted. It is therefore imperative to find some other
means of improving the duty cycle.
The simplest means of acheiving this goal is to prevent the over-exposure of
the CCD; thereby removing the limit on exposure time. Since we are primarily
concerned only with the light from the target star, we do not need to worry
about the sharpness of the image itself. As a result, defocussing the camera
has the effect of spreading the incident light over more pixels; thereby allowing
for a longer exposure time without adversely affecting results. Defocussing the
NICMOS camera can improve the duty cycle by over a factor of 10, however,
there are still means to improve it further.

2.4.2

(jrisnas

A grism is a grated prism designed to split incident light into a specific wavelength
range. Their application produces a distinct, limited-range spectrum in place of
the normal image of each object in the telescope's field (hence the term 'MultiObject Spectrometer' in the name NICMOS).
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Prism
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Figure 2.2: The path of a ray of light of a given wavelength passing through a grism.
Application of a diffraction grating alone would produce a deviation in the
path of the incident light dependent on the grating in question and the wavelength
of light incident upon it. To account for this, grisms mount the defraction gratings
on the back of a prism designed to have the opposite effect on the light path to
that of the grating (as shown in Figure 2.2. In effect, the prism corrects the
light path for the wavelength range of its grating, requiring no further optics to
return the observed light to the detector. This allows the grisms in NICMOS to
be mounted on a wheel which can be easily rotated into the light path to conduct
grism observations without requiring a separate instrument.
NICMOS has three grisms, each named for their central wavelength, covering
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ranges of 0.8-1.2/Lm (G096), 1.1-1.9/Lm (G141) and 1.4-2.5/Lm (G206). Applying
one of these grisms to an already defocussed image spreads the incident light out
still further; covering hundreds of pixels and allowing for far longer exposures
to be performed (Gilliland, 2005). Furthermore, since grisms spread the light by
wavelength, it potentially allows for spectrscopic analysis of exoplanetary transits.

2.5

Previous Studies

Previous studies of exoplanetary transits using NICMOS have produced a variety
of results; first among which came in 2008 with the announcement of the detection
of methane in the atmosphere of HD189733b (Swain et al., 2008) from the G206
grism. However, the atmospheric transmission spectrum from which this result
was derived appears potentially inaccurate; with grossly underestimated error
bars, little account taken for systematic effects, clear artifacts of the grism's
wavelength sensitivity and a key feature in the spectrum falling precisely on the
chip boundary of the NIC3 camera where the bias voltage is known to be erratic.
Further discussion of this result will take place in Chapter 8.
Following the 2008 result, analysis of the HD189733b secondary eclipse (from
a second visit in the same data set) was published in 2009 (Swain et al., 2009c)
announcing the detection of water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in the
dayside spectra of the planet. However, as with the claimed detection of methane,
the spectrum from this result suffers from grossly underestimated uncertainties
of order 10- 5 derived from light curves with an RMS-spread almost 100 times
greater.
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Using the same technique on the secondary transit of HD209458b (Swain
et al., 2009a), produced reported detections of methane, carbon dioxide and water. Furthermore, analysis of the XO-lb data set (Tinetti et al., 2010) reportedly
also detected water, methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.
However, while one research group have apparently achieved great success in
the analysis of HST NICMOS data, several other groups have, so far, been unable
to duplicate their results or acheive similar success with other NICMOS grism
transit observations. Research conducted by both Pont et al. (2009) and Carter
et al. (2009) proved inconclusive in determining the transimission spectra of the
Hot-Neptunes GJ436b (see Chapter 9) and HD149026b respectively.
More recently an extensive analysis of the HD189733, XO-l and GJ436 data
sets (Gibson et al., 2011) concluded that no definitive results could be derived
from the data which they found to be still heavily influenced by instrument systematics. Further discussion on the exact analysis applied to each data set will be
covered in-situ with their analysis as part of this research in the relevant Results
chapters (7 - 9).
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Chapter 3
Methods 1 - Data Processing
3.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter details the initial processes of data reduction required to derive a raw transit light curve from a NICMOS NIC3 Grism data set. An overview
of the whole pipeline is followed by a description of the images themselves and
the programming steps required to process them - bad-pixel identification and
removal; wavelength mapping; flat fielding; and background subtraction. The
chapter concludes with the processing steps which locate the first-order spectrum
in each data set and gather the light therein - thereby extracting a raw transit
light curve.

3.2

The Data Processing Pipeline

As previously addressed in Chapter 2, HST observation data is pre-processed by
the HST 'Calnic' pipeline and supplied in the standard 'FITS' format. While
this pipeline produces a variety of outputs, we are primarily concerned with
the 'cal' (calibrated) data files - containing one final image, processed from all
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MULTIACCUM exposures, together with pixel maps of both uncertainty estimates

and data quality flags.
A typical HST NICMOS observation of an exoplanetary transit will involve
two types of calibrated images - those taken through a wavelength-specific filter
and those taken with a grism. Ultimately, the transit light-curve will be extracted
from the grism images. However, both types of exposure are required to fully
process the observations and extract a precise and believable light curve.
To robustly perform the data-processing steps required to produce such a light
curve (as detailed in Chapters 3 - 6), a bespoke IDL (Interactive Data Language)
pipeline has been created. This approach ensures that every exposure in each
data set is processed independently and identically - thereby producing robust
and readily comparable results.
The actions performed by this pipeline can be considered as four 'phases' of
processing - Initial Data Reduction (detailed in this chapter), Systematic Noise
Red uction (detailed in Chapter 4), Light Curve Modeling (detailed in Chapter 5)
and Wavelength Dependence Analysis (detailed in Chapter 6).
The behavior of this pipeline is controlled by a 'Config' (configuration) file
unique to each data set. This file carries information such as the number of
HST visits, orbits and exposures in each data set; as well as existing parameters
and uncertainty estimates for the stellar and planetary properties. Each config
file also contains program switches which activate and control certain processing
steps. How such steps affect the actions of the pipeline will be addressed in the
following chapters as each programming step is described and explained.
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3.3

Initial Data Reduction

A standard HST visit of observation to a transiting exoplanet typically produces
at least several-hundred grism exposures and up to a dozen direct (filter) exposures. Examples of these images can be found in Figure 3.1.

3.3.1

Bad Pixels

Initially, both types of image are processed to identify and flag any anomalous or
bad pixels - thereby removing them from future processing steps. The majority
of such pixels are easily identifiable from the Data Quality pixel map extension
in each calibrated FITS file. However, this pixel-map is by no means exhaustive,
requiring the application of further methods if we are to ensure that no bad pixels
remain.
In a simple 'first-pass' over each exposure, the pipeline identifies and flags
pixels which can be considered clearly anomalous. In this step, the pipeline
identifies unphysical pixel values (those which are unreal or below zero), while
also checking for values which are so large as to be unbelieveable. Such values are
defined as those which exceed the expected flux of the target star by more than
a factor of ten. This expected flux is easily calculated from the known stellar
parameters and the image's exposure time. Alternatively, this threshold value
can be set in the Config file, should the user wish to estimate it by some other
means.
While this· first-pass is able to identify a large percentage of anomalous pixels,
it is inevitable that some such values will fall within the believable range and
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(a) Direct Image

(b) Grism Image

Figure 3.1: Two HST NICMOS NIC3 exposures. (a) A direct image taken with the
F166N (1.66f.Lm, narrow) filter shown as the full 256 x 256 image (left) and a close-up
on the target star (right) . Note the annular shape of the point spread fun ction (PSF)
- the result of defo cussing the NIC3 optics to spread the light over a larger number of
pixels (See Chapter 2). (b) A grism image taken with the G141 (centred on 1.41f.Lm)
grism shown as the full 256 image (left) 811d a close- up on the firs t order sp ectrum
(FOS, right). Th e spectrum in the upper half of the image is that of a ba.ckground
star , too faint to be seen in the accompanying direct image.
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thus be ignored. Therefore, a second more stringent identification step must be
employed.
Since we are only concerned with long-term variations in flux (namely the
planetary transit , the ingress and egre's of which are unlikely t o be less than
15 minu tes) , short term variations « 5 minutes , or t ho e present in one image
alon ) - such as cosmic ray impacts and similar anomalies - would serve only t o
aversely affect the results. Such short-term variations can be easily identified by
performing a time-line analysis on each individual pixel - effectively studying t he
value of each individual pixel across a complete visit of obs rvation. In t his way,
we can id entify and remove any pixel valu s which deviate by more than five
stand ard deviations from th mean number of co unts reported by each pixel over
t he course of a single visit. These removed values are later replaced with values
interpolated fr om th surrounding pixels (see Section 3.3 .2).
To ensure that no long-term trends are inadvertently remov d in this process,
we consider each point relative to a local-m an calculated from a best-fit line:

m (ti. - to) + C

(3. 1)

where Cx ,y(ti ) is t he counts recorded by a pixel with detector coordinates (x, y)
at t he time, t i , of exposure i ; Jx,y(t i ) is a linear , best-fi t model to that data; m
is a gradient co ffi cient denoting any linear-trend in the counts reported by t his
pixel; c the intercept of this linear trend at (ti - to) = 0; and to is the time of the
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first exposure in the current visit.
Taking the standard deviation (0") of points about t his line, we can define a
limit outside of which any pixel value can be considered anomalous:

(3.2)

Or alternatively :

m(t - to)

+c± 5

(3 .3)

where T is the good-pixel t hreshold for the pixel with coordinates (x , y) at t ime

ti of exposure i; Jx,y(t i ) is our best-fit line (as defined in Equation 3.3.1); m and
c are the coeffi cients of that line;

0"

is t he standard deviation of t he pixel values

about that line; N is the total number of images; Cx ,y is t he counts

I'

corded by

the pixel; and to is the t ime of t he first exposure in t he current visit .
Comparing each pixel with t his ±50" t hreshold allows us to more stringently
identify and remove anomalou. pixel values from future calculations. A typical
pixel-timeline can be found in Figure 3.2. The number of standard deviations
t hreshold can be altered using t he Config file.
Once id entified , bad pixels can either be simply removed from processing
or interpolated over to estimate a replacement value. This option can also be
controlled via the Conf ig file.
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Figure 3,2: Th e value of a pixel in the center of th e first order pectrum over a complete
HST visit of obs l'vation , Th e red dashed-lines show th e cut-off threshold - calculated as
four standaJ'd deviations from the merul (acco unting for trends in the da ta), Any pixels
out ide tlli rrulge ru'e flagged as anomalou and removed from future calculations,
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3.3.2

Interpolation

Should the user choose to interpolate over the identified bad pixels, the pipeline
addresses each exposure independently and uses only those pixels which it has
not flagged as anomalous to arrive at estimated values for the missing data. For
each identified bad pixel, the program fits a surface across a surrounding region,
defined as the smallest possible area with a minimum 2: 1 ratio of good to bad
pixels, with a lower limit at 5 x 5 pixels. The bad pixel value is then replaced
with the corresponding value of the best-fit plane.
This approach allows the pipeline to handle whole regions of bad pixels as
well as individual anomalies. As an additional check, it is advisable to examine
each image by eye to ensure that the first-order spectrum in the grism images
does not contain a significant number of bad pixels. In such cases, it is better to
simply discard the exposure altogether (see Section 3.3.3).
For less-maligned images, interpolation can allow subsequent processing steps
to be completed more reliably and with greater efficiency. Figure 3.3 shows a
sample grism image at the three stages of bad-pixel processing.
To ensure that the interpolation procedure could not potentially corrupt real
data, the process was supplied with images where good pixels had been deliberately flagged as anomalous. In this instance, the interpolation procedure calculated replacement values for such pixels within three uncertainty estimates « 30-)
of the pixels' original values. The only exception occured in cases where such pixels were grouped in regions larger than 3 x 3 pixels. As a precaution, images with
such groups of bad pixels near the first order spectrum are automatically removed
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150 1

I

Figure 3.3: Three surface plots showing the same image during the process of bad pixel
identification and removal. Th e first plot shows a sample image before its bad pixels
are identified. The second plot shows that same image wit11 its bad-pixels identified
and removed. Finally, th e third plot shows the image after a process of interpolation.
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from processing altogether. However, for the data discussed in this thesis, no such
image exists outside the first orbit of each visit of observation.

3.3.3

Removing Images

In some cases, the volume or local density of bad pixels in an image is simply too
great for any process of interpolation to reliably fix. In these cases, the images
are removed from all future calculations in their entirety.

In addition, all images in the first orbit of each HST visit of observation are
likewise removed for similar reasons. During this first orbit, HST has just slewed
to a new position to locate its target object. As a result, the telescope is still
settling onto its new vector and, as such, all exposures in this orbit are prone to
large pointing variations and other such systematic effects. Further discussion on
such effects can be found in Chapter 4 where we will also discuss their removal,
but the effects on the first orbit of each visit are so great that it is better to
simply remove that orbit from processing altogether.
Similarly, the first few exposures in each orbit are likewise prone to bad pixels
and systematic errors, and so it is also advisable to remove these images from
processing. Typically, the first three images in each orbit are removed in this
way, but the user may choose to change this number via the config file.

3.4

Flat Fielding

Once any anomalous pixel values have been identified and accounted for (whether
by removal or interpolation), each exposure must then be flat-fielded to remove
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any artifacts of pixel sensitivity, optical path or other such systematic effects (see
Chapter 2). For the direct images in each data set, this simply requires each
exposure to be multiplied by the standard inverted flat field for that filterl.
However, for the grism images, any flat-field would be inherently wavelengthdependent - since the pixel sensitivity is, in itself, dependent on wavelength. As
such any flat field applied to the grism images would be dependent upon the
location of the target object in the exposure. Therefore, in order to properly
flat-field the grism images, we must create a composite flat-field specific to each
visit of observation.

3.4.1

Wavelength Mapping

Since any composite flat-field will be wavelength dependent, we must first determine where light of different wavelengths will fall on the detector. This 'wavelength solution' can be calculated from the position of the target object in the
direct images (Le. where all light would otherwise fall if the grism was not in
place). However, since HST NICMOS transit observations are conducted by defocussing the NIC3 camera (see Chapter 2), such direct images contain a very
diffuse target object with no clear center.
Therefore, in order to measure the location of the target star, we first sum
together all direct images to create a single, composite direct image with a high
signal-to-noise ratio (S / N). From this image, we can initially calculate a rough
1 Flat-fields for all Hubble intruments were retrieved from the HST online resource (STScI,
2010). All such field-fields are inverted (Le. each pixel in the flat field 'exposure' is given in
units of counC 1) and, as such, each exposure is multiplied by the flat field instead of divided.
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estimate of the stellar position simply by identifying the pixel with the maximum
flux. This position can then be further refined by examining the column- and
row-totals of this high-SjN image.
If we define the spread of the defocussed light across the detector as an integral
of column- or row-totals, we can simplify that integral to a sum, such that:

w

(3.4)

L

where L is the light from the star; C(x) is the counts reported in each column,
x; and a and ware our column-boundaries on either side of the defocused star.

Then we can define the stars actual location as the 'flux-center' of the light
from the star, such that:

(3.5)

where Sx is the location of the star in the x axis.
In effect, we wish to solve the above equation to find the point where the light
falling on both sides is equal. However, since we are dealing with discrete pixels,
this approach can only tell us in which pixel the centre of the star lies. In order
to arrive at a more precise figure, we apply partial pixel arithmetic to calculate
the exact location of the star as:
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P(x)

1+

(

0.5 f)C(x) Q
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Q
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Q

Q

L C(x) - L

(3.6)

C(x)

where Sx is the precise location of the target star; P(x) is the pixel number of
the column containing Sx; a and ware the upper and lower pixel boundaries of
the region containing the PSF of the target star; and C(x) is the counts in each
column, x.
Once the pixel containing the centre of the PSF has been located, the precise
location of the centre can be calculated by taking the ratio of the shortfall in
counts between that pixel's lower boundary and 50% of the total light from the
star over the total light falling in that pixel. Performing this in both axes gives
the precise location of the star, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4.
Once the star's location is known, the wavelength map can be calculated using
the known dispersion of the grism in question. In each case, the wavelength of
light falling in a given pixel has a linear relationship, such that:

m(x - xo)

+c

(3.7)

where ,\ is the wavelength of light; x is the column-number (assuming the first
order spectrum has been oriented to be parallel with the x-axis); Xo is the location
of the star in the direct image; and m and c are constants specific to the applied
grism.
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Fig ure 3.4: Th e Column- (top) and Row-Totals (bottom) of a compo ite direct image
(blue) used to precisely estimate the position of the defo cussed target star. Th e plots
on th e left show t11e full width of the detector w11ile th e plots on the right have been
zoomed-in to SllOW the area immediately around the star. The vertical, dashed red
line in each image demonstrates t11e estimated center of the star's PSF (Point Spread
Fun ction) in eac11 axis.
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The value of m and c are specific to each grism and are provided in t he
HST Data Pro cessing Handbook (Thatte et al. (2009)).

aturally, since the

grism exposures are highly defocussed, each wavelength of light will be spread
out across a region equivalent to the PSF in t he direct images. However, since
very precise values of m and c are available, this approach can at least ass ure a
reliable measure of t he central position of any given wavelength's distribution.

3.4.2

Generating the Composite Flat Field

With a wavelength map for t he disp rsion in t he grism images , a composite fi at
field can be created from a election of normalised , wavelength-specifi c fi at-field
taken for the variou NICMOS fi lters. In each case, t he e wavelength-specific
fi ats were chosen to comprehensively cov r the wavelength range of the grism in
question.
The compo 'ite fi at field is compiled by analysing ach pixel in t urn , with
re pect to the corresponding pixel in each wavelength-specific fi at . For each pixel,
t he values of the wavelength-specifc fiat. approximate a second-order polynomial
relationship with wavelength. The best value for t he composite fiat can therefore
be found by fittin g a quadratic to t hese values and solving t his qu adratic for the
wavelength of light expected to fall in t hat column (see Figure 3.5), such that:

(3.8)

D(x , y)
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Figure 3.5: Th e quadratic fi t (blu e) to a series of waveleng th-sp ecific fiat fi eld values
(black ) for a single pixel. Til e red line shows the solution of this quadratic for the
wavelength of light exp ected to fall in this pixel.

where D is t he value of our composite fiat field at the pixel with coordinates
(.x, y) ;
Cx ,y

Ax

is t he wavelength expected to fall in the column , x; and

ax ,y , bx ,y

and

are the coeffi cients to t he quadratic fi t t hrough the wavelength-specific filter

fi at fields for this same pixel.
Performing t his exercise for each pixel in t he

IC3 256 x 256 array produces a

composite fi at field (see Figure 3.6) which can t hen be confidently applied to each
grism image in t he corresponding dat a set .
Previous studies (Gilliland (2005)) have applied this composite fi at-field only
to t he region immediately around t he first order spectrum and have implemented
a simple wavelength-specific fi at (typically one from the middle of the current
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(a) G141 Composite Flat Field

(b) F200N Flat F ield

Figure 3.6: (a) A typical composite fia,t fi eld created for the G141 grism shown in
contrast with (b) a wavelength-specific fiat fi eld taken with the F200N fiit er.
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grism's wavelength range) to fi at-field the rest of the image. However , given the
importance of accurately locating the first ord er spectrum (see Section 3.6) and
the fact that any definition of the first order spectrum 's' local region ' at this stage
would be purely arbitrary, the decision was made to forgo this splicing of the fi at
fields and to simply implement the composite fiat field to t he entirety of each
image.
To test t he veracity of this choice, both the compo ite and spliced fi at field
were applied to the same data set. In each case, the same processing steps were
followed and t he same box dimensions were used (see Section 3.6). The resul ting
light curves showed no discernable differences and negligible variations in RMS
Spread (see Section 3.7). Given t hat t here are no discernable disadvantages to
u ing the composite fi at field alone - and given the potent ial inaccuracies caus d
by t he spliced fiat field , the decision to use only the composite fi at fi eld would
seem to be sound.
It should be noted t hat , by omitting the fi at-fielding step, the RMS Spr ad

of the resulting light curve (see Section 3.7) was found to increase across all data
ets. However, after applying a process of detrending (see Chapter 4) to both sets
of curves, the resulting RMS Spread (see Section 3.7) was eit her comparable to
t he fiatfielded data or, in some cases, superior - as is demonstrated in Figure 3.7.
However, in such cases it was clear from t he resul ting light curve that , despite
the superior RMS , residual systematics remained.
The most likely explanation for t his enhan ement is t hat some systematics
were enhanced by the omission of the fiat fielding process - allowing the de-
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Figur 3.7: The same transit Jight curve (blue) from fiat fi elded images (left) and with
fiat fi elding omitted (right). The upper plots show the transit before the rem oval of
sy tematic noise; where the RMS spread (red da hed lines) of the fi eld-fi eld-omitted
images greater than th fiat fi elded light curve. In contrast, tll e lower plots show
each Jight curve after the removal of systematic noise (Chapter 4); where the fiat-fi eldomitted curve exhibits the superior RMS pread. In all plots, black points represent
xposures removed from processing (see Section 3.3.3).
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trending process to better model and remove these effects. However, with the
flat fielding process omitted, the remaining detrending parameters could not be
properly calculated from the data, preventing the removal process (detailed in
Chapter 4) from properly accounting for their effect.
However, despite this finding, the flat field is still applied in all cases. This
decision was made to provide the most reliable images to the Gaussian Fitting
procedure (see Section 3.5), the results of which are later used to define the
region encompassing the first order spectrum (see Section 3.6) and in the removal
of systematic noise (see Chapter 4).

3.5

Background Subtraction

Before the flux in the images can be analysed, the background light in each
exposure must be subtracted. Normally, this step could be completed simply
by taking the average of a large group of pixels which are known to contain no
background objects and no light from the target star. However, such a method
takes no account of the variations in the recorded background across the chip
and, while this effect would normally be negligible, in our case the light in each
image will be measured from

rv

2500 pixels. Such a large area would be much

more likely to contain regions where such factors may occur and, if far enough
removed from the First Order Spectrum (FOS) itself, may produce an entirely
different background level than that present at the FOS.
Therefore, in order to be as precise as possible, the background counts in each
column are measured individually (thereby accounting for any trends across the
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detector, effects arising from the grism's wavelength-gradient or innaccuracies in
the flat field or bias frames). To achieve as robust a measurement as possible,
a Gaussian-plus-quadratic curve is fitted to the counts in each column using a
simple least-squares algorithm (see Figure 3.8), such that:

(3.9)

where,

ex

is the counts along a column, x; y is the row-number of each pixel

in that column; Mx is the center of the Gaussian (located on the first order
spectrum); Wx is the width of that gaussian; Hx is the height of the gaussian;
and ax, bx and ex are the parameters of the accompanying quadratic fit.
Through this approach, the Gaussian curve models only the light from the
first-order spectrum, leaving the remainder of the counts to be modelled by the
quadratic curve. Since there is no means to know the structure of the background
in each column prior to calculation, it would be difficult to effectively apply a more
complex function than a quadratic. However, in most cases a linear fit alone
provides an acceptably precise fit, resulting in a negligible quadratic component
(ax) and rendering the application of a more complex function unnecessary. In

effect, the quadratic component provides insurance on the linear fit - resulting in
a more robust estimate of the background light falling directly on the first order
spectrum. Effectively, the Gaussian estimates the light from the star while the
quadratic models the background.
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In order to guarantee a reliable fi t to the first order spectrum , an artificial
gaussian (created to be 10% of the maximum pixel value in t he FOS) is ad ded
to every column at a significant distance from t he FOS . This ensures that, for
columns outside the first order spectrum , t he fittin g procedure will locate on
this artificial peak while still approximating the quadratic fit to the background.
For column ' covering the first and second order spectra, the artificial curve is
insignificant and so t he fitting procedure locates on t he light from the target
object. This approach also allows ea y identification of tho e Gaussians which
instead locate on t he first order spectrum, which will be useful in later processing
st ps ( ee Section 4.2. 1.1 ).
The quadratic curve can t hen be u ed to calculate and subt ract t he background light from each pixel in t he column, such t hat:

C~(y)

where,

C~

(3. 10)

is the background-subtracted light along a column , x; Cx is t he record ed

counts in that column; y is t he row address of each pixel in that column ; and ax ,
bx and

ex

are the co ffici nts of the quadratic fit to t he background light in t hat

column.
Repeating this for very column in each image provides a robust means of
reliably subtracting t he background counts. The parameters of the Gaussian fit
are then saved to be later u ed in t he identification and removal of ystematic
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noise (see Chapter 4).

3.6

Locating the First Order Spectrum

In order to collect the counts in the first order spectrum of each image, its boundaries must first be precisely located. To this end, we define a light-gathering box
around the first order spectrum, to ensure the robust treatment of all exposures.
To calculate the best dimensions of this box, the grism images are combined
to create a high-S / N composite grism image (as was done with the direct images
when locating the target star). This composite image is then collapsed in both the
x and y dimensions to create arrays of column- and row-totals. These arrays can

then be analysed independently to determine the optimum x and y dimensions
for the light-gathering box.

3.6.1

Light-Gathering Box: Spatial Dimensions

To determine the location of the box in the y-axis (also called the 'spatial' axis,
since it is perpendicular to the grism's dispersion) a simple Gaussian is fitted to
the composite row-totals, such that:

HTote - (

~)2
WTot

(3.11)

where CTot(x) is the total counts in each row, y, in the composite grism image;

HTot is the width of the best-fit Gaussian to the first order spectrum in these
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row-totals; M Tot is the center of this Gaussian; and WTot is the width of the
Gaussian.
From this Gaussian, the limits of the box are defined as three standarddeviations (as measured from the best-fit width of the Gaussian) on either side
of the Gaussian center:

where,
axis;

By,Min

By,Max

By,Min

-

M Tot

-

6\12 In(2) WTot

(3.12)

By,Max

=

M Tot

+ 6y'2In(2) WTot

(3.13)

is the lower boundary of the light-gathering box in the spatial, y,

is the upper boundary of the box in this axis; M Tot is the center of

our best-fit Gaussian; and WTot is the width of that Gaussian.
A typical example of the spatial boundaries resulting from this process can
be found in Figure 3.9.

3.6.2

Light-Gathering Box: Spectral Dimensions

Defining the spectral (x) dimensions of the light gathering box is a more difficult
task since the wavelength dispersion of the first order spectrum follows no simple
mathematical rule (like the Gaussian used to characterize the box y-dimensions).
Instead, the x-dimension of the first order spectrum is described by the wavelength sensitivity function (WSF) of the detector; which gives the relative sensi-
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tivity of the detector to variou wavelengths of light with the same incident flu x.
Figure 3.10 show ' the wavelength sen. itivity fun ction for the ranges covered by
the three NICMOS grisms.
Since th re is no s t of parameters governing the WSF (as there would be for
a Gaussian or simil ar fun ction) we must define our own model by which to find
the best-fit of the WSF to the column totals of the composite gri 'm image. If
we assume zero background light (a safe assumption , ince the background has
already been subtracted in Se tion 3.5) we can find the best approximation of
the WSF by normalizing it to have t he same area under the curve as t he FOS .
Thi normalized WSF can then be fitted to the first order spectrum by finding

the position in the x axis with the minimum X2 goodness-of-fit statistic relative
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Figure 3.11: Th e X2 goodness-of-fit statistic for a model disp ersion relation compared
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offsets (8),). Th e X2 values shown (blue) have been inverted 8J1d normalized to show
the best-fit at the peak of the plot. Th e overpiotted Gaussian curve (green) shows how
tiJe center of this chi-squared distribution has been m eas ured 8JJd used to locate the
position of tile first order spectrum in the image. This estimated position i. denoted
by the solid red line, with the dashed red iines showing the estimated uncertainty hom
that same GU8Ssi8Jl.

to the column totals of the composite image. To find this best-fi t po it ion, the

x2

test is performed with the normalized WSF at various intervals across the

first order spectrum. Fitting a Gaussian to the resulting X2 distribution (see
Figure 3.11) gives a robust measurement of the minimum X2 value and the best
fit position of the WSF.
Once its position in the spectral (x) axis has been determined, the dimension'
of the first order spectrum can be calculated from t he length of the wavelength
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sensitivity fun ction . This gives a more robust estimate than the length of the
FOS itself which is known to vary (see Chapter 4) and , due to its steep sides,
would be dependent on only a small number (f"V 4) columns on the detector. The
reo ulting dimensions of the light gathering box in the. v ectral, x, axis are shown
in F igure 3.12.

3.6.3

A Moving Box

For each light curve, the same box location and dimensions were used for every
image in the same visit. When the possibility of applying a different box to each
image was investigated, this was found to greatly detriment t he resulting light
curve ( ee Figure 3.13) .
There are likely several causes for such a detrim nt . Firstly, the motive behind
the application of a moving box is based on the knowledge th at t h first order
'pectrum moves slightly during each visit - introducing a great deal of sy t ematic
noi e. However , it is likely that a great deal of thi noise i ' caused by variations
in pixel sensitivity acro

the fir t order pectrum , rather than the outer edge of

the FOS moving in or out of the box. Since t he later step to remove sy te matic
noi e (see Chapter 4) is expected to account for both of these factors, there is no
detriment for using a static box over a moving one.
Secondly, the dim nsions of a moving box must be re-calculated from each
image. This removes the advantage of using the high-SjN compo ite grism image
and makes the resulting dimensions of each box less precise and far less robust .
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3.7

Creating the Raw Light Curve

Once a robust light-gat hering-box has been defined, the counts in each image can
be totalled simply by adding together the value of every pixel in that box. Any
pixels which fall partly inside the box are included as a percentage value of their
total, dependent on the percentage of the pixel which lies inside the box.
Simultaneously, the uncertainty estimates for each point on the light curve
(each exposure) are calculated from the uncertainty array associated with each
exposure in the corresponding FITS file. The uncertainty value is calculated as
the root of the sum of the squared values inside the same light-gathering box.
For each image, the phase of the planet's orbit is also calculated so that
different visits of observations performed on different transits can be combined.
The phase is easily calculated by advancing the known ephemeris of the transit by
the planet's orbital period until enough advancements have been made to reach
the same Julian date l in which the exposure in question was taken. The phase
is normalized so that the center of the transit stands at 0 and the extremes at
±O.5. As such:

¢(l)

t(l) - (nP + E)

P

(3.14)

where ¢(l) is the exoplanet orbital phase at the time of an exposure, i; t(l) is the
time at which that exposure was taken, expressed as a Julian Day; E is the julian
1 Both the Julian date of the exposures and the Julian date of the exoplanet's Epoch, E,
were converted into Modified Heliocentric Julian Days prior to any calculations.
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date of the exoplanet's epoch; n is the number of orbits completed by the planet
since that ephemeris was recorded; and P is the length of that period in days.

3.7.1

Locating the Transit

Despite the systematic noise, it is possible to arrive at a rough estimate for the
first and fourth contact-points of the transit (i.e. the beginning of the ingress and
the end of the egress).
The center of the ingress and egress can be located simply by noting the points
at which the light curve crosses its median flux value. Depending on the number
of points in the data set, a line can be fit to the points immediately around these
estimated centers and extrapolated until it crosses the a mean Out-Of-Transit
value which can easily be calculated from the recorded flux in orbits known to
include no in-transit points. To ensure that no in-transit points fall into our
out-of-transit regime, three exposures before the measured ingress and after the
egress are considered in-transit in subsequent calculations.
Once our out-of-transit points are known, the light-curve can be normalised to
set the mean OOT flux to 1 so that the change in flux during transit is presented
as a fractional change in this normalized flux value. By calculating the RMS
spread of the OOT points about this mean value, it is possible to measure the
impact of noise on the light curve. This RMS spread value will be useful when
analysing the effectiveness of the systematic noise reduction covered in Chapter
4.
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Figure 3.14: A typical raw transit ligJl t-curve. Note the prevalence oi systematic
effects, particularly in the early Out-Oi-Transit (DOT) orbits.

3.7.2

The Light Curve

Plotting all visits against t he calculated phase gives a raw transit light curve,
like that seen in Figure 3. 14. At this stage, t he

ICMOS light curves are typ-

ically plagued by systematic effects which must be removed if precise planetary
parameters are to be derived.
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Chapter 4
Methods 2 - Systematic Noise
4.1

Chapter Outline

The following hapter detail. the identification and removal of systematic noi
applied to the raw transit light curve. A review of the ources of sy tematic noise
- together with how each source is parameterised - is followed by a comparative
analysis of the means by which uch noise can be robustly removed: a t rad itional
(in the fi ld) method of linear regre sion versus a n w, iterativ technique termed
'Preferential Decorrelation '. Th chapter concludes with various means by whi h
any residual systematic nois in the pro cess d light curve can be measur d pecifically by the binning, ' prayer-bead ' and wavelet technique .

4.2

Sources of Systematic Noise

Th NICMOS instrument has various sources of systematic noi e. Usually, such
noi e would have a mall or n gligible effect on results. However , sin ce our observations require such high precision , these systematic effects can have a significant
impact on results.
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Perhaps the most significant source of systematic noise are pointing variations
which occur over each orbit of any HST visit of observations. As the telescope
moves slightly during the course of each orbit, the location of the target object
on the detector moves as well. As a result, the light falling on the detector
progressively moves from one pixel to the next - imprinting any variation in pixel
sensitivity onto the resulting light curve.
If this systematic noise is to be removed, it must first be parameterised in order

to discern its effect on the measured flux. Thankfully, we do not need to parameterise the pixel sensitivity itself, nor any other direct systematic noise source.
Instead, we can simply model parameters which are themselves representative of
the systematic effects, yet independent of flux.

4.2.1

Pointing Variations

Most significantly, the movement of the first order spectrum across the detector
must be characterised using various parameters. Primarily, we must model the
movement in both the spectral and spatial axes. However, in addition to this,
the first order spectrum is also known to vary its width (in the spatial axis) with
both wavelength and time, and, independently, its length (in the spectral axis)
with time. Furthermore, the orientation of the first order spectrum will change
throughout each visit - effectively causing the first order spectrum to rotate over
time. All of these parameters must be measured if the systematic effects caused
by such pointing variations are to be characterised and removed from the light
curve.
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Such measurements are performed with the Gaussian curves fitted to each
column while measuring the detector background (see Section 3.5). Since any
variations in the position of the first order spectrum will be reflected by changes
in these Gaussian fits, we can use these curves to parameterise any pointing
variations, even if the Gaussian itself does not perfectly model the flux.
Each column in the first order spectrum has its own Gaussian, with the equation:

(4.1)

where G is the Gaussian; x is the column-number in the current image; y is the
row number in the current column; H is the height of the Gaussian; M is the
center of the Gaussian; and W is the width of the Gaussian.
We can therefore model the position of the first order spectrum with the
following parameters:

4.2.1.1

Spatial Position (Y-Position)

The location (Po) of the first order-spectrum in the spatial axis can be simply
derived from the Gaussian-centers of the fits to each column. For each image,
the Spatial Position is defined as the average Gaussian-center of every column
crossing the first order spectrum.
In order to ensure a robust measurement, only columns where the Gaussian
fit has located squarely on the first order spectrum are included in this average.
The boundaries of this region are determined thusly:
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1. Define a region of thirty columns in the center of the first order spectrum
(typically the middle thirty columns of the light gathering box).
2. Calculate the Standard Deviation of the Gaussian-centers in that region.
3. Expand this region by one column on each side along the first order spectrum. If the Gaussian-center of either new column falls more than three
standard deviations from the mean of the current region, that column is rejected. Otherwise, that column is included in the region and the standard
deviation is recalculated.
4. Repeat step 3 until three adjacent columns are rejected in either direction.
5. Set the last accepted column as the edge of the first order spectrum in this
image.
6. Repeat step 3 until three adjacent columns are rejected in the remaining
direction.
7. As before, set the last accepted column as the other edge of the first order
spectrum in this image.
8. Move the boundaries of this region ten pixels towards the center of the
first order spectrum - thereby ensuring that the columns at the edge of the
first order spectrum (where a smaller number of counts would be expected
to result in a less reliable Gaussian fit) are not included in subsequent
calculations.
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With a robust region defined, the spatial position of the first order spectrum in
this image is calculated as:

1

Po =

k

- . ""C1

k-J~

(4.2)

l=j

where Po is the spatial position; l is the column number; j is the lower limit of
the region containing the first order spectrum; k is the upper limit of this region;
and C1 is the Gaussian-center for the column l.
The user can change the number of standard deviations used to calculate the
acceptance threshold using the Config file. The same applies for the number of
columns excluded from the edges of the first order spectrum.
The typical Gaussian-center values for all columns in an image can be seen
in Figure 4.1. Additionally, a typical array of spatial positions across a complete
visit of observations, can be seen in Figure 4.2.

4.2.1.2

Spectral Position and Length

The position of the first order spectrum in the spectral axis (PI) is calculated
via the same method as the boundaries of the light gathering box (as detailed in
Section 3.6).
However, while the light gathering box is calculated from a high SIN composite image, the spectral position must be calculated independently for each image.
Unfortunately, the far lower SIN of each image's individual column totals provides a poor reference for the Inverse Sensitivity Function (ISF) to centre on.
As such, it is preferable to use the heights of the Gaussian curves fitted to each
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+ _to ~
. .... .(+

r

Figure 4.1: Th e pixel- values on which the best-fit Gaussian curves are centered for
the columns in a single image. Th e values in blue are those values included in the
calculation of the subsequent Spatial (y) Position (Po, dashed red line) of the first
order spectrum in this image and the Rotation of the first order sp ectrum (P5 , dash ed
green line). T11 e upper plot shows the full range of Gaussians across the detetor. The
lower plot has been zoom ed to show only those points in and around ti1e first order
spectrum .
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Figure 4.2: A typical aJTay of fir t order sp ectrum Spatial Positions for a single HST
visit of observation. Th e points shown in red are ii'om images flagged to be excluded
h om caicula,tions - typically du e to a large quantity of anomalous pixels or an expected
lmge amount of system atic noise_ The points shown in blue m-e calculated hom exposures taken outside of the expolanetary tral1sit, while points shown in green are from
exposures taken while the planet was expected to be in transit. Th e gaps in th curve
m'e th e re ult of HST orbit breaks where the telescop e passed behind t11e Earth , relative
to the tmget object.
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column to represent t he profile of the FOS in the x-axis. The resulting profile is
far more coherent than t he column totals and has already undergone screening
for anomalous values as part of the earlier Gaussian fitting process. Performing
the FOS fittin g procedure on the Gaus'ian heights of each image (as detailed in
Section 3.6.2) provides the posit ion of the FOS in the x-axi (PI) for each imag
in t he data set.
However , t he FOS fitting procedure can give more information than the location of t he first order spectrum alone. As Figure 3.11 demonstrates , the X2
curve u 'ed to calculate PI approximates to a Gaussian whose width relates to
the range of uncertainty of the fit to the first order spectrum. This uncertainty is
directly related to t he length of the FOS - as a longer first order spectrum would
result in a wider range of uncertainty. Note that this length is not analagou
to t he width of the first order spectrum (see Section 4.2.1.3) as it is dependent
on t he state and location of the grism as well as the focussing of the telescope.
Furthermore, since the defocussed point spread fun ction of the target is known
to be asymmetric, it is unlikely that variations in t he width of the PSF would
be the same in t he spatial and sp ctral axes. Recording the width of each X2
Gaussian gives another parameter by which to characterise the po 'ition of the
FOS - namely t he "Spectral Length", P4 .
A typical plot of the Spectral Position (PI) of the first order spectrum over t he
course of a single visit of observation is shown in Figure 4.3. Correspondingly, Figure 4.4 shows the Spectral Length (P4 ) of the first order spectrum over t he same
visit of observation. The uncertainties on each parameter are imply calculated
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F igure 4.3: A typicaJ plot of the Spectral Position of a grism first order sp ectrum over
a , ingJe HST visit of 01servation . Points on the graph ar coloured as in Fig ure 4.2.
from the un ertainties of the Ga u ian coeffi cients from which the param -ters are
derived.

4.2.1.3

Spatial Width and Tapering

Variat ions in the width of the fir t order spectrum (P2) measur din th spatial (or

x) axis arise from focu sing variations over the cour 'e of a visit of observation.
The width i calcu lat d fr om the corresponding widths of the Gau sian fit t o
each column (Wx ) , as 'hown in F igure 4.5 . However , the width of the first
order pectrum typically varies along its length , eit her widening or narrowing
wit h increasing wavelength . Therefore, a simple average is not guaranteed to b
repr sentative of the variat ion in width from image to image .
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Figure 4.5: The widths of a serie of Gaussian curve (ltV1;) fitt ed to the column of a
single HST grism image. Th e points plotted in blue are tho e defin ed {in Section 4.2.1.1
as being firmly in "ide th e range of the first order spectrum. Th e overplotted, green,
daslled lin e demonstrates th e m easurem ent of the width of the first order spectrum
(meas ured as tile intersect of this line with the y-axis) Th e overplotted red line (offset
from position of FOS for clarity) represents the tapering of the first order spectrum
(meas ured as the gmdient ofthi line). Th e upper plot shows th full range of Gaussians
across the detetor. Tll e lower plot has been zoom ed to show only tho e point in and
aro und the first order spectrum .
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To avoid this degeneracy between temporal variation and spectral variation ,
the width is measured by finding a best-fit line t hrough the Gaussian width value'
across the same region defin ed in Section 4.2.1.1, such that:

(4.3)
where Wx is the width of the Gaussian fit in column x (corresponding to a wavelength, A); P3 is the gradient of the best-fit line (effectively measuring the taper of
the first order spectrum) ; and P2 is the width of the fit to the first order spectrum
at x = O.
In this way, we model the width of the FOS and any tapering along its length
as separate variables (P2 and P3 ) both of which can be used to characterise the
location of the first order spectrum. A typical plot of the Spatial Width evolution
over a single visit is shown in Figure 4.6 and the corresponding plot of Spectral
Tapering is shown in Figure 4.7.

4.2.1.4

Rotation

All previous parameters have made a precise distinction b tween the spatial (y)
and spectral (x) axes in each image. However, this makes the erroneous assumption that the applied grism will be properly aligned for each exposure. In reality,
the grism is seldom perfectly aligned to be completely parallel with the ideal
spectral axis and , furthermore, its alignment is prone to variations during each
visit of observations.
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In order to parameterise t hese variations and prop rly account for t heir impact
on t he re 'ul t ing light curve, we mu t robustly measure t he Rotation of t he first
order 'pectrum in each image - defined as the deflection of t he effective center of
t he first order spectrum from it id al position parallel to x and perpendicular to
y.

Thi parameter (P5) can b calculated from t he centers of t he Gaussian Fits
to each column . Such that:

(4.4)
XMax -

XMin

where (J i the angl of rotation ; !lIM ax(x ) is th maximum (highe t row-n umber in
the spatial, y , axis) Gau '. ian Cent
Section 4.2.1.1;
and

XMin

!lIM iT! (x:)

I'

taken in 'ide the column-rang calculated in

i.' t he equivalent minimum Ga u 'sian Center; and

XlIla x

ar the corre ponding column numbers for the two values of M.

However, such a m

urement i dependent only on two values of C and likely

to be pron e to error and uncertainty. Instead , we can .. imply defin e:

t:::.M (x)
t:::. x

(4.5)

which ha t he form of a gradient . As uch , we can calculate a far more robust
measurement of the rotation by locating a best-fit line to the complet e array of
Gaussian column centres inside the previously calculated range. Note that P5 has
simply b en defined as tan (J rather than simply
given more dire tly.
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As such , we can calculat e a best-fit line such that:

(4.6)
where

ex is any given Gaussian center fitted to a column, x , within the predefined

range ; P5 is the effective rot ation of the first order spectrum ; Po is the, already
calculat ed , spatial (y) position of the first order spectrum in the image; and

X M id

is the column number of the centre of the first order spectrum , corresponding to
the intersect of the FOS with Po.
Note that the best-fit line could have been defined to have its own constant
t erm independent of Po. However , on inspection these two terms were found
t o be almost degenerate - following the same distinct pattern , but with the intercept version calculated in this section having a greater spread. Therefore,
this second ary calculation was deemed unnecessary, as the previously calculated
parameter better represents the same quantity.
A typical plot of the change in first order spectrum rotation over the course
of a visit of observation can be found in Figure 4.8.

4.2.2

Further Parameters

In addit ion to pointing variations, systematic effects can arise from any factors influ encing the grisms , the NIC3 camera or the NICMOS instrument itself. Thankfully, most of such influences are small or vary very little over the timescale of
a single visit. However , some such effects are not so obliging and many can not
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be measured directly. Therefore, we must find further parameters by which to
characterise systematic effects.

4.2.2.1

Background

While the background light in each image has already been quantified and removed by this stage of processing (see Section 3.5), this subtraction made the
assumption that the measured background light in each image was solely the
result of flux from the target object; inaccuracies in the instrument bias and
flat-fields; and other factors affecting the electrons reported by any given pixel.

In reality, this measurement of background was most likely influenced by
differences in pixel sensitivity across the chip - which can be brought about by
variations in temperature, current, bleeding of flux into adjacent pixels, the overexposure of prior images or, as will be discussed in Chapter 8, detector nonlinearity. While only one of these factors can be measured directly (see Section
4.2.2.2), their effects on the measured background light provide a useful paradigm
for approximating their impact on the measured flux. As such, we can define
another parameter, P6, as the background light across the first order spectrum in
each image.
As previously discussed in Section 3.5, the background light in each column
is modelled along with the Gaussian fits to the first order spectrum, such that:

(4.7)
where Bx(Y) is the background light in a column, x, at the pixel crossing row y
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in the image; and ax, bx and Cx are the parameters of the quadratic fit to the
background light in that column.
From this, we can calculate the background light at the first order spectrum
from the previously calculated spatial (y) position of the FOS, such that:

(4.8)
where Po is the position of the first order spectrum in the spatial (y) axis.
Therefore, we can calculate an estimate of the background light level for each
image by averaging Bx(Po) across all columns in the FOS, such that:

E;:~ Bx(Po)
k-j

(4.9)

(4.10)

where P6 is the background flux across the first order spectrum in a given image;

j and k are the limits of the first order spectrum in the range as defined in
Section 4.2.1.1; ax, bx and Cx are the parameters of the best-fit polynomial to the
background flux in a column, x; and Po is the center of the first order spectrum
in the image, as calculated in Section 4.2.1.1.

In most cases, a linear fit to the background is more than sufficient to produce
a precise model; however, since the additional processing time required to apply
a quadratic model is minimal, there is no real drawback to applying such a model
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Figure 4.9: A typical plot of the variation in average Background Flux across the first
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as in Figure 4.2.
for occas ions when a quadratic fi t may be required . T ypically, the value of a is
small enough to be considered negligible. A typical plot of the background flux
acros the first order spectrum for a single visit of observation can be found in
Figure 4.9.

4.2.2.2

Temperature

As noted in Section 4.2 .2.1 , the t emperature of the NICMOS instrument - specifically that of the NIC3 det ector - is expect ed to have a direct influence on the
pixel sensit ivity of the det ector. As such , changes in t emperature, P7 , will likely
cause corresponding syst ematic effect s.
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Figure 4.2.

Thankfu lly, a good estimat

of the detector temp rature in each Image IS

provided in the header information of the corresponding FITS fil e. This estimate
i , in itself, an aggr gated parameter - estimated from the bia voltage across t he
chip which is known to be directly dependent on the temperature of the chip and
the known current 'upplied to the NICMOS instrument (Viana et al. , 2009).

A typical plot of the temperature of the NIC3 dete tor chip-set for a single
visit of observation can b e found in Figure 4.10.
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4.2.2.3

Orbital Phase

During each visit of observation , HST remains directed (for a given margin of error) at the target object. As a result, each orbit of HST takes the same path and
will experience the same environmental effects. Predominantly, t he telescope's
environment is dictated by its exposure to the sun - directly affecting the temperature of the NICMOS instrument and , via the telescope 's solar panels, the
electricity with which it is supplied.
As a result , we can expect systematic variations on the same timescale as the
orbit of HST. We can therefore defin e an HST Orbital Phase parameter (Ps ) to
model such changes.
This parameter is easily calculated as the time expired between the current
exposure and the first exposure in the current orbit , such that:

(4.11)

wher Ps is the Orbital Time;
image ; and

to,Orb

t i ,Orb

is the exposure date of the current grism

is the exposure date of the beginning of the current orbitl.

A typical plot of the Orbital Time parameter over a single visit of observation
can be found in Figure 4.11.
1 Not to be confused with the exposure dat e of t he first image in the orbit, since guide-star
acquisition will take longer in the first orbit . Furthermore, the first image in different orbits is
not always guaranteed to be a grism exposure and may be one of the direct images.
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4.2.2. 4

Temporal Variations

The only remaining means to parameterise source of systematic noise in the NIC3
detector i to isolate those sources which have a distinct, long-term effect on
result . While such factors cannot be parameterised directly, such long-term (i.e.
on times ales greater than one orbit) effects would likely re ult only in long-term
trends rat her than the more complex systematics resulting from other sour e .
We make the assumption that such trends will be linear since any more complex
trends would be impo ible to model without mor orbit than are found in any
HST transit data et.
Such effects can be easily modell d using a simple linear progression with the
exposur time of each image . For simplicity, t h exposure date (typically provided
in the header of each .fits image in Heliocentric Julian Days) itself is used for thi .
purpo e. A typical plot of this parameter (Pg ) an be found in Figure 4.12

4.2.3

Bias

As noted by Burke et al. (2010) , the bias voltage applied to ea h chip in the
JIC3 amera is known to vary between exposures; re ulting in lightly different

reading when the bias fr ame i subtracted by the HST data pro cessing pipeline.
The differences between the four chip comprising the

IC3 detector re ult in

each exposure falling into one of even 'states' determined by the balance of the
bias between the chips. As the temperature varies across the detector it cau es
small variations the resistance of each chip which, in turn , change t he proportion
of the overall bias voltage applied to each chip.
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While Burke et al. (2010) address this problem by identifying the state of each
exposure and normalizing the exposures in each state independently, t heir result
indicate a dependency on the bias applied to the region of the chip containing
the fir t order spectrum, rather than a dependency on the relative balance of the
bias between the chips.
Therefore, we introduce a Bias parameter, PlO , calculated from t he bias voltage applied to the region of the first order spectrum. The bias applied to each
exposure can be found in the 'zeroth-read ' of each MULTIACCUM exposure - which
records the value of each pixel in the detector befor e the exposure begins. The
value of P lO for each expo ure can be simply defin ed as the total of the pixel
values in t he zeroth fram e inside the light-gathering box - as a result , the Bias
parameter is measured in counts-per-second rather than volts. A typical plot of
the Bias parameter across one visit of observation can be found in Figure 4.13.
ote, this parameter should not be considered degenerate with the temperature parameter as each has a separate effect . While both are calcu lated from
the bias voltage in the zeroth read of each MULTIACCUM exposure, t he resul ting
temperature value is for the detector as a whole, while the Bia paramet er applie
only to t he local region of the light-gathering box. As uch, the Bias parameter
can be considered the local parameter to t he temperature's global measure.

4.2.4

Parameter Summary

For sake of consistency, the detrending parameters will hereafter be referred to
by their Px designation. However, to allow easy reference to the source of each
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Spatial

= First Order Soectrum

: Spectral Position (PI)

Figure 4.14: Th e first order sp ectrum of a grism image (not to scale) sllOwn in relation to the systematic noise parameters measured to constrain the pointing variations
exp erienced during a visit of ob ervation . Th e fu ll m eaning of eac1J Px label can also
be found in Table 4.1.

parameter , the fo llowing table (4.1) equates each parameter to its

Px

number

and Figure 4.14 demonstrates the quantities measured by each of the parameter
arising from pointing variations.

4.3

Removal of Systematic Noise

Once we have properly parameterised potential sources of systematic noise, we
must ensure that such noise is removed without influencing the transit itself. The
impact of the systematics can be modelled simply by examining direct relations
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Parameter II
I Number

Po
p)
P2

P3
P4
P5

P6
P7
Pa
Pg
PlO

Parameter
Name
FOS Spectral (y) Position
FOS Spatial (x) Position
FOS Width (in y)
FOS Taper
FOS Length (in x )
FOS Ro tation
Detector Background at FOS
Detector Temperat ure
HST Orbital Phase
Exposure Date (H J D)
Bias

Table 4. 1: Detrending Param eter look-up table. (FOS = First Order Spectrum . HST
= Hubbl Space Telescop e. HJD

= Heliocentric Julian Day.)

between t he change in flux between images and t he corresponding changes in
the various detrending parameters. However , ·ince the transit itself is a change
in flux , in-transit exposures must be excluded fr om this process . Therefore, if
systematic effe ts are to be removed from in-transit imag s, the effects of t he e
sy. tematics must be acc urately modelled using the Out-Of-ll·ansit (OOT) im age
alone.

4.3.1

Linear Regression

The simplest means of removing the systematic noise - or "detrending" the light
curve - is to define a simple model to describe the impact of our measured systematic parameters on the measured flux of the light urve. If we assume that
our ideal, systematic-free light curve would have no variation in flux across all
Out Of ll-ansit (OOT) images and assuming all of our systematic parameters are
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independent , both of each other and of the actual light falling on t he detector,
we can state that:

q

C(i )

C(i)

+

L Pj( i)Zj

(4.12)

j= 1

where C(i) is the counts measured in an image, i; C(i ) i the (as yet unknown)
corrected counts of that exposure, with no systematic noise; Pj (i ) is an array of
our parameters, j , for the image; q is the number of parameters (in our case,
q = 9) ; and Zj is an array of constants describing the correlation , if any, between

each parameter and t he recorded flux .
For all i and j both C and P are already known. Our ideal light curve is
given by F. Therefore, in order to extract this light curve from the measured
counts, we must solve the above equation to find Z. As addressed earlier , we are
assuming that all OOT points in our ideal light curve are equ al to 1. Therefore,
we can calculate Z for the OOT image. and apply t he result to d termine the
correct F for the in-transit images.
Th required solution can be easily acheived through a process of Linear Regression, as originally implemented by Gilliland (2005) . However, the light curve
result ing from t his process is not completely detrended .
Since the detrending parameters (Po - Ps ) have themselves been calculated
from the very images we seek to detrend , we must expect a certain degree of
systematic noise to also exist in the parameters themselves. One stark example
can be found in Figure 4.15 which demonstrates a bimod al temperature parameter
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Figure 4.15: Th e temperature across a ingle visit of HST observations in the same
form at as Figure 4.2. Two p opulations of exposur s a r evident in eaciJ orbit - resulting
from the bias voltage switching between differen t states.

- the resul t of systemati effects in t he bias voltage for that visit. This means
that t he origin al assumption that t he parameters were independ ent , both of each
other and th recorded flux , i false.
In effect, Lin ar Regression perform a first-order d t rending proce s and is
capable of removing a larg proport ion of systematic noi e from its subj ect light
curve, as hown in Figures 4.17 and 4.16. However, with only a first-order approach, it is possible that some ystematic eff cts may remain after the Linear
Regre sion process .
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4.3.2

Preferential Decorrelation

If we are to ensure that all systematic effects are removed as effectively as possible,
we must consider the shortcomings of the Linear Regression process. A perfect set
of parameters would, of course, result in a perfect detrending process and a final
light curve affected only by white noise and any real changes in flux resulting from
the star itself. However, the calculated parameters are, in effect, this perfect set
of parameters with additional white noise and, lamentably, additional systematic
noise.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to detrend the parameters themselves because
the same residual systematics we find in the light curve would also remain in
the parameters. In addition, any more complex process of Linear Regression containing all possible combination of each parameter - would have too many free
terms for its result to be believable.
In effect, we would be attempting to solve:

q

C(i) =

C(i)

+L

j=l

q

Pj(i)Zj

+L

q

L

j=l k=l

q

Pj(i)Pk(i)Zj,k +

q

q

L L L·· ·(4.13)
j=l k=l 1=1

This leaves us with the option of dealing with the sources of systematics iteratively, such that:

(4.14)
where Cn is the counts in the current (nth) iteration; Cn - 1 is the counts from the
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previous iteration; P j is a selected detrending parameter; and Zj,n is a coefficient
defining the impact of that parameter, unique to the current iteration.
After an infinite number of iterations, Coo(i) will be equal to C(i) in Equation
4.3.2. However, arriving at this solution via an iterative route allows us to ensure
that the solution is believable.
Note that in each iteration, the light curve is only detrended against a single
parameter. By selecting the parameter that has the strongest correlation with
the OOT flux, we can ensure that, at each step, we remove the systematic effect
whose impact is most well constrained - arriving at the most believable light
curve.
We can therefore detrend each light curve via the following algorithm:

1. Fit a best-fit linear function to the relationship between Out Of Transit

Flux and each Parameter (Po to P8 ), such that:

(4.15)

where C(i OOT ) is the OOT light curve; Pj(i OOT ) is the corresponding parameter set for a parameter, j; Zj is the gradient of the best-fit line; and rj
is the constant term for this relationship.

2. Calculate a measure of correlation for each parameter with flux, such that:
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l:~~~ (C (i OOT ) - c;;;;:;;)( Pj (i OOT ) - Pj,OOT)
a C,OOTOj,OOT

(4.16)

where Pj is the correlation coefficient for a parameter, j; C(i OOT ) is the
counts recorded in an out-of-transit image, i OOT ; COOT is the average outof-transit counts across all exposures, n; Pj (i OOT ) is the value of parameter
j for those out-of-transit exposures; Pj,OOT is the average value of that

parameter; aC,OOT is the standard deviation of the out-of-transit counts;
and aj,OOT is the standard deviation of the out-of-transit parameter.
3. Select the parameter with the greatest value of P and remove its modelled
linear trend from the whole light curve (both in-transit and out-of-transit),
such that:

C'(i)

(4.17)

where C(i) is the input light curve; C'(i) is the light curve for the next
iteration; Pj(i) is the values of the selected parameter, j; Zj and rj are the
coefficients of the best-fit line for that parameter; and COOT is the mean
OOT Flux - typically already normalised to unity.
4. Calculate a measure of the difference between the new light curve and its
predecessor, such that:
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L~~l(C(i) - C'(i))2
N

(4.18)

where d is the difference; C is the light curve; and C' is the new light curve,
both for a series of N images.
5. Repeat steps 1-3, omitting the parameter with the maximum value of p,
but reintroducing the parameter omitted during the previous iteration.
6. Continue iterations until the difference, d, between iterations falls below a
threshold value defined in the config file (typically 1% of the Poisson limit).
This means of terminating the iterations is preferable to simply waiting for
the spread of the points to fall below a certain limit because, without an
accurate model for the transit itself, the spread of the light curve can only
be measured accurately for the out of transit points. As such, any threshold
value based on the RMS spread of the light curve could potentially stop the
iterations with systematic effects still present in the in-transit points.
Alternatively, a maximum number of iterations can be specified by the user
via the config file.
I call this procedure "Preferential Decorrelation", due to its selective, iterative approach to detrending. From Figure 4.18, it is evident that no discernable residual
correlation remains after the application Preferential Decorrelation. In comparison to Linear Regression (see Figure 4.19) the Preferential approach produces a
more reliable light curve with a superior RMS Spread.
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a proces

of de trending by Preferential Decorrelation . Th e solid I lack line demon trates the
m eaD Out-Of~'Transit (OOT) Flux, wlJile tlJe dash ed red aJJd blue lin es demonstrate

th e R oot-Mean-Squared (RMS) Spread of the respective ljght curves about that m ean .
Note that the RMS Spread has been redu ced by more than half in the post-detrending
(blu e) light curve. Th e green points a1" those images flagged a anomalou and removed
from processing before the detrending process.

A perhaps more effective m an s of demon trating the effect of t he det r nding proce s can be found in Figure 4.20 which shows the detrended light curve
verplott d on its sy t ematic-beset predeces. or. Furth r com pari ons between
the Preferential Decorrelation and Linear Regression techniques will follow in
Chapter 5.
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4.3.2.1

Caveats

It should be noted that eit her detrending process can only fun ction properly with

a comprehensive set of parameters with which to model t he sy tematics. As such,
t here are various factors which can cause t he detrending process to be ineffective
or , on occasion , actually harmful to t he reliability of t he results.
Most importantly, t hose expo ures taken during transit must have parameter
values reasonably close to t he mean value of t he parameter in question. This
ensures t hat t here are parameter values on both sides of the transit values allowing the detrending process to properly model t he region of parameter- pace
containing the transit itself. Without such coverage , the detrending process is
forced to extrapolate across t he transit region - thereby reducing the reliability
of the fin al transit light curve.
To ensure this does not occur, it is advisable to plan the observing. trategy
to have Out-Of-Transit (OOT) orbits both before and after t he transit it ·elf. If
po 'sible, it is also beneficial to time the observations to place a small number of
OOT points in every orbit - eit her just before the ingres or ju t after the egress
- to better acco unt for parameter ' which have greater orbit-to-orbit variation.
In cases where good overage i impossibl , it is advi able not to detrend any
in-transit points at all. In such cases, certain parameters can become degenerate
out of t ransit - exhibiting the sam patterns and frequency - while their in-transit
values are still disparate. In such instance , t he preferential decorrelation algorithm would have no means to determine which of t he two degenerate parameters
was responsible for an observed t rend in t he out-of-transit data and may select the
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incorrect parameter. In such cases, the out-of-transit data would be detrended
properly, but the in-transit data would likely become corrupted.
With no clear difference between such degenerate parameters, the resulting
transit cannot be believed. In particular, the two temporal parameters (Orbital
Phase and Visit Time) are guaranteed to be degenerate in visits with only one
orbit containing OOT exposures.
Another factor prone to adversely affecting result is the magnitude of the
parameters themselves. Since the majority of systematics arise from pointing
variations, their correlation can be reliably modelled by a straight line - since we
are only concerned with the variation in sensitivity between one pixel and the
next. However, should such pointing variations become too large, light falling in
one pixel at the start of a visit of observation may finish that visit falling two or
more pixels away. In such cases, a straight line would not be a reliable means
of modeling the correlation between the measured flux and the corresponding
parameters.
Thankfully, pointing variations are almost exclusively on the sub-pixel scale,
so this effect is rarely a significant factor. In fact, variations on this scale typically
only occur in the first orbit of any visit of observation - a prime example of why
this orbit should be removed from processing.
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4.4

The Final Light Curve

An ideal process of Preferential Decorrelation is capable of reducing the noise in
a light curve to

rv

2apoisson

(roughly twice! the expected Poisson ian white noise).

However, this figure is dependent on a comprehensive set of parameters with good
coverage. Exact levels of detrending, and comparison with previous results, will
be discussed in the relevant Results chapters.
Typically, any successful detrending process will produce a final light curve
ready to be modelled, as shown in Figure 4.21.

1 Reaching a precision of 10" Poisson would be impossible in practice since the systematic noise
becomes impossible to model accurately once it drops below the level of the white (random)
noise. A perfect detrending could therefore be expected to leave a finished light curve with
'" 10"Poisson of random noise and a remaining'" 10"Pois8on of systematic noise. The measured
spread of the light curve is likely to be greater still; due to fluctuations in stellar intensity and
other real variations in the measured flux (aside from the transit itself).
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Chapter 5
Methods 3 - Transit Modeling
5.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter det ails the mod eling of a processed transit light curve to
derive the parameters of the planet ary system which creat ed it. An overview of
the dependency of the transit on the various planetary and stellar parameter ' is
followed by det ails on the genera tion of a model transit light curve from a given
set of said parameter '. A r view of the basic X2-fitting technique preced s an
in-d epth d scription of the Markov-Ch ain Monte-Carlo algorithm applied to the
light curves in thi, ' research . An introduction to the found ation of this technique
- the Metropolis- Hru tings algorithm - i followed by a review of the alterations
made to improve the effectiveness and effi cien y of the modeling proces. (specifically: the application of priors; automated step-size rescalling; and the rotation
of paramet er-space). The chapter concludes with a description of the derivation
of the id eal paramet er set from the MCMC results ,
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5.2

Planetary Parameters

With a complete, detrended transit light curve, we can now derive the parameters
of the planet that created it. To this end, we create a model light curve whose
parameters can be varied to create a best-fit to the observed transit.
The shape of the transit light curve is dependent on various properties of the
observed extrasolar system. In particular, we are concerned with the radius of
the planet (Rp) which can be determined as a ratio with the stellar radius (Rs)
from the transit depth. The ingress and egress of the transit are dependent on the
inclination angle (i) which determines the path of the planet across the disk of the
star. As discussed in Chapter 1, the intensity oflight across the star is dependent
on the stellar limb darkening, which we characterise with to parameters (Uo and

U1 ) via a quadratic law (Equation 1.3.2.3).
The transit is also dependent on the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit (a)
and its orbital period (P). However, if we assume a fixed stellar mass (Ms) we
need only include one of these parameters in our model, since the two are related
by Kepler's third law:

(5.1)
where P is the planet's orbital period; Ms is the stellar mass; G is the gravitional
constant; and a is the planet's semi-major axis.
Finally, any variation in the transit midpoint (t1T) - such as through errors
in the ephemeris or through transit timing variations (see Chapter 1) - would
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result in a non-central light curve (i.e. the planet's orbital phase at the transit
midpoint would not equal 0 when calculated from the planet's ephemeris alone).
Since our light curve model (see Section 5.2.1) assumes a transit symmetrical
about this ephemeris-calculated midpoint, we must also model any offset in the
actual transit midpoint

(~T)

to account for such effects.

Therefore, to properly parameterise the transitting planet, we must model:
1. The planetary radius: R p .

2. The inclination angle of the planet's orbital plane: i.
3. The stellar radius: Rs·
4. The semi-major axis of the planet's orbit: a.
5. The parameters modeling the stellar limb-darkening: Uo and U1 •
6. And an offset of the transit midpoint for each visit:

~Tv,

where V is the

number of the visit in question.
For simplicity's sake, we will simply refer to these as a single parameter vector:
QJ, where j refers to the index of each parameter in the above list.

To determine the best values of these parameters, we must create a model
transit light curve,

r,

to test against our observed light curve, L. Once such a

best-fit model is found, the parameters of that model will be the best-fit solution
for the properties of the observed planet and its orbit.
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5.2.1

Generating a Model Light Curve

To generate our model light curve, we employ the analytic formula developed
by Mandel and Agol (2002). This algorithm requires inputs of the ratio of radii
between the planet and its parent star (Rp/ Rs), two limb-darkening coefficients
(Uo and Ud and the displacement of the centre of the disc of the planet from

the disc of the star as a function of time, given as a fraction of the stellar radius

(D(t)/ Rs).
The value of D(t) can be calculated for each point in the light curve from two
components demonstrated in Figure 5.1, such that:

D(t) =

Jb 2 + B2(t)

(5.2)

where D(t) is the separation between the centres of the disk of the star and planet
at a time t (given as a fraction of the exoplanet's orbital period, P, such that
-0.5 < t < 0.5, as calculated in Equation 3.7); b is the impact parameter of the
transit (the minimum separation between the centres of the star and planet); and

B(t) is the distance of the planet from the midpoint of its transit.
The impact parameter, b, can be calculated (see Figure 5.1) from the inclination angle (i) and the planet's semi-major axis (a), such that:

b =

asin(i)

(5.3)

where b is the impact parameter; a is the semi-major axis of the planet's orbit;
and i is the inclination angle of the orbit relative to our line of sight.
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The time (t) is already converted into a fraction of the orbital phase and set
to 0 at the transit midpoint. Therefore, if we define </J as the angular separation
of the planet from the transit midpoint throughout one orbit (as shown in Figure
5.1) the value of B(t) can be calculated as:

B(t) = asin(</J(t)) = asin(27l"t)

(5.4)

Therefore, we can express the seperation of the stellar and planetary disks as:

(5.5)
The complex interplay between these inputs governs the shape of the transit
light curve - as demonstrated in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

5.3

X2 Fitting

The simplest means of finding a best-fit solution for our transit light curve is
to assess the X2 goodness-of-fit statistic of our model to the data (Press et al.,
2007a). For any given model, the X2 statistic has the form:

2 _
Xj

-

n-l ((L(i) - r (i))2)
L
(")
j

i=O

(J

(5.6)

Z

where XJ is the goodness-of-fit statistic for a set of model paramters, j; L(i) is
the value of the measured light curve from exposure i for a total of n exposures;
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rj(i) is the value of the model light curve at that same point for our parameter
set, j; and a(i) is the uncertainty estimate on the value of L(i).
By design, the X2 has its lowest value for the parameter set, j which produces
the smallest overall difference between the data, L, and the model,

r.

Therefore,

in order to find the best-fit solution, we must determine whichever parameter set
results in the smallest result - otherwise known as minimising X2 (Press et al.,
2007b). This best-fit parameter set can be determined by:
1. Create a starting parameter set, qo, of estimates. Ideally, these would be

the planetary properties derived from the most up-to-date observations.
2. Calculate the X2 statistic for qo.
3. Perturb the parameters in qo by some small amount, derived from the
uncertainty estimates on the current planetary properties. Call this new
parameter set q'.
4. Calculate the X2 statistic for q' and compare with the previously calculated
value for qo. If the X2 value has improved (Le. been reduced) by the
perturbation, save q' as ql, otherwise reject q' and carry qo forward.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until no variation in any parameter results in an
improvement in the X2 statistic. At this jth iteration, the parameter set,
Q,j

can be said to have converged on the best-fit solution for the light curve.

However, simple X2 fitting assumes a simple parameter space in which there
is only one possible solution - represented by the X2 minimum. Such parameter
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spaces can only truly exist for simple curves governed solely by a small number
of independent parameters. In the case of our transit light curve, the quantity of
parameters and their complex relationships which determine the overall shape of
the transit mean this is not the case. The result is a complex, multi-dimensional
parameter space, likely to have many local minima in its X2 distributions rather
than the singular local minimum required by the above alogirthm.
As a result, any best-fit solution derived from the above algorithm would be
dependent upon the starting parameter set and would likely produce different
results for different values in qo. It is therefore unlikely that any process of X2
fitting would produce a reliable best-fit solution in this circumstance. It would
certainly be unable to produce meaningful estimates of the uncertainty of each
best-fit parameter.
To determine a reliable solution, we must instead identify the most likely set
of parameters to produce the transit we observe - hereafter known as the 'ideal'
solution.

5.4

Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo

The most reliable means of finding our ideal parameter set is to use Markov-Chain
Monte-Carlo (MCMC) analysis - which robustly explores our complex parameter
space, rather than attempting to locate on any single prefered solution (Press
et al., 2007b). MCMC iteratively produces a series (or chain) of trials, each representing a new parameter set - or a different point in parameter space. In each
iteration, a new parameter set is generated. This 'trial' is either accepted and
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carried forward into the next iteration, or rejected, in which case the last accepted
trial is carried forward instead.

In the simplest case - the "Metropolis-Hastings" alogirithm - MCMC works as
follows:

1. Generate an initial light curve from a starting parameter set,

qo, which

roughly estimates the shape and depth of the transit. For HST observations,
we would expect previous studies to have already produced constraints on
the planetary and orbital parameters (qo), along with accompanying uncertainty estimates (oJ These values provide a more than adequate starting
point for the MCMC process.
2. Calculate the X2 goodness-of-fit statistic between this model light curve,

r o, and the observed transit,

L.

3. Create a new parameter set by taking a random 'step' through parameter space. The step size can be calculated as a small percentage ('" 1%)
of the uncertainty values, (J(j) on each of the starting parameters, qo(j).
Mathematically, for each parameter:

qk-l (j)
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where qk-l(j) is the value of parameter, j, in the previous step (so, in the
first iteration, qk-l (j) = qo(j)); qk is the new value of that parameter, j,
in the current step; a(j) is the uncertainty value associated with that parameter; s is the step-size of each jump through parameter space (typically
set at a starting value of 0.01); and

~

is a random number selected from a

uniform distribution between -1 and 1.
Note that the step size itself has no effect on the final solution. A small
step size will still be free to explore the entirety of the available parameterspace, but will likely take a large number of iterations to do so. The 1%
value employed here is simple an arbitrary starting value to ensure the
initial iterations are controlled. The step size itself will be discussed further
in Section 5.4.1.3.
4. Ensure the new light-curve is physically acceptable - i.e. that the planet
is still smaller than the star; the limb darkening coefficients are between

a

and 1; the inclination angle is not greater than 90°, etc ... If qi is unreal,
return to step 3 and generate a new parameter set.
5. Generate a new light-curve, fk' from the modified parameter set, qk.
6. As before, calculate the X2 statistic between this model, fk(l), and the data,

L( l) (where l is the index of each point in the light curve).
7. Determine whether the new parameter set should replace the old. In a
simple 'bootstrapping' X2 minimisation algorithm, we would simply reject
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any new parameter set with an inferior (greater) value of X2 while accepting
any which produced an improvement (reduction) in X2 . Such a technique
would soon converge on a solution, but this would not necessarily be the
'ideal' solution; given the number of free parameters and the complexities
of the parameter space involved (see Section 5.3).
Instead, we endeavour to explore parameter space and so must ensure that
the chain does not simply converge on the nearest, local X2 minimum. To
this end, any trial with an improved X2 is still automatically accepted, however, trials with inferior values of X2 may be accepted or rejected according
to the probability:

(5.8)

where, is our test variable - the probability of acceptance;
goodness-of-fit statistic for our previous model light curve, f

xLI

k- I -

is the

created

in the previous (k - 1) iteration from parameter set qk-I(j); and X~ is the
goodness-of-fit statistic for the new model light curve, fk - created in the
current (kth) iteration, from parameter set qk(j).
The value of , can then be used to test the new trial against a random
number chosen from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. If the random
number is less than " the trial is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Note
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that, for an improvement in X2 , I will always have a value greater than 1 and
so the trial will always be accepted. In contrast, the greater the detriment to
X2, the smaller the chance that the new trial will be accepted. The fraction

of accepted trials is dependent on both the shape of parameter space and
the step-size between trials, this will be discussed further in Section 5.4.1.
8. If the trial is accepted, return to step 3 and carry forward qk to generate
a new trial. Otherwise, discard

Qk,

return to step 3 and generate the next

trial from the existing parameter set,

Qk-l.

9. Continue until enough iterations have been performed to have comprehensively explored parameter space - dependent on the number of parameters,
the degree of degeneracy between the parameters and the complexity of
parameter space.

In general, the more iterations performed; the more precise the result, but
there comes a point where further iterations will have negligible impact.
The exact determination of this point, and the typical number of trials
required to guarantee precise results, will be discussed further in Section
5.5
Once complete, the MCMC procedure will have produced a large number of
accepted trials, accurately presenting the probability-density of the parameter
space it has explored. Our ideal solution will therefore lie where the probability
density is greatest - equivalently, where the greatest percentage of trials were
accepted (Press et al., 2007b).
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Figure 5.5: A sample parameter-distribution plot showing a complete chain of accepted
MCMC trials. Each blue point represents an accepted trial in parameter space between
Plan etary Radius (Rp, on the x -axis) and Inclin ation Angle (i, on the y-axis). The
region with maximum density represents the region where trials were most likely to be
accepted and therefore the most likely solution for bot11 Rp and i. Th e probability distribu tion between these param eters is more rea,dily visible in the overplotted contours,
shown in red . The solid black lines represent the starting estimates on each paJ'am eter
and the dashed black lines show the corresponding uncertainties to t110se estimates.

The simplest means of displaying such probability den 'ities is to plot two sets
of accepted parameters against each other. This , in effect , produces a probabilitysurface which can be shown as a contour map (see Figure 5.5) with the peak of
the surface representing the ideal solution for both parameters. The process by
which this probability density is converted into an ideal parameter set will be
discussed in Section 5.5 .
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5.4.1

Improving Efficiency

To ensure t hat t he MCMC pro cess produces an accurate map of parameter-space,
a large number of iterations must be performed. If t he final chain of accepted
trial is too short , it will be unlikely to properly represent the parameter-space it
has explored. However, it is unf asible to perform an infinite number of trials to
ensure perfect coverage. Therefore, it i ' imperative that the MCMC procedure be
performed as effici ently as possible to conduct the largest number of trials possible
in wh atever time is avail able. To this end , several additional measures have been
applied to ensure as efficient an exploration of parameter-space as possible.
5.4.1.1

Correlation Length

One means of quantifying the efficiency of the MCMC algorithm is to measure the
correlation- length of the chain. The correlation length derives from the productmoment correlation between anyone trial and each other step in the chain (Press
et al. , 2007a). In gen ral, for any two distributions, the pI' duct-moment corr lation coeffi cient between each has the form :

(5.9)

where

K,

is the correlation coefficient ; U(k) and V(k) are two distributions with

shared index, k; and U and V are the mans of t hose di tributions.

In effect, the correlation coefficient allows us to determine the number of steps
taken between any two unique, independent trials. A large number of steps im-
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plies the chain is taking too many steps to move across parameter-space, whereas
a comparatively small number tells us the chain is more efficiently exploring the
possible solutions to the transit fit.
The correlation coefficient of each trial can be easily calculated by comparing
the residuals of each model light curve to its fellows. As such:

R(l) = L(l) - ql)

"'j,k

(5.10)

(5.11)

=

where r;,j,k is the correlation coefficient between trials j and k; Rj(l) and Rk(l)
are the residuals for those trials (the measured light curve, L, minus the model
light curve, r) at point, l in the light curve; and Rj and Rk are the mean values
for those sets of residuals.
Note that, when j = k, the correlation coefficient will be 1; indicating that
the trials are perfectly correlated. As we increase the number of trials separating
j and k, the MCMC chain moves to a different part of parameter space and

so begins creating model light curves of notably different shape. Once enough
trials have been conducted, the chain will have lost all 'memory' of its previous
shape and the correlation coefficient will have fallen to a reasonably constant
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background level. The number of trials required for the chain to reach this point
is known as the correlation length of the chain.
To measure the correlation length as accurately as possible, the value of

K,

is averaged over a large number of trials - for the same separation between j
and k. This produces a correlation curve like those shown in Figure 5.6 which
demonstrates an almost exponential decay from its starting position at 1 (as
would be expected, since at iteration 0 the chain is being compared with itself,
producing a correlation of 1) down to the background level at O. This background
level is the average correlation as (k - j)

---t

00

and, in effect, represents the state

of minimum correlation between any two trials. For simplicity's sake, the curve
is renormalised to set this value to zero.
A standard MCMC chain on a HST NICMOS quality light curve, resulting
from the algorithm described in Section 5.4, can be expected to have a correlationlength between 50 and 100 trials (dependent on the number of in-transit points,
the RMS spread of the data and the accuracy of the initial uncertainty measurements,

O'j -

see Chapters 7 to 9). Ideally, we wish to engineer our exploration of

parameter space so as to make the correlation length as small as possible. To this
end, we apply the following modifications to the standard Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm:
5.4.1.2

Priors

One source of inefficiency in the MCMC algorithm is the infinite boundaries on
parameter space. Since every trial has a chance of being accepted, it is not
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impossible for the chain to wander very far from its ideal solution - and , ind ed ,
the more trials that are conducted , the more likely this will be to occur.
While thes

trial still provide information abo ut the shape of parameter

spa e, t hey ad d very little to the accuracy of our fin al parameter values. With
every step away from the ideal solu tion , the probability of acceptance dimini hes
whil the eq uivalent r gion of parameter-space increase . As a result , any given
area far from the id eal solu tion will contain such a small number of trials as to be
tatistically in ignificant. Allowing the chain to xplore t his far therefor expends
proc ssing time for little-to-no gain.
Furthermore, allowing the chain to wander too far from its ideal solution may
run the risk of finding other local minim a with unphysical solutions - but which,
nevertheless, result in light curves acceptabl to the MCMC proces . While such
unphy ical values can be a ily identifi d and r moved , much processing t ime can
b wasted as t he chain explore

'uch unphysical local-minima.

Another similar problem occur in t he degen racy between some of the parameters. In parti ular, ince we are dealing with several measures of distance

(R p , Rs and a) , scaling up each by the same p rcentag produces an ostensibly
id entical light-curve, but with potentially ab 'urdly large or ab urdly 'mall values.
Such degeneracies are unavoid able without fi xing one of the parameter (though
their ffects can be manag d) and typically result in deform ation of t he re ult ing
probability distribution (s e Figure 5.7).
For the most part , thi can be easily managed by a nity-checking each trial
as it parameter-set is gen rat d. This step can automatically di card unrealistic
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values - such as Planetary Radii (Rp) greater than Stellar Radii (Rs) ; Inclination
Angles (i) . 0 great as to result in no transit ; or Limb-Darkening Coefficients (Uo
and U1 ) outside the range 0-1. However , this cannot prevent more subtle, but
equally unphysical, parameter .. et from forming part of the chain. To this end ,
we introduce priors (Press et al. , 2007c).
Priors are add itional probability weightings applied to t he MCMC test variable, '"Y, (see Equation 7). They are a key aspect of all such Baysian statistics,
allowing a probability distribution to be applied to a data set before the properties
of that data are known. In effect , they are pre-defined controls on parameterspace , defined from the initial condition ' of the MCMC trial.
For any HST transit data set , the parameters defining the shape of the transit
will have been previously measured by oth r studies - providing a reliable tarting point for our MCMC chain. The uncertainti s on these values provide limits
on the range of parameter Sl a e we might realistically wish to explore. We can
t herefore utilise these uncertaintie to create an additional probability weighting for each accepted trial based on its displacement from our initial estimate.
Typically, for simplicity 's sake, we apply a simple Gaussian, 'uch that:

(5.12)

where Ddj) is th prior for the value qdj) of a parameter, j , at MCMC iteration ,
k; qo(j) is the initial e timate of that parameter; CJ(j) is t he initial uncertainty
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on that parameter; and s is a weighting on the stringency of the prior (controlled
by the Conf ig file).
The overall prior, 0 can then be calculated by combining the priors from each
parameter being varied as part of the MCMC simulation. To ensure that the
prior remains low if anyone parameter is too far from the region of parameter
space we wish to explore, the individual priors are combined as follows:

(5.13)

where Ok is the overall prior for the parameter set of iteration, k; Ok(j) are the
individual prior values calculated for each parameter j via Equation 5.4.1.2; and

n is the total number of parameters in j.
This combined prior (0) can then be applied to the test-variable, ",/, to directly
weight the probability of acceptance. The test-variable is therefore calculated as:

Ok

e- x%/2

Ok-l

e- XL1 / 2

(5.14)

where Ok is the value of the prior for the parameter k calculated for the parameter
set of the current trial;

Ok-l

is the value of the prior for that same parameter

calculated for the previous trial; and where all other symbols hold the same
meaning as in Equation 7.
Typically, the ratio of priors is small compared to the ratio of the X2 functions.
However, as the MCMC chain moves further from the ideal solution, the difference

.
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in X2 produced by a jump towards the ideal solution will result in a smaller
improvement in X2. This reduces the effect of the ratio of X2 exponentials on
I and, instead, the ratio of priors becomes the dominant term; making it more
likely that the

MeMe chain will return to an area of parameter space closer to

the ideal solution where the effect of the priors becomes minimal once more.

In some cases, a simple Gaussian prior is insufficient or inappropriate to properly control the explored region of parameter space. In particular, the limb darkening coefficients (Uo and U1 ) are unlikely to have reliable starting estimates or
uncertainties from which to calculate such a prior. Therefore, for Uo and U1 we
simply construct a uniform prior (with value 1) between 0.1 and 0.9, which then
falls to zero at 0 and 1.

In effect, the priors apply an even-greater reduction to the chance of acceptance of those trials which fall far from the initial estimates - thereby reducing
the percentage of trials which fall so far from the ideal solution as to be useless.
By restricting, but not limiting, the explored range of parameter-space to that
already constrained by previous observations, we also greatly reduce the potential frequency of unphysical local-minima and restrict the movement of the trials
along degenerate parameter-relations. However, should previous results prove
false or inaccurate, the procedure will still allow the

MeMe chain to locate on a

more preferable location.
The application of priors means that the resulting probability distributions
are, in fact, the combination of the actual probability distribution and the prior
itself. However, since the priors are pre-determined, their effects can be removed
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before the ideal solution is calculated (see Section 5.5).

5.4.1.3

Rescaling the Step-Size

Another factor influencing the efficiency of the MCMC algorithm is the step size
implemented for each parameter. In cases where the step-size is too small, the
chain will take many iterations to move from one region of parameter space to
the next. Conversely, if the step-size is too large, many trials will jump too far
from the ideal solution to stand a realistic chance of being accepted.
An acceptance-rate of 25% produces the most efficient exploration of parameterspace (Press et aI., 2007b) - allowing the chain to move quickly around the locale
of the ideal solution while not moving so far as to have too many trials rejected.
We can therefore define our optimum step-size as that which results in a 25%
acceptance rate across all parameters.
The simplest means of arriving at this optimum is to introduce a weighting
variable to the calculation (see Equation 3) of each new trial. By adjusting these
weightings accordingly, the step-size can then be scaled to achieve the desired 25%
acceptance rate. However, a simple global acceptance of 25% does not necessarily
translate into the same acceptance for each parameter. It is therefore paramount
to ensure a uniform acceptance rate across all parameters while also rescaling the
parameter weightings to acheive the required global acceptance.
Globally, the parameter weightings can be rescaled with ease. Firstly, overall
acceptance can be calculated as:
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A(a :,B) -

3({3) - 3(a)
{3-a

(5.15)

where A(a : ,B) is the acceptance rate for the MCMC trials conducted between
iteration a and iteration {3; and 3 is the length of the MCMC chain (i.e. the
number of trials accepted thus far) at those two iterations.
To ensure an accurate measure, a large number of trials (of order 104 ) are
used in this calculation. So, for iteration k, {3 = k - 1 and a = k - 104 . From this
acceptance rate, we can scale the step-size weightings to approach the desired
acceptance rate, such that:

w'(j)

.)A(a: {3)

w (J

Ao

(5.16)

where w'(j) is the improved weighting on the step size of parameter j; w(j) is the
existing weighting on that parameter; A(a : ,B) is the current global acceptance
rate (as calculated in Equation 5.4.1.3); and Ao is the desired acceptance rate typically 25%.
These weightings can then be rescaled every 104 iterations - in line with the
number of trials used to calculate the acceptance rate. If the value of A is too
high, the modifier on the weightings (AI Ao) becomes greater than 1, thereby
increasing the weighting, increasing the steps size and so causing the chain to
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jump furth er from the ideal solution; thereby increasing the likelyhood t hat trials
will be rejected and so decreasing the acceptance rate for the next recalculation.
Conversely, if the acceptance rate is too low, the weightings are scaled down ,
thereby reducing the step-size and decreasing the number of rejected trials. Once
the acceptance rate reaches the desired value, or thereabouts , the changes to the
weightings will become negligible and the rescaling process can be said to have
reached equilibrium .
However, even when in equilibrium , a global acceptance rate of 25% may, for
example, represent a 50o/c acceptance rate for one parameter, balanced by a 12.5%
acceptance rate for another. Therefore, we must al

0

rescale the step-size weight- .

ings individually by parameter if we are to guarantee an efficient exploration of
parameter-space .
Fortunately, individual rescaling does not require an individual measure of
acceptance for each parameter (which would be impossible in t he MetropolisHastings algorithm where all parameters vary concurrently). If t he global acceptance rate is held at 25%, we need only ensure that the individual expectation of
acceptance is the same for an equivalent step in each parameter to guarantee a
uniform acceptance rate.
The expected acceptance for each parameter can be derived by recording the
random numbers,

~j ,

applied to each step for each parameter in each iteration.

Comparing the comparative size of each step (i.e. the magnitude of

~j)

to the

resultant global acceptance produces an acceptance curve, a.: shown in Figure
5.8.
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As would be expected, a larger jump (i.e. when

I~I

is closer to 1) should be

less likely to result in an accepted trial; as large jumps are more likely to move the
chain away from the ideal solution. This is demonstrated by the curvature of the
acceptance curve; peaking for very small jumps (which produce small changes in
X2 and are therefore more likely to be accepted) and at its lowest for large jumps.

If our MCMC chain is exploring parameter space in a uniform manner, we

would expect the acceptance-curve to be the same for each parameter. Conversely,
a parameter whose step-size is undesirably small would have a flatter distribution
and a parameter with too large a step-size would produce a comparatively more
peaked distribution.
The individual step-sizes can therefore be rescaled by measuring the curvature
of each acceptance distribution. Such a measure is achieved by fitting a secondorder polynomial curve to the acceptance, such that:

A(~j)

(5.17)

where A(~j) is the acceptance for a random number of magnitude ~j governing
the step-size of a parameter j; /-lj is the second-order coefficient of the polynomial
fit for this parameter; and

Vj

is the constant-term of that fit.

Note that the linear term has been omitted from the best-fit curve. This is
because we assume parameter space to be roughly symmetric and so would expect
our acceptance curve to be identical for both positive and negative values of ~ .

.
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While this is an imperfect assumption, its effects can be accounted for by other
means (see Section 5.4.1.4).
Applying these individual measures of acceptance, our parameter weightings
become:

.)A(a : {3) 71
(
WJ
Ao /-lj

WI(j)

(5.18)

where w'(j) is the improved weighting on the step size of parameter j; w(j) is
the current weighting on that parameter; A(a : {3) is the global acceptance rate
(calculated between iteration a and iteration {3); Ao is the desired acceptance
rate; /-lj is the second-order coefficient to the polynomial fit for the acceptance of
parameter j; and 71 is the average second-order coefficient across all parameters.
We can therefore rewrite Equation 3 to calculate the parameter set for each
new trial as:

(5.19)

where qk-l (j) is the value of the parameter j from the previous (k - 1) iteration;

qk(j) is the new value of that parameter for the current (k) iteration; w(j) is
the weighting on the step-size of this parameter; O'(j) is the existing uncertainty
estimate on this parameter; and

~j

is a uniformly-distributed random number

between -1 and 1.
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Upon correct application, rescaling the step-size of the MCMC chain can
result in a drastic improvement of the correlation length. While the measure is
somewhat dependent on the efficiency of the initial step-size for each parameter,
this step is typically capable of reducing the correlation length to less than 10%
of its original value.

5.4.1.4

Rotating Parameter-Space

As noted in section 5.4.1.3 parameter-space is most efficiently explored when it is
spherically symmetric - i.e. when the only factor effecting the shape of parameter
space around the chain's current location is the ideal solution itself, and not
degeneracies or false local minima.
However, in reality, parameter-space is likely to have a somewhat complex
form and may be skewed (in particular by parameter degeneracies) into an eliptical or lenticular shape. While the degeneracies themselves cannot be removed,
this does not mean that the situation is impossible to correct. Since the parameterspace itself cannot be changed, we can instead change the manner in which it is
explored.

In the relatively simple Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, parameter-space is explored in a spherical manner - using random numbers to jump along a vector to a
new location. This approach gives each step an equal chance of jumping the same
distance in every direction. If our parameters are completely independent, and
if we were to ignore the X2 minimum of our ideal solution, this would translate
to each jump of equal length having an equal chance of acceptance, regardless of

•
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direction. In reality, however, parameter degeneracies in particular (see Figure
5.7) would skew this probability; making jumps which move along the degeneracy more likely to be accepted and reducing the acceptance rate for jumps
perpendicular to that relationship.
To efficiently explore parameter-space, we need to remove this dependence
on direction and, since we cannot change parameter space itself (without risk of
changing the result of the MCMC process), we must instead change the probability distribution of each jump through that parameter space.

In effect, for each new trial, we must modify the region available for each step
to mirror the overall shape of parameter space. After a significant number of
trials, this shape can be modelled and used to generate a new coordinate frame
by which to calculate each jump. If modelled correctly, when viewed in this
new coordinate frame, the parameter space (and, by extension the probability
distribution for each jump) will be spherically symmetric, as required (Press
et aI., 2007c).
For a degenerate relationship (as shown in 5.7), we can characterise the correlation between the parameters using a simple, linear approximation, such that:

(5.20)
where Qg is the distribution of accepted trials for the parameter g; Qh is the
distribution of accepted trials for a different parameter, h (where 9
the gradient of a linear fit to their correlation; and
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relationship.
Since we wish to transform parameter space in such a way as to remove this
correlation, our new coordinate system would need one axis parallel with this
relationship and the other perpendicular to it. As such, to transform our current
coordinate system into this prefered set of axes, we construct a matrix to rotate
the parameter set from one reference frame to the other. The required angle of
rotation can be simply calculated as:

(5.21)

where
h; and

eg,h
T"

is the angle of rotation for the relationship between parameters g and

is the gradient of the linear fit to that relationship.

We can therefore create our rotation matrix with the form:

II

h

g,

= ( c~s 8 g,h
sm e g, h

-

sin eg,h
cos 8 g, h

)

(5.22)

where IIg,h is the rotation matrix transforming the parameters g and h into a
coordinate frame where their relationship is spherically symmetric; and 8 g ,h is
the previously calculated rotation angle between those two coordinate frames.
Figure 5.9 shows the same set of trials for two parameters in both the standard
and rotated coordinate frames. Note that, before any rotation is performed, the
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existing parameter-set must be normalised so that the origin of its current axisset lies at the mean value of the distribution and to maintain the same standard
deviation between points through the transformation.
Calculating the rotation angle for every combination of parameters used to
construct our model light curve allows the creation of a composite n x n rotation
matrix (where n is the number of parameters defining the model light curve, r).
The inverse of this matrix can then be used to convert the initial spherically symmetric probability distribution into the same coordinate frame as the parameter
degeneracies. Applying this matrix to each new trial will rotate the probability
distribution of the step into this new coordinate basis where parameter space can
be considered spherically symmetric comparative to the parameter dependencies.

(5.23)

where Qk is the new parameter set generated for the current (kth) iteration, as
per Equation 5.4.1.3;

n parameters; and

n- 1 is the complete, inverted n x n rotation matrix for all

Q~

is the rotated parameter set which can then be used to

generate the model light curve (r k ) for this iteration.
As with the parameter rescaling (see Section 5.4.1.3) it is difficult to precisely
quantify the improvement attributed to this enhancement - since different data
sets exhibit different levels of degeneracy. However, rotating parameter space in
this manner can typically be expected to produce a rv 50% reduction in correlation
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Figure 5.9: Th e same distribution of accepted trials between the Inclination Angle (i)
and Semi-Major Axis (a). Th e red points show the distribution in the standard i versus
a coordinate fram e (as een in Figure 5.7), where the correlation between the parameters
is distinct. Th e blue points SllOW the ame distribution plotted in the rotated coordinate
fram e where the distribution is spherically symmetric. Th e blue distribution has no
physical meaJling in the plotted paJ'ameter space and appears only for compaJ"ison. It
is calculated from the red distribution by normalizing the red points to a mean of 0 and
a standard deviation of 1. The normalized distribution is then rotated by application
of 8 and renormalized to the same centre and stl1Jlda.rd deviation as the red points.
Note that no such normalization is required for tile step sizes th emselves (which are
instead rotated by 8 - 1 from a circular distribution into tile degenerate distribution)
since we p erform the rotation oniy on the step througJl parameter space (i .e. before it
is added to the current value of the MCMC chain). Since each step is, by definition ,
centred on 0 and can be considered to have a normalized distribution as a result of th e
rescaling process detailed in Section 5.4. 1.3, no such normalization is required.
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length.

5.4.1.5

The Final Algorithm

Combining t he application of priors, step-size rescaling and parameter rotation
typically reduces the correlation length of an MCMC chain to < 10 iterations effectively improving th

fficiency of the algorithm by a factor of

rv

10.

A standard MCMC run with these improvements consists of an initial burnin period

( rv

104 iterations) to allow t he chain to locate itself around the ideal

solution (see Figure 5.10). To aid this process an initial modifier i. applied to the
test variable, , to reduce the chance of acceptance for trials with inferior values
of X2 . This modifier is reduced every

rv

10 3 trials to force the chain to locate

on some local minima before being allowed to begin exploring parameter space
properlyl.
This step is then foll owed by a round of Step-Size Rescali ng which cont inues
until the desired acceptance rate of

rv

25% has been reached uniformly across

all parameter . This phas typically takes

rv

106 iterations - depending on t he

accuracy of the initial estimates and the complexity of parameter space.
The rotation matrix, II- I is then calculated and trials continue, recalculating
II- I every

rv

105 trials, until t he change in the various rotation-angles (8) be-

comes negligible. This is t hen followed by a se ond round of step-size rescaling to
adapt to the new coordinate fr ame (typically taking

rv

10 5 iterations). When the

IThis allows for an independent, randomized starting point for the chain , but without the
risk that such an initial condit ion may allow the chain to take an unfeasibly large number of
iterations before locating the parameter space around the ideal solu t ion - as co uld easily occur ,
for example, in chains with a small starting step size.
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throughout the ini tial burn-in period. Th e blue line demonstrates the accepted trials
while the red line demonstr ates all trials, including those w11ic11 were rej ected . Note
that t11e majority of trials are currently being accepted in this chain - evidence that
the step size for Rp is too small for an effi cient exploration of parameter space.
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F igure 5. 11 : Tile final stage ofsimuiation for the Planetary Radius (Rp) chain found
in Fig ure 5. 10. Note til steady, contin uous nat ure of the exploration - evidence tbat
th e chain is readily exploring the entirety of the availabl parameter spac in an effi cien t
manner.

accepta nce rate has converg d once more, t he parameter weighting and rotation
matrix are saved (so th ey do not have to be recalculat ed for fu t ure runs) and the
true MCMC procedure begins.
Only accept d trials from thi last phase are u ed in t he calculation of t he
ideal olu t ion. T ypically, b tw en 10 7 and 10 acc pted t riaL (see F igure 5. 11)
ar condu cted before t his calcu lation take ' plac (see Section 5.5 for more detail
on how t his figur e is determined) . The standard number of iteration for t he
burn-in period and each recalculation , as well as t he overall target of accepted
trials, can all be modified via the Conf ig file.
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Note that none of the modifications to the MCMC procedure have any effect on t he final result - they . imply allow an equivalently precise and reliable
measurement of the ideal solution with fewer iterations and far less computation.

5.4.2

Metropolis-Hastings versus Gibbs Sampling

An adaptation to the Metropolis-Hastings algorit hm , known as Gibbs Sampling,
was also applied in an attempt to improve the effi ciency of the exploration. While
Metropolis-Hastings picks a new point in parameter-space by varying all parameters simultaneously, Gibbs Sampling varies only one parameter in each trial
- typically producing a simpler, more efficient and more stable exploration of
parameter-space .
However, once t he above modifications were made to the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm , t he difference in efficiency between each method was found to be negligible. Both techniques were also found to produce almost id entical results though this would be expected ince they are imply two different means of exploring t he same parameter space .
Unfortunately, due to t he single-parameter nat ure of Gibbs Sampling, t his alternative method was found to be more sensitive to inaccurate initial conditions
- in particular , a poor starting step-size for one parameter could easily slow t he
entire algorithm . By contrast , the adapted Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is able
to cope with very loose initial conditions and i.' typically able to refin e its exploration of parameter- pace in < 106 iterations. The decision was therefore made
to forgo Gibbs Sampling in favour of the modified Metropolis-Hastings algorithm .
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Figure 5.12: A complete MCMC chain for a single paJ'arneter (in this case th e planetary
radius, Rp) binned to produce a histogr am (blue) of th den ity of accepted trials across
paran1eter space. Th e solid red line show the derived value of the ideal solution for
thi param eter and the dashed red lin es show the corresponding uncertainty limits on
this figure. The overplotted green lines show the independently fi tted emi-Gau ian
curve used to m eas ure this uncertainty in ach direction through parameter-space.

5.5

Histogram Fitting

Once a complete MCMC chain has been amassed , the parameters of the acc pted
trial must be proces d to derive the ideal solution for t he model light curve,

r.

If a sufficient number of accepted trials have be n 'onducted , the values for

each parameter can be binned into a histogram to determine the relative density
of accept d trial ' across parameter-space. Su h a histogram is shown in Figure
5. 12.
Typically, such a histogram will exibit a skewed , Gaussian shape , with the
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peak of the curve representing the best-fit solution, J(j), for the parameter in
question (j).

Furthermore, the width of this Gaussian on either side of the

ideal solution gives a measure of the uncertainty on that ideal value and can
be measured by fitting semi-Gaussians independently to each side (producing independent uncertainties above and below the ideal solution, denoted as <1>+ (j)

Note that, before any values can be derived from this histogram, the effects
of the applied priors must be removed. This can be done simply by dividing the
number of trials in each bin by the prior value corresponding to that bin's central
value.

In effect, the histogram can be described as:

(5.24)

where Hj(l) is the value of the histogram for parameter, j at bin l; Ej(l) is
the central value of that bin; J(j) is the ideal solution for that parameter; 'l1(j)
is the peak value of the histogram for that parameter; <I>+(j) and <I>-(j) are
the uncertainty estimates above and below the ideal solution respectively; and

0.(Ej(l)) is the prior for that parameter calculated at the central value of each
bin.
Dividing out the prior for each parameter accounts for any skewness imprinted
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on the distribution of accepted trials. However, it should be noted that once the
MCMC chain has optimized its exploration of parameter space (through rescaling
the step-size and rotating parameter space) the prior should be so broad compared
to the acceptance distribution, that the effect of the prior is negligible. Without
the application of priors, however, the MCMC chain could easily become too
unstable to properly optimise its exploration in the first place.
Solving the above for each parameter provides the complete ideal solution,

J(j), required to describe the best-fit model light curve,

r,

complete with inde-

pendent uncertainty estimates, Q?±(j) both above and below each parameter in
the ideal solution.
Assuming a sufficient number of accepted trials have been performed, the values of J(j) and Q?±(j) will provide a robust, reliable model light curve. However,
more importantly, if J(j) and Q?±(j) have converged on the ideal solution, any
further trials would do little to change the values of either. It is therefore possible
to determine the required number of trials required to precisely model any light
curve by recalculating the current values of J(j) and Q?± at set intervals in the
MCMC chain and continuing iterations until the resulting values exibit negligible
change with each new recalculation.

5.6

Prayer Beading

The MCMC process also provides us with the opportunity to acheive a measure
of the residual systematic noise in a given light curve. If we consider only the
residuals of the light curve, we could describe a light curve with no systematic
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noise as being simply a random scatter about a constant line. In such a light
curve, the order of the points in this random scatter would have little influence
on the fit to the model. However, for a light curve with residual systematic noise,
the ideal solution of the MCMC chain would be affected differently; depending on
which parts of the light curve were most strongly impacted. Considering this in
the context of a measured light curve, it is possible to quantify residual systematic
noise by examining the variation in the ideal solutionacross the residuals.
If the points on the light curve were shifted along the model generated by

the ideal solution - so that different sections of the observations fell at different
points on the same transit curve, the parameter space explored by the MCMC
chain would be distorted by any residual systematic noise, resulting in a comparably distorted histogram of accepted trials. Including this technique (called
'Prayer Beading' Gillon et al. (2007a)) in the MCMC algorithm allows for a direct
assessment and quantification of any residual systematic noise.
Once the ideal solution has converged, the residuals (R) of the fit can be
isolated by subtracting the model light curve (r) from the measured light curve

(L). From the final values of the original chain, a new chain is then begun inheriting the step-sizes and rotation of the original chain - to explore the prayerbeaded light curve. For each trial, a new, prayer-beaded light curve is created by
shifting the residuals along the model of the ideal solution before that model is
added back in - in this way, the transit remains the same, but the distribution of
points about that curve has changed.
This secondary chain is then continued until enough trials have been per-
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formed for its own ideal solution (hereafter prayer-bead solution) to converge. As
with the main trial, the step-sizes for the parameters are rescaled to achieve an
acceptance rate of 25% - because the parameter space explored during Prayer
Beading is different to that previously explored, the step size for each parameter
must be scaled once again to ensure an efficient and comprehensive exploration.
However, since the transit remains the same, it is not necessary to recalculate the
rotation matrix for the new chain - a spherical exploration of parameter space
can still be acheived by application of the original chain's rotation matrix. As
shown in Figure 5.13, the prayer bead histograms become narrower than their
predecessors - revealing the impact of any residual systematic noise on the ideal
solution.
This narrowing highlights the different levels of residual systematic noise
present in the in- and out-of-transit points. Since our systematic model is extrapolated into the in-transit parameter space, it is inevitable that the in-transit
points will be more greatly affected by residual systematics when compared to the
out-of-transit points. The ideal solution of the

MeMe chain

is dependent only

on the in-transit points (with the normalized out-of-transit model flux fixed at
unity) and so can be considered an upper-limit on the residual systematic noise.
During prayer-beading, the solution of MeMe chain becomes dependent on a mix
of in- and out-of-transit points which can be considered to have a better overall
level of detrending and therefore produce a model with smaller uncertainties.
It should be noted, of course, that the prayer-beading solution itself cannot be

considered accurate as it is res amp led from the original ideal solution and can only
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produce a result inferior l to its predecessor. That said , the impact of systematic
noise on the ideal solution can be quantified by measuring the reduction in the
uncertainties when compared to t he Prayer Bead Solut ion. The simplest means
of acheiving such a figure is to t ake the ratio of the parameter space encapsulated
by the uncertainties of each solution. We define this systematic mea 'ure, Sa' :

S

(5.25)

where S is the measure of the impact of residual systematics on the Ideal Solution;
<p + and

<P - are t he uncertainties on t he Ideal Solut ion; and

<P ~B and <PPB are the

correspondind uncertainties on the Prayer Bead Solution.
Applying t his method to our previous Linear Regression and Preferential
Decorrelation light curves reveals the full extent of residu al systemati cs present
in each. Note t hat the !:1T parameters cannot be included in the Prayer Beading
t rials since they deal only with the relative motion of the visits to the measured
phase and so would produce exactly t he same Ideal and Prayer Bead solut ions.
As can be seen from Table 5.1 , a light curve detrended by a pro e s of linear
regression consistently displays a greater amount of re idu al systematic nois
when compared to that same curve detrended via Preferential Decorrelation. In
both cases, the residual systematics are t he result of extrapolating the detrending
model into t he in-transit parameter space. Thi finding would appear to suggest
I In a perfect light curve, the prayer-beading res ult would be identical to the ideal solution
and so, in theory, the prayer-beading solution can technically be said to be equ al or inferior to
its predecessor. However , since systematic noise is inevita ble in such high-precision observations
and since it is impossible to completely remove all systematic noise from the light curve (see
Chapter 4, it is not possible to produce such a ' perfect ' light curve.
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Model
P aramet er
Rp
Rs

z
a
Ua

UI
Mean

Preferential
DecOITelation
1.190
1.581
1.323
1.408
1.285
1.284
1.3452

Linear
Regression
1.233
1.576
1.356
1.477
1.291
1.280
1.3689

Table 5.1: Th e S values for the param eters of a model detrended by both Preferential
DecOITelation and Linear R egression . Higher numbers indicate a greater prevalence of
System atic Noise in tile light curve.

t hat the Preferential Decorrelation method produce a more effective ext rapolation from t he out-of-transit data when compared to an quivalent model produced
by a linear regression.
In all analysed light curves, the majority of the impact of the residual systematics appears to be in the Stellar Radius (Rs) parameter space with the Planetary
Radius (Rp ) relatively unaffected. This seems feasible as Rs is affected by both
changes in t he t ransit depth and the t ransit duration. In addition , the Limb
Darkening P arameters (Ua and UI ) typically emerge with very similar S valu s the re ult of t heir impact on t he light curve being of comparable scale.

5.7

The Modelled Light Curve

Wit h a complete set of best-fit parameters, J(j) , and uncertainties, <l)±(j) , the
best-fit light curve,

r , can

be generated and compared with the measured light

curve from the data. Such a model light curve can be found in Figure 5.14,
overplot ted on the dat a set from which it was derived. Furthermore, Figure 5.15
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shows the residuals of the same fit , d monstrating the accuracy of the MCMC
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Chapter 6
Methods 4 - Transit Wavelength
Dependence
6.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter d tails t he extraction and analy i of wav length-dependent
light curves from a HST NICMOS TIC3 Grism data set , in contrast to the white
light curves proces ed t hus far. Details of the various means by which such light
curves can be extracted from the data ar followed by the programming steps
requir d to process these light curves prior to modeling. This i followed by
an overvi w of the vari ations on the MCMC modeling technique (see Chapt r
5) required to parameterise the wavelength-dependent light curves. The chapter
concludes with details on the atmospheric transmission spectra derived from uch
wavelength-dependent analysi .

6.2

Wavelength Dependence

While the overall light curve tells us the planet 's radius and orbital properties,
it can tell us nothing of the atmosphere of the planet which would lend a far
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greater context to those parameters. In order to determine the make-up of the
atmosphere, we must assess the transit light curve at different wavelengths; specifically searching for any changes in t he transit depth.
A change in transit depth would indicate a relative change in the apparent
radius of the planet (Rp), implying that the planet wa absorbing a different
amo unt light at that wavelength (the effect of a change in Rp on the depth of
transit can be found in Figures 5.2 and 1.13). Analysing this level of absorption
across the full wavelength range of a NICMOS grism would, theoretically, produce
the transmission spectrum of the planet's atmosphere (see Chapter 1 for a more
detailed explanation).

6 .3

Binning

The simplest means of determining the transit depth at different wavelengths
is to return to our light-gathering box (see Section 3.6) and divide that box
into various bins; thereby separating the first order spectrum into specific wavelength ranges. Gathering the light in these bins individually produ ce several
wavelength-dependent light curves , like the one found in Figure 6.1.
The width of the bins u ed to gather light for each wavelength-dependent
light curve directly governs the quality of the overall results . The smaller the
bins, the more the first order spectrum can be divided and so the greater the
wavelength resolution of the resulting transmission pectrum. However, as the
bin size reduce , the amount of light in each bin red uces in turn; thereby increasing
the RMS Spread of the resulting light curves and
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increasing the uncertainties
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Figure 6.1: A raw (pre-detrending) wavelength-dependent light curve (blue) binned
from the HD1S9733 NICMOS NIC3 G141 data set using 10% of th e columns in the
first order sp ectrum and centered on a wavelength of 2.059j.Lm.
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on t he resulting measurement of the properties of the transit light curve (in
particular , of the Planet ary Radius, Rp). In order t o determine the optimum
bin-size, we must consider its effects on both photometric and spectral precision.
However, because each NICMOS exposure is defocussed (see Chapter 2) , the
light from any one wavelength will be spread over several columns; depending on
t he widt h of t he Point Spread Function (PSF). As a result , the light recorded in
anyone column of the first order spectrum is not solely light of the wavelength
predicted by the previously calculated wavelength map (see Section 3.4.1) , but
a combin ation of wavelengths from columns up to half the diameter of t he PSF
away. Therefore, there is an upper limit to the spectral precison achievable with
each data-set - determined by the width of the PSF.
This width can be estimated from the direct images used to locate the position
of the target obj ect in each image or, alternatively, from the average width of
the first order spectrum in the spatial (y) dimension. The simplest means of
conducting this measurement is t o fi t a Gaussian to either distribution and to
measure the full widt h half maximum of the curve. Doubling this value gives an
accurate estimate of the width of the PSF, as seen in Figure 6.2 .
Knowing the width of the PSF provides a lower limit on the width of each
wavelength-gathering bin, but does not necessarily indicate the optimum bin size
to acheive the best possible trade-off with photometric resolution. To determine
this optimum point, we must compare the resulting RMS Spreads of a series
of wavelength-dependent light curves created from different bin sizes, as seen in
Figure 6.3.
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Normalizing the bin size to units of t he PSF Width clearly shows a wift
reduction in t he quality of t he light curve once the bin width drops below one PSF
width (or below twice t he full-width half-maximum of t he PSF). For larger bins,
t h R is spread of the resulting detrended light curves remains mostly constant
- t hough, of course, t he RMS spread alone does not completely repr sent the
precision of the curv or t he success of the detrending process (particularly for
the in-transit points which are not included in th calculation of the pread).
Howev r, Figure 6.3 shows t hat the small est bin ize t hat could reliably be used
to create wavelength-dependent light curves is a bin of equal size to t he PSF
itself.

6.4

Ove rlapping Bins

While a set bin size control t h spectral resolu t ion of any wavelength-dependent
re ul ts , it does not necessarily limi t t he number of bins which can be used across
the fir t order spectrum . Overlapping a serie of bin acro
fir t order 'pectrum (

0

t he full length of t he

t hat t he light falling in any on column may be counted

in several bins concurrently) can give a better indication of t he wavelength dependence of the resul t than simply dividing up t he fir t order p ctrum d pending
on the number of times our optimum bin size divides into its length.
For example, for a hyp t hetical tran mi sion spectrum with a ingle peak,
the location where th various light-gathering bins centre around that peak could
serv to ith r accentuate or diminish its magnitude to t he eye. Any bin centered
directly on t hat peak would produce a wavelength-depend nt light curve wit h a
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far larger difference in transit depth when compared to two bins on eit her side
of such a peak, each collecting only half of the light falling in t he appropriate
columns.
Furthermore, t his approach can serve to make any residu al syst ematic effects
in the transmission spectrum more readily identifiable with the naked eye. Since
no real feature in t he fin al spectrum could have a width t hinner t han t hat of the
PSF, any feature with such a width can only be t he result of some effect of the
telescope's optics or detector (i. e. something occuring after t he defocussing of
the incident light).
The simplest means of defining t hese overlapping bins is to start with t he
first such bin at the very edge of the first order spectrum (as defined by the
overall light-gathering box , see Section 3.6) and start each new bin at one-column
intervals until a bin reaches the other end of the box. Since t here is no further
positional information available on the sub-pixel level, t here is litt le more to be
gained by making t he separation between each bin smaller than one pixel-widt h
(i. e. one column).
Once complete, this process will typically produce over one hundred wavelength depend ent light curves , each identified by t he central wavelength of t he
bin from which t hey were derived (as calculated from t he previously defined wavelength map, see Section 3.4.1). Since each bin remains at t he optimum width ,
each retains an RMS spread similar to that seen in Figure 6. l.
However , at t he very edges of t he first order spectrum , the smaller number
of photons falling in those columns can cause the RMS spread of the resulting
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Figure 6.4: A wavelength-dep endent light curve like that seen in Figure 6.1 but binned
at the very edge of th e first order p ectrum at 1.87 fJ,m . Note the in creased spread of the
point and th e domin ant system atic effects plag uing th e data. Even once detrended,
any results derived from s Llch a liglJt curve could not be believed.

light curves to become und esirably high (see Figure 6.4) . As such, it is best to
determine a t hl' shold of believability to avoid wasting processing time detl' nding and modeling light curves whose re 'ulting paramet ers would be subj ect to
und e irably large uncertainties.
Thankfully, such a threshold has been previou Iy defined a the usable range
of Gaussian fits used to calculate the detrending parameters in Chapter 4 ('ee
Section 4.2. 1).

Adopting this limit and excluding all bins which fall entirely

outside its range leaves a large number of believable wavelength-dependent light
curves with reasonable RMS spreads.
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6.5

Wavelength Dependent Detrending

As with the overall light curve, each wavelength-dependent light curve must be detrended to remove any systematic noise before it can be fitted and its paramet ers
derived (see Chapter 4). However, the parameters which govern the overall light
curve are not necessarily applicable to the wavelength-dependent light curves.
For example, an overall movement in the spectral (x) axis will be the same for all
wavelength-dependent light curves, however, a movement in the spatial (y) direction could have a different magnitude for each wavelength-dependent bin . As a
result , it is advisable to detrend each wavelength-dependent curve with independently calculated values for the y-position (Po) , width (P3 ) and background (P6 )
parameters. Recalculating each of these parameters for specific bins can be easily done from the initial Gaussian parameters from which the overall parameters
were calculated. As such:

PO(A)

P3 (A)

2::~=~ (C (x))

(6.1)

v-p,

2::~=P' (ltV?;)
v - p,

P (A) = 2::~=~ (a xC (x)2 + bxC(.'E)
6
v-p,

(6.2)

+ ex )

(6.3)

where PO(A) is the y-position parameter for a wavelength bin centered on A;

P3 (A) is the width parameter for a wavelength bin centered on A; P6 (A) is the
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Figure 6.5: A surface plot showing the variation of the spatial position (Po) parameter
witb botl) wavelength (x-axis) and image number (y-axis).

background parameter for a wavelength bin centered on >.; p, and v are the upper
and lower column numbers, x, of the boundaries of that wavelength bin; C(x) is
the center of a Gaussian fit to the first order spectrum along a column, x; W'C is
the width of that Gaussian; and ax, bx and ex are the parameters of the quatratic
fit to the background light in that column.
These wavelength-dependent parameters can then be used to replace their
equivalent , overall parameters when detrending; leading to more comprehensive, more robust detr'ended wavelength-dependent curves.

Examples of each

wavelength-dependent parameter's variation with wavelength can be found in
Figures 6.5 , 6.6 and 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: A surface plot showing the variation of the background (P6) parameter
with both wavelength (x-axis) and image number (y-axis).
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Figure 6.8: A detrended wavelength-dep endent ligl)t curve taken from the HD1 89733
NICMOS NIC3 G141 data set at a bin centred on 2.059j..Lm. The red points show the
ligl)t curve prior to the detrending process with the ovelp lotted blue points showing
the sam e curve after de trending. Green points are those which were removed from
calculation prior to detrending for reasons detailed in Chapter 3.

Once detrended , the RMS Spread of a detrended wavelengt h-dependent light
curve typically reduces to less than the value of the non-detrended composite
light curve. A typical detrended wavelength-dep endent light curve is shown with
reference to its previous form in Figure 6.8.
Accurate wavelength-dependent detrending is imperative, since each wavelengthdependent curve is detrended in isolation . As such , if the detrending process
proves inacc urate for some proportion of the A-dependent curves, those curves
could easily retain a systemat ic causing variation in transit depth which would
otherwise have been removed . It is therefore essential to assess t he quality of
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t he detrending proces across all wavelength-dependent curves to avoid such an
occurance.
The ·implest way of p rforming such an assessment is to analyse t he RMS
·preads of t he detrend d A-dependent curves. If all ignificant systematic effects
have been removed in the deb-ending proce ,the RMS Spread hould be dep ndent only upon white (entirely random) noise. The dominant source of white
noise in HST NICMOS observations is t h

hot-noi e of t he detector (Viana et al. ,

2009). Since t he shot-noise is dependent on the amount of light falling on the
pixels in question , t he white noise in the wav length-d ependent curves hould be
similarly dependent (more discussion on residual systematic and whit noi

can

be found in Chapter 4) .
Therefore, we can con id er the wavelength-dependent curves to have been
reliably deb-ended if the variation of the RMS spread with wavelength exhibit
only feature dependent on real variation in flux. In these observations, there
ar on ly two so urces of variation wit h wavel ngth: the tell ar spectrum and th
wavelength-sensitivity of t he detector (since w are measuring t he RMS spread
from t.he out-of-tran it light alone, we do not n ed to oncern ourselves with any
wavelength-dependen e related to the tran,·it). We can approximate both of the
effect by taking the column totals of the first order spectrum acro s all out-of
transit im ages . The resulting co unts spectrum , Coor( A), can t hen be compared
with the RMS spreads to 3.ssess any residual systematic effects.
Figure 6.9 shows th RMS pread of a series of wavelength-dependent light
curve both before and aft r detrending. The overplotted line repre 'ent the
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(inverted) counts spectrum scaled to be shown relative to the RMS Spread 1 . The
features in the undetrended RMS plot demonstrate the impact of systematic noise
in each wavelength bin and , as the post-detrending points show, those features
are not fully removed in the detrending process (though they are improved).
Analysis of this plot for each data set allows a more comprehensive conclusion
to be drawn on the reliability of the resulting atmospheric spectrum. Not only
can the overall degree of residual systematic noise be used to gauge the reliability
of the results , but by asssessing the features in the RMS plots it is possible to
identify corresponding features in the spectra and so identify specific systematic
effects in the wavelength-dependent results.
However, the RMS is not a definit ive measure of the believability of the det rending process. As noted in Chapter 4 light curves wit h insufficient coverage of
parameter space in the out-of-transit points cannot be expected to perform a reliable removal of systematic noise. Therefore, in cases with insufficient coverage,
it is best to omit the entire visit from the modeling process.

6.6

Wavelength Modeling

With a complete set of wavelength-dependent light curves , we can create independent model light curves for each by application of the MCMC algorithm detailed
1 For a perfect light curve, we would expect the residual noise after deb'ending to be purely
Poissonian a;d so wo uld compare t he residua l RMS spreads to a curve of VCOOT()..)' However ,
(as noted in Chapter 4) even a perfect detrending process would be unable to acheive a final
spread better t han 2VCOOT()..) and in reality, we cannot assume the detrending to be perfect.
Therefore, since it is impossible to quantify the 'imperfection' of t he detrending process, we can
only compare the RMS spreads to a curve of nVCOOT()..) , where n is a scale factor chosen to
best approximate the observed post-detrending RMS spread distribution.
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Figure 6.9: A logarithmic plot of the RMS Spread of a set of wavelength-dependent
transit Jigllt curves shown before and after a process of detrending. The undetrended
points (red) show several clear features resulting hom systematic effects which ar e universally redu ced after those light curves have been detrended (blue) . However, those
light curves till faJ1 short of the hypothetical 'p erfect' light curve (green) calculated
from tlle expected photon-noise at each wavelength from the detector sensitivity in this
wavelength range. Analysis of such plots allows for more comprehensive conclusions to
be drawn as to the volume of residual ystematic noise remaining after the detrending
process. This information can then help determine if features in the resulting atmospheric spectra are r eal, or the result of residual systemstic .
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in Chapter 5. However, processing each wavelength-dependent light curve in
this manner would require a large amount of processing time - longer per curve
than simply the overall light curve, as each A-dependent curve would be expected
to have a greater RMS Spread about its ideal solution and so a more complex
parameter-space requiring a longer chain to accurately determine that solution.
Thankfully, such a time-costly method is not required as the majority of parameters which govern the light curve are independent of wavelength and would
be expected to remain constant across all A-dependent curves. In fact, the only
parameters which require A-dependent modeling are the limb darkening coefficients (Uo and Ud and the planetary radius (Rp) which should vary according
to the trasmission spectrum of the planet's atmosphere (see Chapter 2).
Therefore, rather than model each A-dependent curve in isolation, we roll all
wavelength-dependent curves into the existing MCMC algorithm and model the
variation of each A-dependent parameter (R p , Uo and U1 ) in parallel with the
overall light curve.
The MCMC algorithm progresses as normal (see Chapter 5), working entirely
independent of the corresponding wavelength analysis. In each iteration (after the
initial burn-in period, when the overall MCMC chain has located the parameterspace containing its ideal solution), the algorithm also generates a comparative
model A-dependent light curve (r A ) by inheriting the parameters from the general
model (r) and augmenting those expected to exhibit wavelength dependence, such
that:
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(6.4)

where,

r

is the wavelength-independent model light curve; q is the parameter set

governing that model; Rp is the planetary radius; Rs is the stellar radius; i is
the inclination angle of the system; a is the semi-major axis; Uo and U1 are the
limb darkening coefficients; fj.Tv is the variation in transit midpoint for each visit
of observation, V;

r A is

the wavelength-dependent model light curve centred on

a wavelenght, A; fj.Rp(A) is the difference in transit depth between the overall
light curve (r) and the wavelength-dependent light curve (r A) at that wavelength;
and fj.UO(A) and fj.U1 (A) are the corresponding variations in the limb darkening
coefficients at that wavelength.
For each wavelength-dependent parameter, a perturbation is generated such
that:

(6.6)
where qk is the value of the parameter for the overall light curve for current
iteration, k; fj.qk(A) is a trial difference between that overall parameter set and
its value at a wavelength, A;

~

is a random number between -1 and 1; and Sp(A)

is a step-size specific to each parameter in q(A) (i.e. fj.R p, fj.Uo and fj.Ud.
Generating a value of fj.P for each A-dependent parameter at each wavelength
bin creates a new A-dependent model,

r A.
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overall MCMC simulation (see Chapter 5), the wavelength-dependent step-sizes
are also scaled during processing to arrive at an ideal value by which to acheive
the most efficient exploration of the wavelength-dependent parameter space.
Each wavelength dependent model is then tested against the overall model in
comparison with the corresponding A-dependent light curve. As with the overall
MCMC procedure, the test is governed by the X2 goodness-of-fit statistic for each
model light curve

(r and r A)

in comparison with the corresponding wavelength-

dependent light curve (LA)' such that:

2

XA

I:
I:
=

(6.7)

1=0

((LA(I) - r(l))2)
(fA (l)

(6.8)

1=0

((LA(I) - r A(I))2)
(fA(I)

where X2 is the goodness-of-fit statistic for the overall model light curve (r)
compared to the wavelength-dependent light curve (LA) for a wavelength A; X~ is
the goodness-of-fit statistic for the wavelength-dependent model light curve (r A )
compared to LA for the same wavelength; n is the number of points in the light
curve; I is the index of any given point in that curve; and (fA is the corresponding
uncertainty to each point in LA.
The acceptance test can then be performed as normal, such that:

(6.9)
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where I is the test variable (see Chapter 5) or probability of acceptance; X2
is the goodness-of-fit statistic for the overall model light curve (r) against the
binned light curve at a wavelength, ).; X~ is the goodness-of-fit statistic for the
wavelength-dependent model light curve (r A ) against that same light curve; and
Oi and Oi-l are the priors (see Chapter 5) for the current and previous iterations
in the overall MCMC chain.
As with the overall MCMC chain, the test variable is compared with a random number chosen from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. If the value
of I exceeds this random number,

r A is

accepted for that wavelength and the

value of !::::.P stored for the accepted trial. In subsequent iterations, newly generated wavelength-dependent models are then tested against the last accepted

rA,

forming an independent MCMC chain for each wavelength bin.
Note that the prior values applied in Equation 6.6 are inherited from the
overall MCMC chain and not recalculated for each wavelength-dependent curve.
This is because the purpose of the priors are to prevent the MCMC chain from
exploring areas of parameter space which are mathematically sound, yet physically impossible. For the purposes of the wavelength-dependent parameters, it is
the overall parameter they augment which we need to constrain. Therefore, since
those parameters are already constrained by the overall MCMC chain, there is
no need to apply priors to the wavelength-dependent parameters.
Augmenting the overall MCMC chain in this manner ensures that the wavelengthdependent parameters inherit the uncertainties of their equivalent parameters in
the overall model light curve (r). If the wavelength simulation was performed
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separately - basing the values of

~P(A )

on the pre-calculated ideal solution - the

resulting uncertainties would only represent the difference between the overall
and A-dependent light curves; overestimating the true precision of the resulting
spectrum .

6.7

Atmospheric Transmission Spectra

Once a sufficient number of iterations have been performed for the models of
every A-dependent light curve, the ideal solution for each can be determined by
fitting a Gaussian to a histogram of the accepted trials - as is done for t he ideal
solution of t he overall light curve (see Chapter 5). Once each ideal solution has
been calculated , it is possible to examine the transit as a continuum across all
observed wavelengths , as demonstrated in Figure 6.10 .
In this wavelength-dependent ideal solution , the values of

~Rp(A)

are anal-

ogous to the transmission spectrum of the observed planet , more commonly expressed as a ratio of the planetary and stellar radii, such that:

D(A)

(6.10)

where D(A) is t he effective transit-depth 1 at a wavelength, A; ~Rp(A) is the
difference in the modelled radius of the transiting planet at that wavelength; Rp
IThe value of D()..) does not necessarily equate to the actual depth of the observed transit
since that value is also dependent on the inclination angle, i, and the limb darkening coeffi cients,
Uo and U!. However, since we are only concerned with the wavelength dependence of the
planetary radius, Rp , such effect can be ignored.
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Figure 6.10: A continuum of wavelength-dependent model light curves across a range
of wavelengths, demonstrating a clear variation in transit depth.
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is the overall radius of the planet for the general ideal solution; and Rs is t he
radius of t he parents st ar in t hat same ideal solution.
Plotting t he transit depth against wavelength depicts the transmission spectrum of the planet 's atmosphere - assuming the dat a is of sufficient quality and
t hat a significant proportion of st ar light passes t hrough t he planet 's atmosphere.
Such a t ransmission spectrum can be seen in Figure 6.11 , in which absorpt ion
features are readily identifiable. The specifics of identifying and assessing such
features will be dealt with individually, by dat a set , in the following chapters.
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Chapter 7
Results - WASP-2
7.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter details the results of the WASP-2b transit data set as
derived by the data processing pipeline outlined in Chapters 3-6. An overview
of the WASP-2 system, together with extant research into WASP-2b proceeds a
description of the NICMOS observations and resulting data set. Following this,
the products of the pipeline are reviewed through the extraction of the raw light
curve; the identification and removal of systematic noise; the MCMC modeling
of the processed light curve; and the processing of the wavelength dependence of
the transit.

7.2

Introduction

The first confirmed planetary detections from the SuperWASP project (see Chapter 1) came in 2006 with the announcement of WASP-1b and WASP-2b (Collier
Cameron et al., 2007a). At the time, only twelve other transiting planets had been
discovered and WASP-2b was of particular interest as only two of those planets
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Parameter
Planetary Radius, Rp (RJ)
Planetary Mass, Mp (MJ)
Inclination Angle, i (0)
Semi-Major Axis, a (AU)
Period, P (days)
Transit Epoch, E (HJD)
Stellar Radius, Rs (RO)

I

Value
1.079
0.847
84.73
0.03138
2.1522254
2453991.51428
0.843

Uncertainty
±0.033
±0.045
±0.19
±0.011
±1.5 x 10- 6
±0.0002
±0.08

I

Table 7.1: WASP-2 planetary and stellar parameters at time of writing, sourced from
Southworth (2010), Daemgen et al. (2009), Collier Cameron et al. (2007b) , Collier
Cameron et al. (2007a) and Triaud et al. (2010).

(OGLE-TR-56b and OGLE-TR-113b) orbited closer to their parent stars.
With neither OGLE-TR-56b or OGLE-TR-113b orbiting a bright star (16th
and 14th magnitude respectively), WASP-2's sub-12th magnitude host meant
only 7.67 magnitude HD189733 and 7.75 magnitude HD209458 could rival it as
a target for research into the hottest of Hot Jupiters. Because of its low density
(relative to the population at the time), WASP-2b was a prime candidate for
testing various theories on the nature of such bloated exoplanets. The most
up-to-date parameters for the WASP-2 system can be found in Table 7.1.
Despite its extreme beginnings, WASP-2b can now be considered represent ative of the Hot Jupiter population as a whole. As demonstrated in Figure 7.1,
WASP-2b's mass and radius lie close to the average of the population and, while
a temperature of over 1300K (see Chapter 1 for calculation) places it far hotter
than any planet in our own solar system, this is a typical figure for any Hot
Jupiter.
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WASP -2b in the Transiting Planet Population
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Figure 7.1: The exoplanet WASP-2b (red) in contrast to the population of transiting
planets as a whole (blue). Th e upper plot shows the relation between mass and radius
of the planets while the lower plot shows the effect of temperature on the plan ets' radii.
Note that in both cases, WASP-2b lies towards the centre of the distribution.
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Containing
Date of Ob ervations
Number of Orbits
Filter
Filter Exposure Time (s)
Number of Filter Images
Grism
Grism Exposure Time (s)
Number of Grism Images
Star X Pos (pi.xel )
Star Y Pos (pi.xels)
Box X Dimensions (pi.xels)
Box Y Dimen 'ions (pi.xels)
PSF Width (pi xel s/ J.lm)

Visit 3
Ingress & Egress
June 2007
4
F166N
21.93038
10
G141
47.99612
174
194.95
79.40
119.12 : 243 .98
61.82 : 82 .95
9.91 / 0.079

Vi it 4
Transit Floor
May 2007
3
F166N
13.96211
15
G141
47.99612
124
191.08
79 .71
115.24 : 240.10
61.07 : 84.29
10.69 / 0.085

Ta ble 7.2: DetajJs of the HST NICMOS NIC3 observations of the transit of WASP2b. Th e upper three sections of the table hold details of th e exposures and observing
strategy, the lower section holds details calculated from th e resulting images (as detailed
in Chapter 3).

7.3

The WASP-2 Data Set

The WASP-2 HST

ICMOS NIC3 dat a , et compri e two visits of observation. In

thi ' instance, the visits are numbered 3 and 4 as they were conducted as t he third
and fourth visits of an HST programme which included the t ransit of WASP-I.
Full det ails of each visit of observation can be found in Table 7.2. Sample direct
and grism images from bot h visits can be found in Figure 7.2 .
Analysing the direct images allowed for a precise measurement of t he lo cation
of the star in the images and , from this, a wavelength-map was generated to
determine the m an wavelength of light falling in each column of the first order
spectrum. The location of the star in both visits is demonstrated in Figure 7.3.
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(a) Visit 3

(b) Visit 4

Figure 7.2: Sample direct (F166N) and grism (G141) images from visits 3 (top) and 4
(bottom) of tl1e WASP-2 HST NICMOS NIC3 data set.
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(b) Visit 4

Figure 7.3: Column- (right) and row- to tals (left , blue) of a composite image comprising
all exposures from each visit taken thro ugh a filter. In each plot, th e location of tile
target star in that axis has been identified (as detailed in Chapter 3) aJld m arked with
a red dashed lin . Tll e artefacts in tlle background counts aJ'e features from the bias

applied to tll e NIC3 detector - however, as only totals near to th e staJ' itself are used
in the calculation of its location, they have no impact on the resulting values.
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Next, by analysing t he gn sm images (as detailed in Chapter 3) a lightgathering box was defined around t he first order spectrum by which to extract
the transit light curve. The limits of this box for both visits can be found in
Figure 7.4.
Applying this box to all images in each visit produced the light curves of two
t ransit events , which can be found in Figure 7.5. Note that the second orbit of
each visit demonstrates significant systematic noise. This is the result of dithering in the telescope's pointing during that orbit - an intentional step conducted
to increase t he systematic noise in the Out-Of-Transit points. This allows a more
comprehensive model of t he spatial (y) position systematic created from a greater
range of values. As a result, the in-transit detrending is completed by interpolating across a well-sampled parameter space, rather than by extrapolating over t he
in-transit parameter values. Figure 7.6 shows both visits combined into a ingle
transit light curve.

7.4

Detrending

As detailed in Chapter 4 the systematic effect present in the light curve must be
modelled before they can be removed. To this end, we measure the position of the
first order spectrum in each expo ure of each visit , along with the temperature
and temporal effects. The systematic parameters for each visit , together with
their modelled impact on the recorded flux , is demonstrated in Figures 7.7 and
7.8.
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Figure 7.4: Column- (right) and row-totals (left , blue) of a composite image comprisng
all grism exposures from each visit of ob ervation. From these values, the dimensions
of the light-gatlJ ering box (red , dashed) have been defin ed as described in Chapter 3.
In the column plots, the m ain feature i the first order sp ectrum and the second feature
(to the left of the box) is the second order sp ectrum. The small feature in the row plots,
to tlJe right of the spectrum, is a backgro und star and is ignored in any calculations.
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Figure 7.5: Th e normalized transit light curves (blu e) gathered from the firs t order
spectrum in every exposure in visit 3 (top) and visit 4 (bottom ) of the WASP-2 da ta
set. Those points in black are from th ose exposures rem oved from processing du e to
expected anom alous results (see Chapter 3 for a complete explanation) . System atic
effects are clearly visible in both light curves - accentuated by the dither p ositions
visible in t1le second orbi t in each (the first orbit in blue, since the first orbit in each
visit is omit ted). Th e red dashed lines demonstrate the range oi the RMS Spread
measured from the out-oi-transit points.
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Figure 7.7: Detrending parameters calculated for visit 3 of the WASP-2 data set. Th e
left-hand plots show tl] e param eters as a fun ction of orbital pi]ase. Th e red points
represent exposures removed from calculation, the blue points are exposures taken outof-transit (wi]ich will be used to model the effect of each parameter, see Chapter 4)
and the green p oints those taken in-transit. Th e right-hand plots are the corresponding
correlations between the param eter and the out-of-transit flux shown before (red) and
after (blue) detrending. Note the distin ct trends in the red points (demonstrated by
the overplotted line showing the modelled relationship between the two) compared to
the uniform, vertical trend in the blue.
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Figure 7.8: Detrending parameters for visit 4 of the WASP-2 data set with the same
layout and colour-coding as found in Figure 7_7. Note that, in this inst8JJce, the two
temporal param eters (P8 and Pg) have been omitted. This tep is taken since, with only
one out-of-transit orbit against which to compare, these parameters becom e degenerate
8JJd may result in a detrimental difference in the transit-depth Note, in p8Jticular, the
rotation parameter (P5 ) in which the in-transit values are clearly not covered by the
out-of-transit parameter space. A s a result, it is impossible to determine whether tlJe
in-transit points have been properly detrended for this visit - 8Jld indeed, it is likely,
with uch a large change in rotation unaccounted for , that they have not.
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Before Detrending
After Detrending

Visit 3
13.5 X 10- 4
4.76 X 10- 4

Visit 4
12.4 x 107.36 X 10- 4

Combined
13.0 x 105.01 X 10- 4

Table 7.3: T11e RMS spread for each visit of observation and for the combined transit
light curve shown before and after the detrending proce '5. In eacil case the RMS has
been redu ced by a factor of 3 in vi it 3 by the rem oval of systematic noise. In contrast,
the RMS spread in the visit 4 1ight curve has redu ced by less than half its starting value.
Since visit four 11as only one out-of-transit orbit to model the systematics, it is unable
to properly model and remove their effects.
r-.J

Among t he strongest correlations in both visit is that of the spatial (y) po ition parameter, Po. The dithering employed in the po ition of the fir t order spectrum has ensured good coverage of the parameter spa e, allowing the in-transit
systematic effects to be remov d by interpolation rather than extrapolation over
unconstrained parameter space . In both visits, Po i ' th fir t parameter sele ted
by the preferential decorrelation algorithm (see Chapter 4) and its removal corresponds with the greatest reduction in t he measured out-of-transit RMS spread .
If such a well-constrained mod I was po sible acro

all parameters, we could be

hopeful of reaching the theoretical 'perfect ' detrending limit of

20'Poisson

detailed

in Chapter 4.
Removing the systematic nois by a process of pref rential decorrelation (a
de 'cribed in Chapter 4) result in a significant improvement in t he RMS Spread
of the out-of-transit points acro

both vi its (exact values provided in Table 7.3).

The re ulting detrended light curves , shown in compari 'on wit h t heir raw forms,
can be found in Figure 7.9.
Unfortunately, as Visit 4 contains only one OOT orbit , the deb-ending pa-
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Figure 7.10: Th e transit floor in the visit 4 light curve adversely affected by the
detrending process. Th e points before detrending (red) show a traJlsit depth of "-' 1.6%
- a figure comparable with the transit depth in visit 3. However, with both temporal
parameters (Ps and Pg) included in the detrending process and with poor coverage of
other param eters (particularly the rotation of the first order sp ectrum , see Figure 7. 8)
the transit floor after detrending has becom e slan ted and moved to a depth of"-' 1.2%.
With system atic effects this poorly constrained, a more reliable model light curve can
be obtaned by omiting the detrending step altogether for tile transit floor .

rameter provide inadequate cov rage of the transit floor. As a result , the Visit 4
detrended light curve is likely to have been adver 'ely affected by the detrending
process (as can clearly be seen in Figure 7.10). Therefore, the in-transit orbit of
Visit 4 was omitted from the detrending process and compiled into the fin al light
curve in its raw form (Figure 7.5). This fin al light curve can be found in Figure
7.11 .
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7.5

Light Curve Modeling

The complete light curve was then modelled by application of the MCMC algorithm described in Chapter 5. Initial estimates of the relevant parameters
and uncertainties were taken from the results of previous research conducted by
Charbonneau et al. (2007) (see Table 7.1); though allowing the limb-d arkening
coefficents (Uo and Ud to vary and introducing two additional parameters (b.T3
and b.T4 ) to determine any variation in the transit midpoint for each visit.
These starting conditions initially produced an MCMC chain with a correlation length of 51.6 trials which improved to 1.48 after the algorithm scaled the
step size for each parameter and rotated the coordinate fr ame to better explore
parameter space. Plots of the contrasting correlation lengths can be found in
Figure 7.12.
With the MCMC exploration optimised, trials continued until the calculation
of the ideal solution for each parameter converged. The distributions of accepted
trials in the MCMC chain , together with this ideal solution and associated uncertainties, can be found in Figure 7.13.
Note the clear degeneracy between the semi-major axis (a) and inclination
angle (i) parameters; resulting in the lenticular di tribution along the direction
of the degeneracy. This effect is to be expected ; as a reduction in both a and i
would have the planet following an identical path across the star. However, this
does not produce an identical transit light curve since the relative size of the. tar
and planet would also need to change. As a result , the degeneracy is curtailed
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=

Figure 7.12: Th e correlation coeffi cient ca.1culated along the MCMC ci1ain at th start
of processing (top) 811d once the exploration of p81'a.meter space had been optimised
(bottom). The ineffi cient st8J·ting exploration exhibits a long trend as each subsequent
light curve remains comp81'able to those which preceeded it (demonstrating that the
chain rem ains in a simil81' position in p81'am eter space and is not exploring properly) .
In contrast, the lower curve quickly drops to a background level of correlation where
each s u bsequent light curve in the chain is as different to the st81·ting light curve as
aJ1yother.
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Figure 7.13: Til e distribution of accepted trials shown comparatively between all the
parameters in the MCMC chain. Circular distributions indicate a uniform, independent
param eter. Eliptical or lenticular distributions demonstrate a degeneracy between the
two parameters in question. Th e overplotted solid green lines show the ideal solu tion
derived from this chain, wllile the dashed green lines demonstrate the uncertainties on
that solu tion.
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by the pl anetary and stellar radii (Rp and Rs) - though the stellar radi us does
demon trate a small degree of degeneracy with the semi-major axis.
An inherent advantage of the MCMC approach to such a fit is that the degeneracy is accounted for in the re ulting uncertainties of the ideal solution and
therefore does not impact the reliability of the resultant fit . Furthermore, thanks
to the addition of priors and the rotation of parameter space (see Chapter 5) the
degeneracy also has minimal effect on the efficiency of the MCMC chain.
The histograms fit to each distribution provide perhaps a better visualisation
of the ideal olution and can be found in Figures 7.14 through 7.17.

7.5.1

Transit Timing Variations

The most interesting result appears in the transit-mid point of the third visit
(6.T3) which is significantly displaced from the xpected midpoint (0 .0). The

parameter is well constrained - calculated from both the ingress and egress of
the same transit-event - and is perhap best demonstrated in Figure 7.18 which
demonstrates t he displacement of t he ingress and egre

when t he transit is re-

flected about it uncorrected midpoint.
While an interesting result , it is impossible to say more on uch transit timing
variations without furth er measurements. The poor precision of the value of 6.T4
makes it impossible to perform a useful comparison between the two visits and so
more light curves with better temporal resolution would be required to confirm
this result. However, t he pr cision of 6.T4 is sufficient to rule out any inaccuracies
in the ephemeris or period of WASP-2b's orbit as t he cause of the displacement
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P arameter
Rp (RJ)
Rs (RO)
i (0)

a (AU)
Uo

U1
t::,. T3 (J 7'iod- 1 )
t::,.T4 (t::,.¢)

Init ial
Estim ate
1.038
O. 13
4.74
0.03038
0.2 35
0.2 7
0.0
0.0

Initial
Uncertainty
±0.001 42
±0.08
±0.39
± 0.001l
±0.1
±0.1
±0.00001
±0.00001

HST G141
Ideal Solution
1.038
0.864
84.55
0.0310
0.256
0.259
0.000343
-0.000313

HST G141
Uncertainty
:::~:~~tt;~

+ 0.01147
- 0 .01150
+ 0.1961
- 0.2031
+0.0006976
- 0.0006820
+0.07760
- 0 .07964
+ 0.07 62
- 0.08020
+ 0.0002083
- 0.00021 53
+ 0.0008103
- 0.00084560

S
Value
0.967
0.696
0.807
0.917
1.051
1.215
/A
N/A

Table 7.4: Th e ideal solu tion of th e MCMC imulation in contrast to the initial e tim ates derived from the current published observations of tile transit of WASP-2b. Th e
Limb-DaJ'kening estimates aJ'e th sam e employed by Charbonneau et al. (2007) and,
as th e result attests, provide a very accurate fit .

in t::,.T3 as any differ nce in eit her the eph meris or period of sufficient magnitude
would have also produced a discernable displac ment in visit 4, which is not seen.

7.5.2

The Model Light Curve

Once alc ulated , the ideal solu t ion of t h MCMC chain was used to generate a
model transit light curv . This model can be found in Figure 7.19 along with a
plot of t he 1'e idu al fiux once the model has been ubtracted from the detrend d
data. The complete ideal solution, uncertainties and initial estimate are pre'ent d in Table 7.4.
Th e WASP-2 pray r bead ing results (the grey/purple plots in Figures 7.14
through 7.17) reveal a very differ nt residual systematic sit uation t han was previouslyexpected . While we would anticipat the majority of the residual systematic
effect t o be concentrated in the in-transit point wher the detrending model had
to b extrapolated , her we ee a distinct featur in the I rayer-beading solution.
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Figure 7.19: Th e upper plot shows the detrended transit light curve of WASP-2b
(blue, a found in Figure 7.11) overplotted with th e model ligh t curve (red) cr ated
from the ideal solution of the MCMC simulation. Th e dash ed red lines demon trate
the uncertainties on the model and the dashed black lin e demonstrates the tarting
parameters of the MCMC chain . Th e lower plots demon trate the residuals when the
model light curve i subtracted from the measured ligi] t curve witi] the solid red line
representing the transit midpoint and the dashed lines the full duration of the transit.
Th e left-i]and plot shows the residuals with no midpoint correction (t6.T3 and t6.T 4 )
and a clear displacement can be seen for those points in the ingress and egre s. In
comparison, the right-hand plot (with t6.T3 and t6.T4 applied) shows comparable spread
both in and out of tran it.
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\t\lhile the majority of the prayer-beading trials follow the trials of the Ideal Solution , one distinct feature persists in each histogram. Rather than reducing the
range of possible solutions (and producing a thinner Gaussian curve) by moving
the more believably deb'ended points to the in-transit parameter space, the S
values for the WASP-2 results are typically Ie ' . than zero - averaging at 0.942 implying the existence of a large source of systematic noise in the out-of-transit
points which is not visible to the naked eye.
The most likely ource of this feature is the single out-of-transit orbit for Visit
4. With the transit flo or removed from processing, the sole remaining orbit of
that visit persi. ts with no second ary orbits to corroborate its detrending model.
While the chosen solution may produce a superior RMS spread of the points,
there is clearly some residual structure in the orbit which has a large influence on
the transit fitting once the prayer beading pro ess moves that region of the light
curve into the in-transit parameter space.
Leaving aside the Visit 4 feature in t he prayer beading histograms , t he rest of
the results seem fairly consistent wit h t he remaining light curve (Visit 3). This is
confirmation that removing the transit floor of Visit 4 was the correct cour. e of
action since the Visit 3 ystematic model appears to have left very little r sidual
systematic noise in t he fin al light curve.

7.6

Atmospheric Analysis

A det aile I in Chapter 6 the first order spectrum can be binned by wavelength
to produce wavelength-dependent light curves and thereby determine any vari-
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ation in transit depth with wavelength. Determining the width of the PSF in
the WASP-2 data et gives an ideal bin-width of 10.69 pixels (measured from
the larger PSF of Visit 4) - covering roughly 0.085f.l1n in the wavelength domain.
Note , however , that since the first order spectrum is defo cussed , such a bin actually contains counts from wavelengths spanning double that range. Using 117
such bins, overlapping each by a separation of one pixel, produces wavelengthdependent light curves like that found in Figure 7.20.
As with any NICMOS-derived light curve, the wavelength-dependent curves
are detrended prior to the modeling process. It is essenti al that this step be as
robust as possible, since any residual systematics may introduce unreal variation.
in t he transit depth; thereby ontaminating the resulting transmission spectrum.
As i clear from Figure 7.20, the detrending of visit 4 (covering the transit
floor) would be required to move t he depth of transit by a ignificant degree
to bring it in line with the base of t he egress in visit 3. As was discussed in
Section 7.4, the reliability of the visit 4 detrending is suspect due to its poor
param tel' coverage and only one out-of-tr ansit orbit against which to model longterm trends. As such, it was considered safer to omit visit 4 from the wav length
dependence analysis altogether and model t he transit depth against t he ingress
and egress of visit 3 alone. With the other planetary parameters constrained
by the overall light curve, variations in Rp should still be measurable without
the presence of the transit flo or. Since the only other parameters expected to
vary with wavelength are the limb darkening parameters (Uo and U1 ), t he ingress
and egress should be sufficient to measure any change in depth with wavelength .
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Figure 7.20: A wavelength dependent light curve from the WASP-2 data set, binned
with a central wavelength of 1. 788J.Lm. The curve is shown both before (red) and after
detrending (blue) , with points measured hom omitted expo ures shown in green. Note
the clear di placem ent of the transit floor in relation to the base of tile egress - the
result of systematics in the visit containing that portion of the light curve. As was
noted in Section 7.4, the detrending of visit 4 cannot be considered sound and, as such,
detrending has been omited in the case of the transit floor. Even had detrending been
performed on the orbit containing the transit floor and even if this process had resulted
in an apparent alignm ent of the visit 4 transit flo or and the visit 3 ingress, it would still
be impossible to state with confidence that the visit 4 detrending had been reliable,
given the problem s detajled in Section 7.4. As such , it is best to omit the transit floor
hom the wavelength-dep endent analysis altogether.
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Figures 5.2 and 5.4 demonstrate the impact of changes in these three parameter
(R p , Uo and U1 ) on the transit light curve.

As discussed in Chapter 6, analysing the RMS of the wavelength-dependent
curves with respect to the wavelength sensitivity of the applied grism is a means
of testing the quality of the detrending across all wavelength-dependent curves.
Figure 7.21 shows this variation in the spread of the out-of-transit points in each
wavelength-dependent curve across the fir. t order spectrum. The post-detrending
RMS values show a number of small features which can be compared with any
features in the resulting transmission spectrum to determine if those features may
be the res ult of residual systematic noise.
Modeling each wavelength-dependent light curve alongside the overall transit determines t he variation in t he apparent radiu' of the planet (Rp) over the
wavelength-range of t he first order spectrum (see Figure 7.22). Thi complete set
of wavelength-dependent model light curves is shown in Figure 7.23 , demonstrating a clear structure in the variation in transit depth with wavelength. However,
as is clear from 7.22, th wavelength-dependent light curves are adversely effected
by sy tematics.

7.6.1

Discussion

As is evident in Figure 7.22, the base of the model transit floor does not match
with the base of the transit egress in the data. This is caused by an asymmetry in
the ingress and egress , most likely the result of poor detrending due to insufficient
coverage of the systematic parameter space, imprecision or extensive systematics
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(blue, bottom) . In the model plot, the green lines represent the model fit to the data
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the overall light curve for contrast. Th e red lnes in the residuals plot show th e transit
midpoint (solid) and duration (dashed). R esidual systematic effects are evident at all
wavelengths.
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Figure 7.23: The continuum of wavelength dependent model light curves generated
for the WASP-2 data set. While a clear variation of transit depth with wavelength C8J1
be observed, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions due to the residual systematics
visivle in the data (see Figure 7.22).
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in t he deb'ending parameter themselves (see Chapter 4) or a source of systematic
noise not included in our model. From inspection of the light curves and residual ,
t his systematic appears to have had t he same impact across all wavelength
however, since t here is no precise means of quantifying the effect of a y tematic
in this instance, it is impossible to state t his with certainty.
This ingress/egre s asymmetry has resulted in a universally reduced transit
depth (as measured by the MCMC fitted light curves) acro s all wavelength bins
and far larger uncertain tie on this depth than the spread of the points would
suggest. These effects aris because the st eper ingress and shall owed egre .
provide a wider range of parameter space for the MCMC chain to explore; les deep transits produce a better fi t to th egress while deeper transits better match
the ingress. Sadly t hese ff cts cannot be consid ered to cancel each other out ,
since the magnitude of the systematic effects i. likely to differ between the two
orbit. The overall result has fav ured the position of t he egres (which has half
again as many points as the ingress and so has a greater impact on the X2 of any
fit) resulting in the overall reduction in t he measured 6.R p acro.'s all wavelengths.
Considering just t he variations in Rp in isolation , we can calculate the relative ab orption of WASP-2b's atmosphere with wav length - it transmi sion
pectrum. This spectrum is hown in Figure 7.24, though the residual systematic in the wavelength depend nt light curves mean any features in this spectrum
cannot be believed .
Figure 7.24 provides more evidence of latent ystematic errors in the wavelength dependent light curves. On first in pection , the magnitude of the variation
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in transit depth appears far larger than would be expected with a total variation
of

rv

25% of the mean transit depth.

While this figure may seem unphysical, this need not be the case. If the
atmosphere of WASP-2b is being boiled off by its parent star, we would expect
to see a quantity of absorbing material filling the planet 's Roche lobe (material
liberated from the atmosphere, but not from the gravity of the planet) . As
demonstrated in Figure 7.25, the disk of WASP-2b occupies only

rv

11.6% of

the cross-section of its Roche lobe during transit. If the Roche lobe was filled
with absorbing material, this material could produce a variation in transit depth
comparable to that found in Figure 7.24 and so does not intrinsically imply th
influence of residual systematics.
In comparison with the measured out-of-transit RMS spread with wavelength
(see Figure 7.21 ), there are several small features in the transit depth which
correspond to residual systematics in the RMS spreads l . Both plots show small
peaks at 1.4 and 1. 7p,m , indicating t hat these features are the result of poor
detrending rather than WASP-2 atmospheric characteristics. Comparatively, the
feature at 1.3p,m in the RMS spread plot corresponds to a trough in Figure 7.24.
This is also likely t he result of poor detrending, but is mo t probably caused by
a different source of systematic noise than t he other features.
Another potential systematic may exist at

rv

1.15p,m where a feature in the

RMS spread curve matches with an apparent step-change in the spectrum where
1 While such a change in RMS could also represent a region of noiser pixels, such a region
is not apparent on inspection of the uncertainty estimates for each pixel provided with every
exposure.
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Figure 7.25 : Th e di k of WASP-2b ( olid) shown in comparison with tile cross section
of its Roche lobe (dashed). Th e upper plot shows the cross-section in the orbital plane
of the system . Th e middle plot shows the cross-section in the plane perpendicular to
the orbital plane and containing our line-of-sight at mid-trarlsit (in both cases, the
parent star is to the rigllt of the plot) . Th e lower plot shows the cro s section along our
line-of-sight at mid-transit - i.e. the cross-section observed during transit. (Busuttil &
Haswell, 2011 , in prep; and poster presented at NAM2011.)
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the points between 1.13 and 1.17jLm seem to be

rv

1% higher than the points

on either side of that region. However, the corresponding feature in the RMS
spread is wider than the feature in the transit depth, so this may not be the case.
It is possible that the feature below 1.17 jLm in the spectrum is a real incline in
the transit depth while those points below 1.13jLm are imprecise; due to having
been measured from light curves too close to the edge of the first order spectrum.
Note that all of these features have widths less than that of the PSF (O.l1jLm) as
would be expected for localised residual systematic effects.
Perhaps most damning, however, is the average measured depth of the transit; with the ingress/egress asymmetry having resulted in a universally reduced

(Rp/ Rs? when compared to the depth of the overall transit. If the residual systematics in the wavelength dependent light curves have the same impact at all
wavelengths, this reduction would be the same for all light curves - allowing us to
simply renormalise the measured 'spectrum' in line with the depth of the overall
transit. However, there is no means to determine if this is the case, or whether
the cause of the ingress/egress asymmetry varies with A.
One means of accounting for the observed systematics would be to reflect each
wavelength-dependent light curve about its midpoint and model composite light
curves of both the original and reflected transit. This approach would remove the
dominance of the egress, but the systematics themselves would still be present
and would likely still influence the results.
A similar possibility would be to model the ingress and egress independently-

creating two spectra whose combined average depth would be expected to match
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that of the overall light curve. While systematics would still be present in both
results, the systematic causing the asymmetry is observed to have the opposite
effect on each orbit. As a result, we would expect any resulting systematic features
in one spectrum to be inverted in its twin - with a peak in the ingress-spectrum
corresponding to a trough in the egress spectrum. In contrast, any common
features in both spectra could be considered evidence of atmospheric effects l .
Perhaps a more simple approach to this issue is to apply a more exacting (if
less robust) means of modeling the first order spectrum. In comparison with the

MeMe process,

a simple x2-minimization 'bootstrapping' routine will locate on

the light curve solution with the minimum X2 fit to the data. In this instance, such
a fit would be expected to locate on the egress (because of its greater number
of points) and ignore the egress. In effect, we would expect a bootstrapping
routine to produce results comparable to those of an

MeMe chain simulating the

egress in isolation. Performing such a process on the rebinned, non-overlapping
wavelength-dependent light curves produces the spectrum found in Figure 7.26.
While Figure 7.26 retains an equivalent transit-depth offset, like that seen
in Figure 7.24, the features in its spectrum are considerably more plausible. In
particular, the features at < 1.2pm, 1.4 - 1.6pm and> 1.75pm are consistent
with absorption by water; as would be expected in such a scenario. In addition
to the apparent absorption features, the spectrum also demonstrates an overall
gradient which may be consistent with an atmospheric haze in the atmosphere of
lSuch features could also result from other, unrelated systematic effects currently obscured
by the dominant ingress/egress asymmetry. However, once revealed, such systematics (if any
exist) could potentially be identified and discounted by comparison with the wavelength dependent OOT RMS curve (Figure 7.21).
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WASP-2b itself (rather than the material filling th Roche lobe. However, with
the cl ar systematic in t he wavelength dependent light urves, it is currently
impossible to draw any firm conclusions from t his dat a.

7.7

Conel us ions

The WASP-2 NICMOS G 141 data set has yielded the most precise measurements
of th

'y tern's planetary parameters to-d ate. However, further analysi of t h

data - particularly of the transit 's wavelength dependence - has been prevented
by t h prevalence of ystematic noise in the data set.
Valuable lessons can be learned from the WASP-2 re ult to help future st udies. First ly, t he lack of a second out-of-transit orbit in the visit four light curve
led to a poorly constrained and unreliable detrending process. From examination
of t h parameters and detr nding result (see Section 7.4) we can sugge t t hat an
optimum observing t rategy is one with at least two wholly out-of-tr an 'it orbit
and , preferably, in whi h v ry orbit has some out-of-tran it point to redu e the
need to extrapolate acro. s the in-transit parameter space (though depending on
the duration

f the tran it , thi may not be possible while al

0

capturing the

tran it floor).
It should also be noted that the dithering employed in t he WASP-2 out-oftransit ob ervations 'eems to r ult in a much more reliable detrending of the
spatial (y) position parameter , Po· While such an approach is not feasible for all
parameters, it suggests that plann d sub-pixel variations in the position of the
first order spectrum can guarantee a good coverage of the in-transit param ter
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space and so improve the believability of the resulting light curve. This could be
acheived by designing a set of observations to dither in Po and both the spectral

(x) positon, PI, and rotation, P5 , parameters. It may also be possible to acheive
a similar effect in the spatial width and spectral length parameters (P2 and P3 )
by varying the level of defocussing across a selection of out-of-transit exposures.
Despite the possible detection of atmospheric haze and molecular absorption
features, the wavelength dependence analysis of the WASP-2 data set serves best
as a cautionary tale for the potential impact of systematic noise. While an improved algorithm or better measurements of the sytematic parameters may yet
improve the wavelength-dependent light curves, we cannot rule out the possibility that any (or, indeed, all) features in the wavelength-dependence of the transit
depth (see Figures 7.24 and 7.26) are the result of systematic noise.
If this is the case then the large scale variations in transit depth are caused

by relatively small variations in the light curves from which those figures are
derived. It is likely that atmospheric features of a more believable magnitl,1de
(not taking into account the possibility of a cloud of absorbing material filling
WASP-2's Roche lobe) would correspond to systematic effects too small to be
discerned through inspection of the wavelength dependent curves.
Nevertheless, the results of the WASP-2 data set are worthy of further research
to determine the true nature of the hot Jupiter's atmosphere. Regardless of
the findings reported in Section 7.6.1 are proven or disproven as a result, either
scenario will result in a deeper understanding of the systematic noise present in
such NICMOS grism observations.
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Chapter 8
Results - HD189733
8.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter details the results of the HD 189733b transit data set as
derived by application of the data processing pipeline outlined in Chapters 34. The chapter begins with a review of the extant research and properties of

the HD189733 system - highlighting the current debate in the field as to the
reported presence of Methane in the hot Jupiter's atmosphere (a result initially
derived from this very data set, Swain et al. (2008)). This is followed by details
and analysis of the outputs of the pipeline from the raw light curve, through
the removal of systematic noise, to the MCMC modeling of the processed light
curve. Finally, the chapter reports the findings of the wavelength analysis of the
HD189733b transit - paying special note to whether there is evidence of methane
in the resulting transmission spectrum and comparing our results to those of
previous analyses of this data set.
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Value
Parameter II
Planetary Radiu , Rp (RJ)
1.178
Planetary Mass, lI;fp (MJ)
1.138
Inclination Angle, i (0)
85.51
Semi- tIajor Axis , a (AU)
0.03142
Period , P (days)
2.21857312
Transit Epoch, E (J-J J D) 2453988.80336
0.788
Stellar Radius, Rs (RO)

Uncertainty I
±0.016
0.023
±0.025
±1.00
0.05
±0.00052
± 3.6x IO- 7
7.6xJO- 7
±0.00024
±0.051

Table 8. 1: Th e latest parameters of the HD1 89733 exoplanetary system , at time of
writing, gathered from research conducted by Baines et ai. (2009), Southworth (2010)
and Tria ud et ai. (2010).

8.2

Introduction

HD189733 was found to host a Jupiter-mass exoplanet in 2005 (Bouchy et al. ,
2005) and was quickly recognised as a prime candid ate for atmospheric studies. At
time of writing, only HD209458 (which hosts the first known tran 'iting xoplanet)
rivals HD189733 as the most tudied of thi population. The most up-to-date
planetary parameter for HD 189733b can be found in Table .1.
A Figur 8.1 demonstrates , HD1 89733b i comparable to WASP-2b in its
place in th overall tran 'iting exopl anet population. However, while HD189733b
is of comI arable radius (Rp) , it

mass (Mp) is significantly great r.

While

HD189733b is slightly cooler than WASP-2b , this temperature differen e is not
sufficient to explain thi' difference in density - suggesting that t he cau e may
be a fund amental difference in the structure or chemical composition of the two
planets.
The atmosphere of HD189733b has become the subject of much debate. Ini-
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tial research carried out with the Spitzer Space Telescope (Grillmair et al., 2007)
found no evidence of atmospheric water. However, subsequent research contradicted the initial detection; finding water in both the primary transit (Tinetti
et al., 2007) and the secondary eclipse (Grillmair et al., 2008). Shortly afterwards,
ground-base observations reported the detection of sodium (Redfield et al., 2008).
The first HST observations of HD189733b's atmosphere were also reported in
2008. Initial research by Pont et al. (2008) with ACS found only atmospheric
haze between 0.58 and 1.2J.Lm and no spectral line features of note. However,
shortly afterwards Swain et al. (2008) reported the detection of water and, more
surprisingly, methane via NICMOS grism spectroscopy in the G206 grism range.
The detection of methane was particularly surprising since, in the temperatures
and conditions of a hot Jupiter's atmosphere, the molecule would normally be
expected to react with water; leaving hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide.
Furthermore, from that same data set, analysis of the dayside spectrum of
HD189733b yielded the detection of water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide
(Swain et al., 2009b). Then, in 2010, ground based observations claimed the
detection of water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and, again, methane (Swain
et al., 2010).
However, these detections remain in doubt as further research by other groups
has repeatedly failed to duplicate the detections. A second examination of the
Swain et al. (2008) data by Gibson et al. (2011) found it impossible to conclude
that the features in the reported spectrum were not the result of residual sys-
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tematic noise (see Chapter 4). Further observations by Sing et al. (2009), again
using NICMOS but performed with photometric filters rather than by grism spectroscopy, found the same haze as Pont et al. (2008), but in the same wavelength
range as Swain et al. (2008). The ground-based detections (Swain et al., 2010)
were contradicted by similar research conducted by Mandell et al. (2011), who
suggest that the Swain et al. (2010) detection is likely the result of telluric effects.
Alongside this controversy, other studies have reported the detection of an
atmospheric haze - like that found by Pont et al. (2008) - in the infrared (Desert
et al. (2009) with Spitzer and ground-based observations by Barnes et al. (2010))
and optical/near-UV (Sing et al., 2011). The NICMOS observations reported by
Swain et al. (2008) are re-analysed in this chapter.

8.3

The HD189733 Data Set

HST observed the HD189733 system across two visits - one to capture the primary
transit, the second to attempt an observation of the planet's secondary eclipse.
Full details of the observations can be found in Table 8.2 and sample images can
be found in Figure 8.2.
Processing the direct images for each visit yielded the position of the star as
demonstrated in Figure 8.3 and found in Table 8.2. From this and the grism
images, the light gathering box was defined with dimensions shown in Table 8.2
and Figure 8.4.
Counting the light inside the light gathering box for both visits produces the
light curves in Figures 8.5 and 8.6. In Figure 8.5, the primary transit is clearly
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(a) Visit 1 - Secondary Eclipse

(b) Visit 2 - Primary Transit

Figure 8.2: Sample Filter (left) and Grism (rigllt) images from t1le two visits of observation comprising the HD189733 data set. The smaller object towards the bottom of
each image is a background s tar.
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II
Containing
Date of Observations
Number of Orbits
F ilter
Fi lter Expo ure Time ( )
N umber of Filter Im ages
Grism
Grism Exposure Time (s)
Number of Grism Images
Star X Pos (pix l s)
Star Y Pos (pixel s)
Box X Dimensions (pixel s)
Box Y Dimensions (pix l s)
PSF Width (pixel s/ f-tm)

Visit 1
Secondary Transit F loor
April 2007
5
F190N
0.406
5
G206
1.624
638
134.48
67.46
81.08 : 198.20
49.68 : 78.97
9.63/0.111

Visit 2
Primary Transit F loor
May 2007
5
F190N
0.406
5
G206
1.624
638
134.23
66.50
80.83 : 197.95
49.63 : 77.76
9.55 / 0.110

Table 8.2: Details ofthe HST NICMOS NIC3 observations of the transit of HD1 89733b.
Th e upper three ections of th e table hold details of th e exposures and obser ving strategy, th e lower section hold d tails calculated from the resulting images (as detailed in
lJapt r 3).
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(a.) Visit 1 - Secondary Eclipse

trt
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(b) Visit 2 - Primary Transit

Figure 8.3: Th e position of the star (red) in the HD1 89733b data set determin ed from
the column- (right) and row-totals (left , blue) of composite filter images from each visit .
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(b) Visit 2 - Primary Transit

Figure 8.4: Th e dim en ions of th e light gathering box shown in both the spectral
(left) and spa,tial axes (right). Th e blue points are the column- and row-total of a
composite image comprising every grism image in eac11 visit from which the limits of
the box (denoted by the red dashed lines) have been calculated (see Chapter 3). Unlike
the G141 grism used in the WASP-2 observations, the G206 gTism has a second order
spectrum of comparable size to the first order sp ectrum - as evidenced in the left-hand
plots. However, as tl1e second order sp ectrum lies only partially 011 ti1 e detector, it
would be detrimental to include its counts in the overall light curve.
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Figure 8.5: Th e primary transit of HD1 89733b across its parent star (blue) . Th e red
dash ed lin es demonstrate the R MS spread of the out-of-transit points. Th e HD1 89733
data set exhibits much less system atic noise than the WASP-2 data set, but systema,tic
variations are still evident in tile clear downward trend in each orbit . Black point m'e
those exposures omited hom fur ther calculations.

discernable in the third orbit. Furthermore, while ystematic effects are visible
in the out-of-transit points, t heir effect appears to be minimal asid

from an

apparent downward trend t hroughout each individual orbit.
In contrast , Figure 8.6 has a clear orbit-to-orbit upward trend. The secondary
eclipse, somewhat discernable in t he t hird orbit, is noticably displaced below this
trend, but it is clear t hat such systematics must be removed before any firm
conclusions can be drawn. Despite how t he two curves appear (with the secondary
eclipse having a much smaller range of fluxes) t he primary transit exhibits the
inferior out-of-transit RMS spread.
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8.4

Detrending

After extracting t he light curve of each visit , t he systematic parameters were
measured for each visit and used to model and remove t he systematic effects.
These parameters, and their modelled effect on t he out-of-tr ansit flux are shown
in Figures 8.7 and 8.8.
For t he primary transit (Figure 8.7), the systematics are clearly dominated
by the orbital phase parameter, Pg , which matches with the orbital gradient
noted in Figure 8.5.

In add ition , t here is evidence of significant systematics

depend ent on the position of the first order spectrum in the spectral axis, PI; t he
detector background , P6 ; the spectral, P4 ; and t he patial width, P2 - all of which
demonstrate a strong correlation with t he reo 'ult ing measurement of flux.
Comparatively, t he systematics in t he secondary eclipse light curve (Figure
8.8) demonstrate the same dependency on t he spectral position and detector
background (PI and P6 ) , but also exhibit a strong dependence on t he spatial
position, Po. Note t hat a strong correlation is found with the bias parameter

(PlO ) which cannot be safely included in t he deb"end ing process due to the offset
with the orbit containing the s condary eclipse (see upper-left panel, Figure 8.8).
The apparent groupings of t he points in both light curves is a result of the
exposure increments employed for the images across each orbit. As can be seen in
the HST phase parameter in both visit (Pg in Figure ' 8.7 and 8.8), the tart-time
of each exposure shows several steps as t he detector pauses after every twelfth
Image.
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H[> 1 ':37'3 (Vlsll 2) DellF'ncilng Por(lm l eIs
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Figure 8. 7: The detrending parameters applied to the primary transit light curve
(left) and their modelled correlation with the out-of-transit flux (right). Points on the
parameter plots have been colour-coded to distinguish between out-of-transit exposures
(blue), in-transit exposures (green) and omitted exposures (red). The out-of-transit
correltion plots show the impact of the param eters on the measured flux both before
(red) 8Jld after (blue) the detrending process.
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Figure 8.8: Th e detrending parameters applied to the secondary eclipse lig11t curve
(left) and their modelled correlation with th e out-of-transit flux (right). All plots are
in the same form at as those found in Figure 8.7. Note that the bias parameter (PlO) is
offset in the orbit containing the secondalY eclipse - likely resulting from p ersistan ce in
the out-of-transit exposures. With such poor coverage of the transit parameter space,
the safest option is to omit the bias p arameter from the detrending process.
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II Primary Tran 'it I Secondary Eclipse I
Before D trend ~ng
I After D trendmg

5.42 x 10- 4
4.22 x 10- 4

5.63
4. 11

X

X

10- 4
10- 4

I

Table 8.3: Tile RMS Spread of tile two HD1 S9733 light curves before and after detrending.

The resulting detrended light curves can be found in Figures 8.9 and

.10 -

shown both in compari on with t heir raw vel' ions and in isolation . Table 8.3
d monstrates t he improvement in the out-of-tran it RMS Spread produced by
the d trending proces' ; b t h cases re ult ing in a significant improvement .
From t he comparative plot of the primary transit (Figure 8.9) , it is clear
that t he downward trend noted in Figure 8.5 has been removed; leaving a fl atter
tran it-fl oor , but pres rving curvature as expected. Asid from a visual in pection
of th light curve, Figure .7 demonstrate n gligibl residual correlation acros
all sy tematic parameters aft r d trend ing. The final OOT RMS pread of t he
primary tran it light curve has improved to a valu < 3a Poisson, approaching the
theoretical 'perfect' detrending figure of 2a Poisson detailed in Chapter 4. This
di tribution of points and the preci ion of this finished light curve allows us to be
confident t hat any significant, yst matic effect.' hav been removed or uffici ntly
reduced to allow robu. t m deling of thi transit light curve.
Th secondary eclipse (Figure 8. 10) can be seen as a clear displacement of
the third orbit. However , in thi case, t he second ary clipse is not suffi ciently
di t in t for any further modeling to be con idered worthwhile. In comparison,
Swain et al. (2009b) achieve a superior SIN following the methods detailed in
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Swain et al. (2008) (supplementary information). However, attempts to duplicate
their analysis proved unsuccessful in acheiving t he same S / N ratio l .

8.5

Light Curve Modeling

The detrended , primary transit light curve can now be modelled to determine
an ideal solution for t he properties of the tran iting system which produced it.
The MCMC rout ine detailed in Chapter 5 was applied with the ini tial estimates
previously listed in Table 8. 1 (and which can also be found in Table 8.4).
With these init ial conditions, the MCMC began with a correlation length of
73 .2 iterations - a noteable im provement on t he starting length of t he WASP-2
chain (see Chapter 7). This improvement can be attributed to a superior set
of intial conditions, since t he starting estimates for t he chain were based on the
results of previous analysis on t his same data set (Swain et al. , 2008) . Once t he
step size in each dimension of parameter space had been rescaled to produce an
overall acceptance rate of 25% and parameter space rotated into a spherically
symmetric coordinate ystem, that correlation length fell to 1.20 iterations (see
F igure 8. 11).
With a minimised correlation length , t he simulation continued until the ideal
solu tion converged. The resulting parameter distributions can be found in Figure
8.12. The most notable relationship in this plot is that between the planetary and
stellar radii (Rp and Rs) · The degeneracy in this relationship is similar to that
identified in t he WASP-2 MCMC distributions. However, in t his instance t he
IThis may be t he result of a lack of comprehensive details s upplied in Swain et al. (2008)
(supplementary information) or of changes to t he HST data processing pipeline made in 2009 .
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~
,

Figure .11: The mean correlation coeffi cient between any given trial in the MCMC
chain aJld those trials subsequent to it. Th e upper plot, calculated at tlle start of
the MCMC simulation , shows the evident inheritance between subsequent links in the
MCMC chain - demonstrating the ineffi ciency of the exploration of paJ'ameter space.
In contrast, the lower plot shows c1eaJ' improvem ent once the exoploration has been
optimised by the m ethods described in Chapter 5.
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effect of t he degeneracy appears in t he radius parameters , rather than between i
and a.
This change in presentation is the result of different portions of the incomplete
t ransit being modelled in this case. With t he WASP-2 data set, the MCMC chain
had a full transit light curve to constrain its exploration - allowing the relationship
between Rs and Rp to be constrained both by t he depth of t ransit and by t he
slope of t he ingress and egress. Since t he ingress and egress are not captured in
t he HD189733 observations, this second constraint does not exist . The resulting
degeneracy yields a larger parameter space for t he i and a parameters to explore
- thereby masking t heir own degeneracyl.
From t hese distributions , the ideal solution and associated uncertainties were
calculated by fittin g an asymmetrical Gau. sian to histogram of t he accepted trials (see Figures 8.13 through 8.16). The re ulting ideal solution and uncertainties
can be found in Table 8.4.
The model light curve generated from this ideal solution is shown in Figure
8.17 overplotted with the detrended light curve from which it was discerned. The
quality of the fit is perhaps be t demon trated by the associated residuals plot;
which demonstrates minimal variation in the third orbit once the model has been
subtracted from t he detrended light curve.
Comparing the e results to t hose of the WASP-2 data set shows a clear detriment in t he uncertainties of both the planetary and stellar radii (Rs and Rp in
] Because of its greater inclination angle (i) we wou ld also expect thi degeneracy to be
greater in WASP-2 than HD189733 . However, the two par ameters would be expect ed to demonstrate degeneracy in any such model light curve due to t heir interdependency (.. ee Chapter 5).
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Figure 8.1 2: Tll e distribution of accepted trials (blu e) across a complete MCMC simulation of the HD1 89733b transit light curve. Th e comparative plots demonstrate any
dep endencies between the parameters as deviations from a uniform circular distribution. In this instance, the Planetary and Stellar R adii (Rp an d R s) exibit an elip tical
distribution , betra:ying a degeneracy between tlle p arameters. Th e overplotted solid
green lin e represents tll e value of each parameter in the ideal solu tion calculated from
this MCMC chain aJld the related dash ed lines show the uncertain ty on eitiler side of
that solu tion.
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P arameter

Rp (RJ)
R (RO)
i (0)

a (AU)
Uo

U1
6.T (6.¢)

Initial
Estimate
1.151
0.788
85. 76
0.03142
0.5
0. 5
0.0

Initial
Un ertainty
±0.038
±0.051
±0.29
±0.0005
±0.1
± 0.1
±O.OOOOI

HST G206
Ideal Solution
1.1573
0.7952
85. 41
0.031342
0,4763
0.485
0.000430

HST G206
Uncertainty
~~:~~~g;

+ 0.02378
- 0.02299
+0. 1942
- 0.1986
+0.0003903
- 0.0004.135
+0.07579
- 0.07549
+0.07<22
- 0.07777
+0.0006292
- 0.0006299

S
Value
1.156
1.342
1.268
1.149
1.150
1.158

N/A

Table 8.4: Th e ideal solu tion of the MCMC simulation of tlle HD1 89733b transit light
curve shown in contrast to the initial estimates supplied to that process. With no
reliable Egures attributable to the limb darkening pal"am e tel's, tlle values of Uo and
Uj were started with initial estimates of 0.5. This resulted in a longer than normal
MeMC chain while the param eters located al"Ound the ideal solution and rescaled their
step-size accordingl'y, however, the Enal results appear sound.
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Figure 8. 17: Th e m odel light curve for the transit of HD1 89733b as observed by HST
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with the model created hom the ideal solu tion of the MCMC simulation (red, solid)
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initial estimates provided to the MCMC process. Th e lower plot shows the residuals
(blue) once this model is subtracted from the data, with tll e transit midpoint denoted
by tile solid red line and the dashed red lines m arking out the full duration of the
transi t event.
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Table 8.4). This is the result of the degeneracy noted in Figure 8. 12 and results
from the lack of an ingress or egress in t he transit light curve. A can be seen in
Figure 8. 17, the un certainties of t he light curve allow for a large range of variation on the walls of the transit , while still providing a reasonable fit to the transit
floor.
This d generacy could be reduced by fixing the stellar radius parameter (Rs) ,
either at the value of its initial estimate, or the value of an initial MCMC chain .
Alternatively, a more stringent prior could be applied to one or both radii parameters. However, both of the e approaches would simply serve to restrict t he motion
of the MCM C chain t hrough parameter space and would artificially reduce the
uncertainties by preventing exploration of real solut ion to the light curve. The
most robust approach to reduce the effect of t he degeneracy would be to concurrently model a second HD1 89733b transit lightcurve covering tho e portions of
t he transit not captured by NICMOS. Such a light curve would need to be taken
at a similar wavelength to t hat of t he G206 gri m to give a comparative value of
Rs·
The other parameters have uncertainties comparable to those seen in t he
WASP-2 data set - as would be expected for light curves wit h such similar RMS
spreads. While the simulation does report a small variation in the transit midpoint

(!~.T) ,

the figure is asily consi. tent with zero and not sufficient to refine

the planet 's period or ephemeris; nor to determine the presence of any transit
timing variations.
Most encouragingly the limb darkening parameter ' arrived at a good fit to the
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light curve (see Figure 8.17 and the histograms in Figure 8.15), despite very poor
initial estimates. This helps confirm the reliability of the MCMC algorithm, as
well as potentially demonstrating a reliable! method of determining stellar limb
darkening alongside the transit parameters where previous studies have used fixed
values of limb darkening which needed to be estimated in advance.
The prayer beading results (shown in grey and purple in Figures 8.13 through
8.15) reveal a significant degree of systematic noise persisting in-transit. The average S factor for the light curve is 1.204, with the Stellar Radius and Inclination
Angle parameters most significantly affected - as was the case with WASP-2. This
indicates that 20% of the measured uncertainty in the parameters is the result
of residual systematic noise in-transit. However, as the histograms demonstrate,
the variation between the Ideal and Prayer Bead Solution is well within the uncertainties and the prayer bead histograms exhibit no significant non-Gaussian
structure which would also indicate residual systematic effects.

8.6

Atmospheric Analysis

As reported in Table 8.2, the width of the PSF in the observations of the HD 189733
primary transit is 9.63pixels (or 0.111J.lm in the spectral domain). Using this as
our minimum bin-width, a series of overlapping bins were constructed, spanning
the full length of the light gathering box (again, see Table 8.2), resulting in 53
wavelength-dependent transit light curves from 1.645 to 2.242J.lm.
1 As was shown with the WASP-2 data set (see Chapter 7), the MCMC modelled limb
darkening values closely matched the initial estimates calculated by Charbonneau et al. (2007).
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These wavelength-dependent curves were then modelled alongside the overall
light curve to determine any variation in transit depth (i.e. variation in the apparent radius of the planet, Rp) with wavelength. A sample HD189733 wavelengthdependent transit light curve can be found in Figure 8.18, overplotted with the
model light curve resulting from this process.
The reliability of the wavelength-dependent light curves is demonstrated in
the comparative out-of-transit RMS spread of the curves across the first order
spectrum. Figure 8.19 reveals one residual systematic feature which is not entirely removed by the detrending process. As a result, any apparent features in
transmission spectrum which fall in the 1.89-1.96Jtm range can not be believed.
The complete set of wavelength-dependent model light curves are perhaps
best presented in Figure 8.20 as a continuum plot. The exoplanet's atmospheric
transmission spectrum can then be extracted by converting the variation in the
planetary radius (Rp) into the relative absorption of the planet ((Rp/ RS)2). The
resulting spectrum can be found in Figure 8.21; shown both in isolation and
alongside the previously published results by Swain et al. (2008) and Sing et al.
(2009).

8.6.1

Residual Systematics

The variation in transit depth with wavelength shows several clear features, but
before any analysis can take place, we must satisfy ourselves that these features
are not the result of residual systematic effects. Firstly, the average depth of the
wavelength-dependent light curves matches that of the overall light curve (shown
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Figure 8 .20: A continuum plot of the models generated for every wavelength-dep endent
light curve across the first order spectrum ofthe HD1 89733 data set. In generating these
m odels, those parameters with no expected wavelengtl)-dep endence are constrained by
m odeling tl)e overall light curve. Th e wavelength dependen t par8JTIeters 8J'e modelled
indep endently for each wavelength-dependent light curve (though this process is performed in parallel witl) the modeling of the overal light curve, ee Chapter 6). Small
val"iations in transit depth are noticable at the base of the transit con tinuum. See
Figure 8. 18 for details on the uncertainty of these m odels.
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shows several clear features, none of which match with the residual features in the RMS
of the modelled light curves (see Figure 8. 19).
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in Figure 8.21 as a solid black line), allowing us to be confident that any global
systematic effects have been properly removed (assuming that no systematic effects remained in the overall light curve).
Secondly, a comparison with Figure 8.19 reveals no correlation with the remaining feature in the RMS out-of-transit spread between 1.89 and 1. 96JLm. This
region covers the peak and a portion of the downward slope of the larger feature
between 1.80 and 2.05JLm. There is no clear deviation in the larger feature between 1.89 and 1.96JLm with both sides of the region matching with the transit
depth calculated for those lightcurves outside the feature in the RMS spread
curve.
Finally, by inspection of the continuum of transit depths calculated from the
overlapping bins, there is no evidence of variations of width less than that of
the PSF (0. 110JLm). As detailed in Chapter 6, any variations on this scale could
only be the result of systematic effects as any spectral features would have been
smoothed to a width greater than that of the PSF as a result of the defocussing.
By inspection alone, it is clear that no feature in the transmission spectrum has
a width less than

rv

0.15JLml.

It should be noted that systematic effects are visible in the results from individual light curves. Performing a more detailed comparison with the RMS
spread distribution (see Figure 8.19), the light curve centred at

rv

2.16JLm has

1 In regard to systematic effects, we must consider any specific feature as either a step-change
or a peak/trough in its entirety. Evidence of systematics in this regard would be a region of
points offset by some arbitrary value while continuing the same trend as the points on either
side; or a peak or trough in the data, again with the unaffected points on either side of the
region continuing the same trend.
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a detrended RMS greater than those around it. Examination of the resulting
spectrum shows that this same curve reports a transit depth apparently greater
than it should - appearing on the downward slope of the feature at 2.15.

8.6.2

Discussion

The transmission spectrum of HD189733b shows several clear features with magnitudes consistent with molecular absorption bands. The spectrum also shows
an apparent gradient which would be consistent with an atmospheric haze - as
was found in the 0.55-1.05J.Lm range by Pont et al. (2008) and as was tentatively
observed in the spectra of WASP-2 (see Chapter 7). Such a gradient would be
expected to follow a power-law, which could be modelled to determine the sizes of
grains in the silicate clouds thought to cause such effects. However, the features
in the spectrum make such a model difficult without a corresponding model for
the absorption features.
The apparent haze/absorption combination suggests that the upper atmosphere of HD189733b may comprise an relatively opaque layer of haze and condensates together with an outer layer of transparent material, potentially being
boiled off the planet by incident radiation from the star - though producing a
smaller variation in transit depth to that found in the WASP-2 data set, despite
the two planets having comparable Roche lobes (see Figure 8.22). Such a scenario
would be expected to produce a slope, as found by Pont et al. (2008) and as appears in Figure 8.21, with features imprinted on top of that slope by absorption
in the hypothetical transparent, upper layer. Spectroscopic modeling is required
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to draw further, more comprehensive conclusions.
The feature in Figure 8.21 between 1.6 and 2.0J.-lm would be consistent with
water absorption were it not for the dip just below 1.8J.-lm. However, if the
spectral features are produced by material being boiled off the atmosphere, we
would expect to see emission features which would be consistent with this feature.
Alternatively, the observed feature could be a combination of water absorption
and that of other molecules at 1.7 and 1.9 microns.
In comparison with the results of Swain et al. (2008) and Sing et al. (2009) ,
t he apparent difference in (Rp/ RS)2 between the Sing et al. (2009) results and
our own is most likely t he result of different limb-darkening models. Sing et al.
(2009 ) apply a more complex model to address the variation of intensity across
t he disk of the star, while the limb darkening in our own model light curve is
governed by a simple, quadratic law (see Chapter 5).
While we can be satisfied that the limb darkening coefficients derived by this
research are robust l , it is possible to change the measured (Rp / Rs)2 by
by reducing each limb darkening coefficient by

rv

20".

rv

0.1%

While this would not

impact the features observed in the spectrum (the variation of limb darkening
with wavelength is expected to be small in the infrared) it makes the average

(Rp/ RS)2 in any set of results difficult to compare with other studies at this
level of precision. Such a comparison could be made if t he wavelength-dependent
modeling was performed with the limb-darkening coefficients fixed at the same
IThe MCMC light curve simulation software allows both limb darkening coefficients Uo and
U1 to vary - meaning each arrives at the value which provides the most probable fit to the data.
See Chapter 5 for a full explanation.
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values employed elsewhere. However, since Swain et al. (2008) do not state their
limb darkening parameters and Sing et al. (2009) employ a different model with
incompatible parameters, such a model is not possible in this case.
As is clear from Figure 8.21, our findings do not match those of Swain et al.
(2008). As discussed in Section 8.6.1, we can be confident that our results are
not significantly impacted by residual systematic effects. Therefore, to determine
the source of the observed differences between the results, we must consider what
may have caused the features observed by Swain et al. (2008).
The most likely explanation for the features reported by Swain et al. (2008)
is the presence of residual systematic noise in the wavelength-dependent light
curves from which their result was derived. In particular, the residual feature in
the RMS spread distribution of the wavelength-dependent light curves (though
generated in this study, see Figure 8.19) would appear to match with a stepchange in the Swain data between the three points from 1. 7 to 1.85j.tm and the
subsequent points from 1.85 to 2.0j.tm. While this feature is not significant to
the conclusions of that study, it demonstrates that systematic noise may indeed
persist in the Swain et al. (2008) wavelength dependent light curves.
However, another explanation exists which also serves to explain the shape
of the Swain et al. (2008) transmission spectrum. The NICMOS instrument is
known to suffer from nonlinearity - an effect whereby any photon falling onto the
detector is less likely to be counted if the pixel in question is already carrying a
significant charge. As a result, pixels exposed to a large amount of flux will report
ever-so-slightly fewer photons than they otherwise would, since photons arriving
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towards the end of the exposure have a reduced chance of being detected.
In the case of an explanetary transit, the effect of nonlinearity would be greater
in out-of-transit (OOT) exposures compared to in-transit exposures. This would
cause the transit itself to appear shallower than it should - though only by a very
small amount.
When considering transits at different wavelengths, another factor comes into
play - namely, the wavelength sensitivity of the detector. Since the NIC3 camera
more readily detects photons at different wavelengths, the first order spectrum in
each grism image has a characteristic shape, dependent on the applied grism. For
parts of the first order spectrum where the detector is less sensitive, less flux will
be recorded and, therefore, the impact of nonlinearity is diminished. Similarly,
at wavelengths where the detector is more sensitive, the effect of nonlinearity
is accentuated. This contrast effectively imprints the wavelength sensitivity of
the detector onto the measured transit-depth - unless the detector nonlinearity
is properly accounted for.
Comparing the Swain et al. (2008) result with the wavelength sensitivity of
the NIC3 detector in the range of the G206 grism, there is a clear similarity in
the shape of the two curves. The only significant difference occurs in the points
around 2.1J-tm which, in the Swain et al. (2008) model spectrum, bridge the gap
between the water and methane absorption features.
Looking more closely at the detector, however, it should be noted that these
points are taken from pixels lying on the edge of one of NIC3's four CCD chips
in a region where the dark current is known to be both erratic and temperature-
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Figure .23: Th e HD1 89733b atmo pheric transmission spectrum derived by Swain
et al. (2008) (g1' en) in contrast with the inverse sensitivity fun ction of the IC3 detector
(blue) which has been scaled to th data EoI' compaJ·ison. Th e da hed red line shows tlJe
edge of one of the four CCD dJip in the IC3 detector. Sev ral column ('" O.1-0.2J.Lm)
to the right of that bound8JT (to the left in wavelength- pace) aJ'e known to be prone
to variation in dark current.

depend nt (Skinn r et al. , 199 ). A

'uch, these points could easily have been

differently impacted by the nonlinearity effe t , as well as likely being prone to
exaggerated y tematic effects. Figure .23 shows the Swain et al. (2008) resul t
in conjunction with a caled plot of the detector sensitivity,
Prior to 2009 , the automated HST data pip line (which proc s 'es t he raw images prior to their delivery to the re earcher who reque ted them, see Chapter 2)
had a different in-built mechani m to acco unt for dete tor nonlinearity, temperature d pendence and other pot ntial sources of systemetics. New routine were
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introdu ced in 2009, potent ially explaining why t his t udy failed to reprodu ce t h
200 re 'ult,
Given t he clear similari ties evident in Figure
Gib on et al. (2011 ) and t hi

.23 and t he failure of both

t udy to duplicate t h r suit , along with t he null

detections reported by Sing et al. (2009) and Mandell et al. (2011 ), both

ar hing

for M t hane wit h differ nt instrum nts, it eems highly likely t hat t he det ctions
of Swain et al. (200 ) ar erroneous.

8.7

Conclusions

The HD189733 data set has produ ed an interesting and b lievabl t ra nsm i sion
'p

t rum (s e Figure .21) which can now be analy' d by atmospheric modellers.

Th e spectrum show no vid enc of I' idual sy tematics when comj ared t both
the di t ribu t ion of po ,t-d trending R MS spread with wavel ngth ( ee F igure
.19) and when che ked for tep-chang s in the overla pping wavelength-dependent
bins.
These r suIts have al
t h lack of a transit ingre
til

0

yield ed important les ons for fu ture re. arch . F ir t ly,
or egre . was een to reate it large d generacy between

t liar and planetary radii (R and R p) during t he d trending proce

S tion

( e

.5). The plan tary parameters derived fro m t he 1CMC proces wo uld

Iik ly hav be n far better constrained had a s cond visit been used to capt ur
t ho e ections of the tran 'it not a pt ured in t he first. Furtherm ore, ch king t hat
the tra nsits in two such vi it

verlap when phase- fold d would prov ide a fur t h r

ch ck on t he vera ity of th detrending proce .
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Finally, analysis of this data has proved the importance of a reliable and robust
detrending process in relation to the Swain et al. (2008) result. As previously
demonstrated by Gibson et al. (2011), the transmission spectrum of Swain et al.
(2008) is greatly dependent on the method of systematic noise reduction. In
contrast, the results of this study have two checks on the detrending process (as
detailed in Section 8.6.1). Furthermore, the same robust pipeline has been applied
to multiple data sets (see Chapters 7 and 9) providing a more comprehensive
validation of the methods involved.
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Chapter 9
Results - GJ 436
9.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter details t h results of the GJ436b t ransit dat a set as deriv d
from the data processing pipeline covered in Chapters 3-6. The chapter presents
t he current knowledge of t he GJ436 system and previous research on t he exoplanet and its atmosphere. Following this, pipeline result of t he raw, processed
and mod lled light curves are presented , along wit h detail and anlysis of t he
processing steps th re involved. Finally, the chapter details t he wavelenght dependence of the transit depth and discu ses t he resulting t ransmission spectrum
of t he exoplanet 's atmo ·phere.

9.2

Introduction

GJ 436 (also called Gliese-436) was one of the first systems found to hold a 'Hot
Neptune' exoplanet (i .e. a planet whose orbit has a very small semi-major axis
and with a radius and mas comparable to t hat of Neptune). It was discovered
by But ler et al. (2004) via measurement of radial velocity variations in GJ436 .
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Value
P arameter II
Planetary Radiu , Rp (RJ)
0.365
Planetary Mass , Mp (MJ)
0.0737
Inclination Angle, i (0)
85 .8
Semi-Major Axis, a (AU)
0.02887
Period , P (day)
2.64389 6
Transit Epoch, E (H J D) 2454222.61588
Stellar Radius, Rs (RO)
0. 464

Uncertainty I
±0 .02
±O.OO52
±0.21
0.25
±9.5 x 10- 4
±1.6 x 10- 6
±0.00012
±0009
0.011

Table 9.1: Latest planetary and stellar p arameters for the GJ436 system , collated from
Souti] wortlJ (2010), Bean et aI. (2008), Ca,cere et ai. (2009) and Torres (2007).

GJ 436b was found to t ran it it parent tar by Gillon et al. (2007b) and
quickly became t he focu of many follow-up ob 'ervations to prop rly constrain
t he planet 's parameters. Thes obs rvation included t he detection of th planet'
secondary eclip 'e - recorded u ing t h Spitzer space telescope by Deming et al.
(2007). The most up- to-date planetary parameters were calculat d by Southworth
(2010) by aggregation of mult iple separate observation ' and can be found in Table
9.1.
As would be expected , GJ436b 's far smaller size means it occupies a mu h diffe rent region of the t ran iting xoplanet population to WASP-2b and HD189733b.
As demonstrated in Figure 9.1 , GJ436 is only one of a handful of known transiting
planets wit h masses and radii substantially Ie s than that of Jupiter. It is also
among t he coole t known transit ing exoplanets with a temperature estimated to
be just above 750K.
GJ436 has long been considered a prime candid ate for transit-timing searches
( ee Chapter 1) which would be more easily discernable than in hot Jupiter sy -
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Figure 9.1: Th e exoplanet GJ436b (red) in contrast to th e population of transiting
planet as a whole (blue). Th e upper plot shows the relation between m ass and radius
of the planets while the lower plot shows the effect of temperature on the planets' radii.
Sin ce the m ajority of transiting exoplanets discovered to-date are Hot Jupiters, th e Hot
Nept une GJ436 falls in region far b low th e densest region of the population.
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terns du to the y tern 's parametersl . A tentative transit-timing detection of
a third planet, GJ436c, was reported in 2008 (Riba

tal., 2008) but later re-

tracted. Continuing st udies (mo t lately Caceres et al. , 2009) have failed to find
any further evidence of GJ436c.
The ob ervations to be reported in thi . chapter w re p rfarmed in late 2007
and preliminarily reported in 2009 (Pont et al. , 2009) with upd at d planetary
paramet r but no d te tion of any atmo pheric features. A furth er study of the
same data (G ibson et al. , 2011) also proved incond usive in this regard.
successful atmospheric studie of GJ436 have be n performed USlllg

Mor

the Spitzer Spac TelescoI e; recently reporting the detection of Wat r , Carbon
Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide (Madhusudhan a nd Seager , 2011 ; Stev nson et al. ,
2010).

9.3

The GJ436 Data Set

The HST

ICMOS obs rvations of GJ436 compri e two vi its of obs -rvation , each

capturing the flo or and egre

of the tran it event. Full detail on the observations

and related information can be found in Table 9.2. Sample images from the data
et can be found in Figure 9.2.
The grism im age were fl at-fielded by application of a composite fl at , derived
as detailed in Chapter 3 from a wavelength key determined by location of the
I When com par d to hot J upiters, GJ436b has a comparativ ly smaller mass and is therefore
more easily perturbed by other plan ts in the sy .. tem. While this wou ld normally be offset
by the red uced transit depth of the system leading to an innevitably inferior SIN , GJ436a's
rad ius of only 0.464MO ' combined with an apparent magnitude of 10.68, less ns th i detriment
considerably.
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(a) Visit 1

(b) Visit 2

Figure 9.2: Sample fil ter (left) and gTism (right) exp osures from the GJ 436 HST
NICMOS data set.
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Containing
Date of Observations
N umber of Orbits
Filter
Filter Exopsure Time (s)
umber of Filter Images
Grism
Grism Exposure Time (s)
Number of Grism Images
Star X Pos (pixel )
Star Y Po (pi xels )
Box X Dimensions (pixel )
Box Y Dimensions (pixel )
PSF \i\Tidt h (pixels/11m)

Vi it 1
Transit Floor & Egre. s
November 2007
4
F166N
0.993
1
G141
1.990624
935
136.24
71.16
60.40 : 185.26
51.66 : 76.18
9.84/ 0.079

Vi 'it 2
Transit Floor & Egress
Dec mber 2007
4
F166N
0.993
1
G141
1.990624
917
138.01
76.08
62.18 : 187.04
57.12 : 80.77
9.41 / 0.075

Table 9.2: Details of the strategy employed for the observations of the transit of
GJ436b (upper three sections) and the calculated param eters of th e target s tar and
first order spectrum in the resulting images.

target star in the direct images (see Figure 9.3) . After flat-fielding and bad pixel
processing, the light in the first ord

I'

spectrum in each image was gathered via

the definition of a light gathering box around said spectrum (see Figure 9.4).

P rforming this process on both vi it of observation yields the transit light
curves presented in Figure 9.5. Note that, unlike previous

ICMOS light curves

(see Chapters 7 and ), the transit of GJ436b is mu ch shallower (due to its lesser
radius, Rp) and so the signal- to-noise of the transit it elf is far les' desirable.
Thankfully, however, both visits exhibit minimal systematic noise.
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(a) Visit 1

_...,......-IIY.......,-, " ---"_>Il'~~..;..i-~~-'
;
.
~..
,
.. .. _ .•.• .~" ."'. ..' .~.'"

(b)Vii t2

Figur 9.3: The location (red) of the truget star in th filter images of GJ436. Since tIle
data set contains only a single filt er image for each vi it, thi location is calculated from
the column- (left) ruld row-totals (right, blue) of one image rather than a composite
image as has previoLl ly been th e case.
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Figure 9.4: Th e dim ensions of the light gath ering box in the spectral (lett) and spatial
(right) axe '. Each plot features the coiuml1- or row-totals (blue) of a composite grism
image comprising eveLY exposure in the visit in question.
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Figure 9.5: The tran it light curves of each visit of th e GJ436 data set. Compared
to WASP-2b and HD1 89733b, GJ436b 's small radius result in a much sllallower transit with an inferior signal-to-noise ratio. It is therefore even more essential that any
system atic effects aJ'e removed before modeling th tr8Jl it. Thankfully, the effect of
systemati noi e in these light curves appear. minimal. ote til e anomalo us points at
the I eginning of tlle second orbit; the re ult of ystematic addre sed in Section 9.4.
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Before Detrending
After Detrending

Visit 1
6.64 x 10 -4
5.40 x 10- 4

Visit 2
7.41 x 10 -4
4.82 X 10- 4

Combined
7.03 x 10 - 4
4.529 X 10- 4

Table 9.3: The RMS of the GJ436 transit light curves before and after the removal of
system atic noi e.

9.4

Detrending

The strategy used to observe GJ436 is id al for the d trending proce ; with each
orbit containing a number of out-of-tran 'it points, r moving th need to extrapolate the movement of the first order pectrum between orbits]. P arameteri ing
t his mov ment , along with the other d trending paramet rs , produ ced the RMS
improvem nt listed in Table 9.3. Th

parameter themselv " along with their

modelled relation to the Out-Of-T\'an 'it flux can b found in Figure ' 9.6 and 9.7.
Since both vi it capture th

arne portion of GJ436b ' . tran it , the impa t of

t he detr nding proc ss is be t hown in isolation. Figure 9. present each visit's
light curve b fore and after the detr'ending process. A more r bu t measure of
the pl an tary parameters could be determined by combining both transits into a
single light curve (see Figure 9.9) , howev r , residu al y t matics in vi it 2 mea n
we can only be confident of believable re ults by modeling t he light curve of vi it
1 alone.
J In orbi ts containing no o u t- of~transit points, the detrend ing model (sc
hapter 4) must
be extra polated from other orbits. Even a small number of o ut-o f~ trans i t points in the transitcontaining orbit a llows a better constraint on the para meter space therein , re ult ing in a more
relia ble model.
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F igur 9.6: The detrending p8J'ameters for visit 1 of the GJ436 data set (left) and their
m odelled effect on tlJe out-of-transit flux (righ t). Blue poin t, in the left hand plots
8J'e the parameter val ue for out-of- tran it exposures, green poin ts denote in-transit
exposure an d red p oints are tho. exposures removed from proce ing. Th e riglJt lJ8JJd
plots show the correlation between out-of-transit flux and th e respective parameters
both b fore (red) and after (blue) the de trending proce . Th e bias parameter (P lO )
showed cle8J' signs of p ersistence and has been omitted from the detrending proces .
Th e anom alo u poin ts at the tart of the second orbit are reflect d in the rotation
p arameter P3, bu t are only par tially corrected by the detrending process.
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Figure 9.8: The light curves from visit 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) of the GJ436 data set
both before (red) and after (blue) tile removal of system atic noi e. The dashed line
demonstrate the improvement in the RMS spread of the out-of-transit points as a result
of the de tren ding. Green points are those exposures removed from pro essing prior to
the removal of the ystematic effects. Note the clear residual systematic effects in the
transit Boor of the second visit (orbit 3) - evidence that, as suspected, poor coverage
of the in-transit rotation parameter (P5) has prevented such systematics from being
properly removed.
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Figure 9.9: The complete detrended light curve (blue) of the transit of GJ436b across
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to use simply the visit 1 ligllt curve to m odel the transit and wavelength-dependent
pal"a.meters.
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9.5

Light Curve Mode ling

Th e visit 1 light curv was then modelled; applying initial estimate from parameter ' cal ulated by Southworth (2010). As would be expect d , these starting
parameters produced an initial, grossly ineffi cient MCMC chain with a orr'elation
length of 25 iterations. However , after calculat ion of optimal tep-size weighting and th rotation of parameter space, the correlation length was reduced to
1.22; as demonstrated in Figure 9.10.
The resulting distribu t i n of accepted trial i' d monstrated in Figure 9.11
with clearl y les evid nt degeneracies than were present in th

WASP-2 and

HD 189 733 chains ( 'ee Chapter 7 and 8) . With the presence of a transit egr ss
to bett r constrain the comparative Rs a nd Rp parameter , t he degen racy

n

in HD1 9733 is removed , Unfortun ately, howev r , t h deg n racy b tween i and

a i only I

er than that

n in WASP-2 b a u 'e of t h r latively inferior ignal-

to-noisE' ratio pre ent in t he GJ 436 light curve (th re ult of a far smaller plan t ,
rat her t han gr ate r noi 'e).
With t he exploration of parameter space prope rly optimis d , iteration

ontin-

ued unt.il the derived id al olution was found to converge. The histogram found
in Figure 9.1 2 through 9.15 de monstrate the alculation of t hi ideal olut ion ,
tog t her with its r lated un ertaint ie , which is Ii ted in Ta ble 9.4.
As i. clear from Figure 9.15 , despite earlier re earch suggesting otherwise,
t here is no evidence of any tran it-timing ffe ts in eith r tran it light curve. The
values of both 6,.Tj a nd 6,.T2 are consistent with O.
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Figure 9.10: The correlation length of the MCMC simulation at the start of processing
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Figur 9.11: The di tribution of accepted trial for a complete MCM simulation
of tile GJ436b transit light curve. Th overplotted solid green lines show the ideal
solution for the parameters cal ulated from this chain and the associat d dasiled green
line repre ent tile related uncertainties to that oiution. Witil vi it 2 omited from tiJ
m ajn detrending process due to its evident sy tematic error , the distribution plot of
b.T2 and the corresponding ideal- oiution for that parameter have been calculated from
a sep arate MCMC chain to the other p arameters.
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The transit light curve created by this ideal solution can be found in Figure
9.16, together with the residu als when compared to t he detrended light curve.
The residu als plot shows vidence that visit 1 may also be impacted by residual
sy t ematic errors where the MCMC simulation has failed to find a good fit to the
C3 contact point of the transit. Examining the portion of t he transit floor on
either side of the midpoint , the residuals demon trate a gradient in the difference
between the transit and the model. As was seen with WASP-2 , such a gradient
could result from an offset in t he tran it midpoint (possibly the result of transit
t iming variations or an error in the transit ephemeris) .
However, the MCMC simulation found no good match with 6.T , implying that
t he gradient in the residual does not r suit from a midpoint ofi;'et, but from an
asymmetry in t he transit itself. This is most likely the result of re idu al sy tematic
effe ts , but could also be caused by tar- pot occulted by th
t ran it. Unfortunately, with the
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planet during

of t he GJ436 light urve, it is impossible

to be certain .
The residual systematics in the GJ436 Visit 1 light curve are clearly demonstrated by the prayer bead trials found in Figures 9.12 t hrough 9.15 . Unlike
WASP-2 and HD189733 , th GJ436 prayer bead histograms show clear structure,
resulting in an average 5 value of 1.339 - almost twice the red noise remaining in
t he HD1 9733 light curve. Su h tructur is con is tent with the Visit 4 feature
found in the WASP-2 result (see Chapter 7) - indicating t hat, despite its uperiority to Vi it 2, Visit 1 also contains significant residual systematics which throw
doubt upon the results. Interestingly, the more dominant systematics are evi-
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Figure g.16: The upper plot shol-lC the m odel light curve (red) for the tran it of GJ436b
acro its pal' nt tar as deri ved from the id aJ solu tion of the MCMC simulation of the
HST light curve (blue). Th e low r plot shows the residuals rem aining once the m od 1
is subtracted from the data (blue) with the transit midpoin t and du ration denoted by
the overploted red lin es.
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Parameter
Rp (RJ)
Rs (RO)

i(0)
a (AU)
Uo

U1
b.T (Period- I)

Initial
E t imate
0.365
0. 464
85.80
0.02887
0.5
0.5
0.0

Initial
Uncertainty
±0.020
±0.010
±0.23
±0.00095
±0.1
±0.1
± O.OOOOI

HST G096
Ideal Solution
0.380
0.467
86.18
0.0278
0.456
0.468
- 0.000289

HST G096
Uncertainty
+ U . UJ.j ~0

- 0.01309
+0.00 026
- 0 .007655
+0. 1380
- 0.1390
+ 0.0006969
- 0.0006908
+ 0 .07895
- 0.082 16
+ 0.08081
- 0.07846
+ 0.0006109
- 0.0006140

S
Value
1.428
1.046
0.953
1.471
1.779
1.355
N/ A

Table 9.4: The planetary parameter of the ideal solution of tlle MCMC simulation of
the GJ436b transit light curve, with related uncertainties, shown in comparison with
the initial estimates employed by the MCMC process.

dent in t he P lanetary Radius (Rp) and S mi-Major Axis (a) parameters - where
both WASP-2 and HD1 89733 had large S values for the Stellar Radius (Rs) and
Inclin ation Angle (i).

9.5.1

Atmosphe ric Analysis

The first order spectrum of the GJ436 data set was then binn d into 118 wavelenghtdependent light curve , each spanning 0.065j.Lm (as alc ulatcd from the width of
t he PSF). Such a light curve, both befor and after detI'ending, is presented in
Figure 9.17. Not that ,

a!

with the ov raIl transit , each A-dependent curve i ' a

composite of both visit·.
Modeling each wavelength-dependent curve in parallel with the main MCMC
chain produced a set of model A-depend ent curves presented in Figure 9.18. Converting t he re ults of this model into the relative absorpt ion of the planet produces
the absorption pectrum found in Figure 9.19.
From t he continuum alone, it is clear that the variati n in the transit depth
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Figure 9.17: A typical GJ436 wavelength-dependent transit Jigl1 t curve taken at
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1 000
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Figure 9.1 : Th e continuum of models for tlJe wavel engtlJ-dependent transi t ligh t
curves of GJ436b.
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of GJ436b are likely too large to be the result of any atmospheric absorption
and are most likely caused by residual ystematics - particul arly from the Visit
2 light urve. Analysis of the transmission spectrum corroborates this as the
large uncertainties on the wavelength-d p nd ent transit depth make all but the
feature at

rv

1.3J.Lm con 'i tant with each other.

Most significantly, none of the wavelength-dependent light curve' produce a
transit depth ven r motely comparable to that of the white light curve - typically half the expected value of 0.68o/c. Thi i the same effect as was produced by
the residual ystematics in the Visit 2 light curve. Fin ally, analy is of the RMS
values of the wavelength-depend ent light curve (Figur 9.20) reveals that - whil e
detr'ending has removed much of the more significant structur in th RMS , c rtain features prevail (in particular the feature at 1.3J.Lm which corresponds with
the only significant feature in Figur 9.19.
P rforming the wavelength-dependent analysis on Visit 1 alone produces far
more promising result. A Figure 9.21 demonstrates , the removal of Visit 2 has
produced a much improved set of wavelength-d ependent model and hence a far
more believable transmi ion spectrum in Figure 9.22. Furthermore, comparing
the RMS plots of the Visit 1 wavelength-dependent curves (Figure 9.23) to those
calculated for both vi its together (Figure 9.20) hows a signifi ant improvement
- both before and after detrending.
The 'pectrum of GJ436b is difficult to asses as it seems to display two oppo ing regions. At low wavelength ', the spectrum demon trates a clear absorption
feature at

rv

1.3J.Lm. This feature exists in the earlier spectrum (see Figure 9.19)
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Figure 9.21: Th e continuum of models for the wavelengtlJ-dependent transit ligbt
curves of GJ436b.
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derived from both visits of observation, where it also appeared to correspond
with a feature in the RMS Plot (see Figure 9.20) . However , the Visit 1 RMS plot
doe not show such a f at ure and the 1.3J-Lm peak is very distin t. The size of
the feature at.

0

gives us reason to doubt that it could be the result of molecular

absorption - 50% deeper than the rest of the spectrum , corresponding to a furth er

316 red uction in recorded light in-tran it.
If the feature is the re ult of molecular absorption , there would appear to

be only one molecule likely to be r sponsible - nam ely Hydrogen, absorbing in
Pasch n-{3 at 1.2 J-Lm. Given the expected abundance of Hyd rogen in exoplanets
uch as GJ436b , we can consid

I'

the magnitude of the 1.3J-Lm feature to b plau-

.·ible in th is instance. However , the spectrum shows no evid ence of the xp cted
Pashen- a ab orption at 1.87J-Lm. Indeed , the half of the spectrum at higher wavelengths appear fi at - con i tent with an at mosph ric haze in these wavelengths.
If both features are r al - and not the res ult of any residu al systematics - then it

is po sible that an atmospheric haze exi t for wav lengths > 1.5J-Lm with a 'window ' around 1.3J-Lm where evid n e of the P aschen-{3 absorption is not scattered
before scaping the atmosphere.

9.6

Conclusions

A with WASP-2 ( ee Chapter 7) , the GJ436 data et provid es valuable in ight
into the r liability of NICMOS data in regard to the ystematic effects inherant
in su h high-precision tudies. While the systematics evident in visit 2 could be
readily identified from in pection of th light curve (see Figure 9.8) , t h latent
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systematics in visit 1 were not discernable until after the light curve modeling
process (see Figure 9.16).
As a result, we must consider the uncertainties calculated by the MCMC
process to be an underestimate on the true range of plausible solutions for the light
curve model. However, despite this detriment, the parameters and uncertainties
of the GJ436 HST NICMOS G 141 light curve still represent the best constrained
properties of the system calculated to-date.
Despite this, the GJ436 wavelength dependent results have proved very interesting and certainly warrant further research. The possible detection of Paschen-{3
absorption would be of great significance if it could be confirmed, but with the absence of any feature at

rv

1.8J,lm (for the corresponding Paschen-a absorption) it

is impossible to drawn any firm conclusions. Should a means be found to remove
the systematic effects plaguing Visit 2, the second transit light curve could either
confirm or disprove the veracity of the feature at 1.3J,lm - if not determine whether
that feature is indeed Paschen-{3. For a diffinitive answer, further observations
with a different instrument - possibly reaching down to l.09J,lm (Paschen-'/') would be ideal.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
10.1

Chapter Outline

The following chapter discusses the results of the WASP-2b, HD189733b and
GJ436b data sets both in comparison with each other and in regard to the techniques used to derive them. Conclusions are drawn as to the validity and robustness of the programming steps, along with the reliability of the results and
what lessons can be learned from the differences between the data sets and their
observing strategies. Ultimately, conclusions are drawn as to how the data retrieval and data analysis techniques could be further improved to enhance the
precision and believability of future results. The chapter concludes with a review
of the future of this field of research and the impact that new techniques and
technologies may have on forthcoming projects of this kind.
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10.2

Conclusions

10.2.1

Transit Light Curves

As has been clear in all data sets, the greatest obstacle preventing comprehensive analysis is the prevalence of systematic noise in the data and the problems
inherent in removing it. While further methods may yet prove successful in improving the techniques detailed in Chapter 4, the best approach would be to take
steps to ensure that the data is most simply detrended from the outset. While
unapplicable to extant NICMOS data sets (and while the instrument itself is permanently offline), the lessons learned from this and other studies can be applied
to future observations with HST's WFC3 (Wide-Field Camera 3) or other such
instruments.
In particular, an optimal observing strategy is paramount if the systematic
noise is to be best removed. Perhaps paradoxically, as was shown with the WASP2 data set (see Chapter 7), such a strategy requires not the reduction of systematic
noise, but the amplification of it. Dithering, as was employed with WASP-2, has
demonstrated how a more comprehensive model of the positional systematics may
be achieved. As was noted in Section 7.7, a similar approach could be applied to
many of the parameters used to constrain the position of the first order spectrum
(provided that the dithering only occurs in out-of-transit exposures).
Such an approach can more readily assure a good coverage of parameter space
- the lack of which proved costly for visit 4 of the WASP-2 data set and both
visits of observation to GJ436 (see Chapter 9). As was also demonstrated by visit
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4 of the WASP-2 data, long term trends (as were particularly evident in WASP2 visit 3 and the secondary eclipse of HD189733b, see Chapter 8) can only be
properly constrained with multiple out-of-transit orbits. Without this approach,
long term trends become degenerate with trends affecting a single orbit (such as
the trends in the primary transit of HD189733b).
Furthermore, as was noted in analysis of GJ436, detrending is more reliable
when in-transit orbits contain some portion of out-of-transit points to better
constrain their parameter space during the detrending process. While this may
prevent observation of a complete transit light curve, the MCMC modeling procedure detailed in Chapter 5 does not require a complete light curve to determine
accurate parameters. Indeed, as was shown in the HD189733 data set, lack of
coverage of the transit ingress and egress can have a greater detriment to the
precision of the derived parameters than only a partial coverage of the transit
floor.
In summary, an ideal visit of observation to observe the transit of an exoplanet
by high-precision grism spectroscopy (such as with NICMOS or WFC3) should
adopt the following points in its observing strategy:

1. At least four HST orbits: The first to be discarded while the telescope
is allowed to settle into its new pointing; two of the remaining three to
capture only out-of-transit light, thereby providing long-term coverage of
parameter space for future systematic noise reduction; and one in-transit
orbit, preferably situated between the two out-of-transit orbits to allow
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interpolation of any trend between the two rather than a less precise process
of extrapolation.

2. A process of dithering adopted for at least one out of transit orbit and in
multiple parameters to give as good a coverage of the systematic parameter
space as possible.

3. At least 10 out-of-transit exposures conducted in the in-transit orbit to
better constrain its position in parameter space. Depending on the duration
of transit, it may not be possible to capture any of the transit floor with
such an approach, in this case, the most preferable solution would be for a
second in-transit orbit capturing some portion of the transit floor with the
base of the ingress/egress while the other in-transit orbit captures the top
of the egress/ingress and a portion of out-of-transit points.

In terms of the method of detrending, Preferential Decorrelation appears to
have proven itself superior to the traditional Linear Regression method of removing systematic noise. As Table 10.1 shows, the Preferential method of detrending appears to produce a model which extrapolates more reliably into the
in-transit parameter space with superior S values in all three data sets (though
for HD 189733, the data set least effected by systematic noise, there is almost no
difference) .
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System
WASP-2
HD189733
GJ436

Visit
Number
3
4
1
2
1
2

Raw
RMS
13.5
12.4
5.63
5.87
5.43
7.30

Preferential Mean
Decorrelation
S
Value
RMS
5.29
1.214
4.71
0.770
4.11
1.119
4.74
1.204
4.44
1.339
4.73
1.553

Linear
Regression
RMS
5.55
4.74
4.34
4.74
6.07
5.35

Mean

S
Value
1.230
0.506
1.207
1.212
1.406
1.583

Table 10.1: RMS Values for each visit of each data set as processed by the Preferential
Decorreltion and Linear Regression detrending techniques, in reference to the S value
measuring the residual systematic noise in each case. (All values given are 10-4 .)

10.2.2

Atmospheric Spectra

As has been demonstrated in every data set, the prevalence of systematic noise in
such high-precision observations has made any firm conclusions difficult to draw.
It should be noted, however, that NICMOS (together with the appropriate data

reduction and light curve modeling tools) has proved itself capable of detecting
very small changes in transit depth.
With the development of comparative methods to gauge the impact of systematic noise on the results!, it has become easier to determine some of the impact
of residual systematic noise on results. However, with the true degree of residual systematics impossible to measure, it is impossible to say what proportion of
systematics can be identified by such techniques.
The best approach would seem to be for follow-up observations to be con1 More specfically: the inspection of the post-detrending RMS spreads of the wavelengthdependent light curves, in relation to the derived values of Rp()..); and the application of
overlapping bins allowing identification of variations in Rp()..) with lesser width than the PSF.
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ducted by a variety of different instruments across the wavelength ranges of the
NICMOS grisms and the data sets in question. Once a variety of observations
agree on the true transmission spectrum of an exoplanets, those data sets or analyses which produced false results can then be assessed to determine the source of
their inaccuracy and help prevent it from influencing future studies.
Setting aside concerns of the results' believability, analysis of the extracted
spectra demonstrates no prevalence for either atmospheric hazes or molecular
absorption features. While WASP-2b may demonstrate absorption features consistent with water (see Figure 7.26), the apparent slant of the spetrum (if real)
could only be the result of such a haze. Similarly GJ436b, with its large unexplained absorption at 1. 3j.lm , also presents a consitently flat continuum upwards
of 1.4j.lm consistent with a haze. Only HD189733b demonstrates distinct absorption features (and, potentially, emission features); but this is contrary to previous studies which have concluded that the transmission spectrum of HD189733b
demonstrates only an atmospheric haze.

10.3

Further Research

As with any data-reduction pipeline, there are always ways in which the program
can be improved or refined. While the endeavour of this research has been to
exhaust the potential scientific output of each data set, there are still advances
that could be made in both the efficiency and scope of the pipeline as a whole.
Naturally, all research presented herein is robust, precise and as detailed as
was possible over the timescale of the research. However, that is not to say that
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further developments in the pipeline, or the field as a whole, may not yet find the
means to eke more results from HST transit grism spectroscopy.

10.3.1

Limb Darkening

As was evident in the results of HD189733 (see Chapter 8) the means by which
stellar limb darkening is modelled can have a significant impact on the measured
(Rp / RS)2 of the transit light curve. For planets with well-constrained parameters,
transit light curves may also prove a means by which to study the limb darkening
of stars and arrive at a more comprehensive model for use in future studies.

10.3.2

MCMC Detrending

The most significant potential improvement to the existing pipeline would be
the integration of the established detrending process (see Chapter 4) with the
MCM C light curve modeling (see Chapter 5). Combining these two processes
would allow both the de trending coefficients and the model light curve parameters
to be calculated simultaneously; potentially improving both the removal of HST's
systematic effects and the accuracy of the resulting model parameters.
Any improvement would result from the integrated pipeline's ability to model
any in-transit systematic effects directly, without having to extrapolate from the
Out-Of-Transit (OOT) points. In this approach, the light curve systematics can
be modelled from the residuals (L - r) of the current model light curve and so, as
the model converges on an ideal solution, the detrending process will also converge
on an ideal detrended light curve against which that model can be compared.
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10.3.3

Wavelength Deconvolution

Another potential improvement to the data-processing pipeline would be the application of a deconvolution algorithm to reduce or remove the effects of defocussing on the resulting atmospheric spectra.
Currently, light falling on the detector at any given wavelength will be distributed according to the point spread function (or PSF) of the telescope's optics.
In the case of defocussed exposures, the PSF is a large ('" 10-15 pixels in diameter), blurred annulus. The resulting first order spectrum on the detector can
be considered a continuum of overlapping annuli, each representing light at a
different wavelength.
The exact shape of the PSF can be modelled from the direct images taken
as part of each data set. It may be possible to deconvolve such a model the
first order spectrum and thus recover the wavelength information lost during
defocussing. Correct application of such an approach could, theoretically, improve
the wavelength resolution of the result to a limit governed only by the width of
the detector's pixels.

10.3.4

Optimum Resolution

Comparing any overall light curve with a wavelength-dependent light curve from
the same data set, it is evident that the overall light curves represent a relatively
small improvement for their far superior (typically> lOx) light-gathering region.
This demonstrates, as would be expected, that improving the light-gathering
region for any given light curve yields only diminishing returns in the resulting
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precision.
Typically, such an increase in light-gathering area would result from an increase in the defocussing applied by the obverving strategy. However, any such increase in defocussing would also result in a reduction in the wavelength-resolution
of the resulting spectrum as light from a wider range of wavelengths would fall
in the same pixels.
In theory, there should be some optimum level of defocussing whereby the
highest precision spectra can be extracted from the observations. An analysis
across all NICMOS observations, potentially coupled with a model of the detector itself, should be capable of determining the best degree of defocussing
to produce wavelength-dependent light curves with the smallest possible RMS
Spread compared to the greatest possible wavelength-resolution.
Unfortunately, since NICMOS is no longer in operation, this optimum observing strategy could never be put into practice. However, it may prove informative
when devising future observing strategies for other instruments performing grism
spectroscopy on exoplanetary atmospheres.

10.3.5

Future Instruments

Unfortunately, NICMOS, the instrument responsible for the data reported in
this thesis, went offline in 2008 after a series of technical failures. With Hubble's operational lifespan nearing its end, it is unlikely that any attempt to revive
NICMOS will ever be executed. However, identical (if not superior) grism spectroscopy can already be performed using Hubble's newly-installed Wide-Field
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Camera 3 (WFC3), which has already been applied to observe the transit of exoplanet WASP-3b. It is likely that WFC3 will succeed NICMOS at the forefront
of exoplanetary research and should be expected to produce the most detailed
exoplanetary atmospheric spectra to-date over the remainder of HST's time in
serVIce.
Meanwhile, ground-based observations continue to apply new technologies and
methods to close the gap on their space-based rivals. As systems such as adaptive
optics become more advanced and widespread, it is probable that ground based
observations will begin to challenge those of Hubble and Spitzer - though, of
course, space-based instruments will remain superior, especially at infrared wavelengths where ground-based observations are limited by the Earth's atmosphere.
Looking still further ahead, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST, Hubble's successor) should produce results eclipsing all those which have come before.
JWST's NIRSpec instrument will be capable of grism spectroscopy, much like
NICMOS and WFC3, but with far greater precision and resolution. With the
right observing technique and proper data analysis, JWST is expected to have
the capability to observe, not just the transmission spectra of Hot Jupiters, but
the reflected spectra of terrestrial exoplanets during secondary eclipse.
With the incredible success of the Kepler space telescope - which is currently
working to confirm the detection of over one-thousand transiting exoplanets - it is
likely that there will be no shortage of targets for JWST after it begins operation
(the satelite is currently scheduled to launch in June 2014). With the right target
exoplanet and the right application of JWST, it may even be possible to detect
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compounds such as Oxygen (02 ) or Ozone (03 ) on another world - producing
(if it is there to be found) the most conclusive proof to-date of the existance of
extraterrestrial life.
Following on from Kepler, two missions currently competing for funding in
the ESA Cosmic Visions program could advance the field still further. PLATO
(PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) will conduct a multi-camera, widefield transit survey, modelled on the successful SuperWASP ground-based telescopes. In conjunction, ECHO (Exoplanet CHaracterisation Observatory), will
be the first instrument designed bespokely to observe the atmospheres of exoplanets and will surpass even JWST in the molecules it may one day discover.

10.4

Closing Remarks

The results and conclusions presented in this thesis are simply the first steps
in the new and exciting field of exoplanetary atmospheric physics. As research
continues, it can be hoped that observations succeeding those detailed herein will
provide some of the most exciting and, in all likelihood, unexpected results since
the discovery of the first exoplanet itself - addressing such unanswered questions of
the processes of planet formation and the search for life elsewhere in the universe.
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